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Figure 4  Additional emissions reduction needed 

Source: Ministry for the Environment 
 

The transport sector is delivering on the first Emissions Reduction 
Plan (ERP1) 
The Government’s approach to emissions reduction in the first emissions budget period was set 
out in the Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP1) published in May 2022. ERP1 sets focus areas, 
targets and specific actions to be taken between 2022 and 2025 to reduce transport emissions in 
line with the transport sub-sector target. 

Officials are working to implement the actions in the ERP1 by the end of 2025. 

Current estimates suggest transport is likely to stay within its sub-sector target and meet its 
expected contribution to reducing emissions during the first emissions budget period. However, 
these estimates assume work underway to reduce transport emissions continues and incorporate 
data reflecting lower-than-expected rates of travel. This decline in travel is not fully understood and 
a range of factors are likely to have contributed, including migration, cost of living, and changing 
travel patterns post-COVID-19. Therefore, caution should be applied when assuming this trend will 
continue.  
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A NET-ZERO TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

Work is underway to develop the second Emissions Reduction Plan 
(ERP2) 
As shown in Figure 4 above, a considerable jump is required in emissions reductions from 
transport from the first to second emissions budget period, and again from the second to the third. 

Work is underway within the Ministry and across government to develop the second Emissions 
Reduction Plan (ERP2), which is due by the end of 2024. ERP2 will need to contain actions that 
meet the gazetted emissions budget for the second emissions budget period from 2026-2030. 

In its draft advice to inform the strategic direction of ERP2, the Commission also advised ERP2 will 
need to include actions that set the transport sector up for the third emissions budget period. 

In December 2023, you will receive initial cross-agency advice about key opportunities and 
challenges for ERP2 and some indicative content about what could be included. Cabinet is 
expected to make decisions about the draft and final content for ERP2 in 2024. 

Meeting the third emissions budget and beyond require significant 
system changes 
Current modelling suggests meeting the third budget for transport will require significant additional 
effort beyond currently committed policies as shown in Figure 5. 

Transport emissions reductions by emissions budget 
period (ARS Kt C02-e) 
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Figure 5 Transpo1t emissions reductions by emissions budget period 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

2031-2035 

ERP1 placed particular emphasis on rapidly transitioning the vehicle fleet to low- or zero-emissions 
vehicles because it is one the few ways to significantly reduce transport emissions that can be set 
in motion quickly. By the time we reach the third emissions budget, we will need to have made 
much more significant changes to the transport system including large scale public transport 
improvements, significant uptake of low emissions heavy vehicles and land use patterns that 
support low emissions transport options in urban areas. 
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With such systemic changes in place, transport emissions reductions could accelerate rapidly from 
around 2030 onwards (often referred to as ‘bending the curve’). This can be observed in the 
Commission’s demonstration path in Figure 6. 

However, as Figure 6 also shows, these systemic changes are not factored into current investment 
plans for transport. Our latest baseline projection, shown in yellow, reflects expected transport 
emissions based on committed and funded actions, and suggests more investment and ambition 
will be required in ERP2 to successfully ‘bend the curve’ and meet our long-term targets. 
 

 
Figure 6  Timeseries comparison of (emissions reduction) projections 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
 

The next steps for ERP1 and ERP2 

Aligning ERP1 with your strategic objectives 

We can provide you with more detail about the focus areas, targets, and actions for transport in 
ERP1 and advise you on the impact of any changes you may wish to make to the remaining 
actions to be delivered in the first budget period. 

Ensuring ERP2 meets your strategic objectives 

Setting strategic priorities for ERP2 with your Cabinet colleagues and deciding what actions will be 
included for transport to meet its expected contribution will be some of the biggest strategic 
decisions you will make as Minister of Transport in the next 12 months. The Ministry will support 
you with advice to inform these decisions.  

In December 2023, along with your Ministerial colleagues in other climate portfolios, you will 
receive a package of preliminary advice about the long-term pathways to net zero by 2050 and 
indicative advice about what these mean for ERP2. This advice is likely to seek your direction on 
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some key strategic priorities, risks, benefits sought, and potential trade-offs, to inform the 
development of detailed options for inclusion in ERP2. The Ministry will provide you with additional 
transport-specific advice to supplement this interagency advice. 

 

Maintaining and growing New Zealand’s international 
connectivity 

New Zealand’s prosperity is heavily reliant on its connections to the 
world 
International connectivity enables people and goods to move across our borders and is an 
important contributor to New Zealand’s prosperity and well-being.  

Most of our imports and exports move by sea - 99.7% of New Zealand’s export goods by volume, 
and 80.9% of its exports by value. This makes the maritime sector vital to New Zealand’s interests, 
including ports and the connections to them. The aviation system also delivers economic and 
social benefits of staying connected to each other and the global community. Air transport 
underpins key sectors in the New Zealand economy, including tourism, international education and 
high-value freight. 

New Zealand’s international connections face a changing environment 
The geo-political environment is becoming less rules based and more volatile, and there is growing 
risk around the international politics of climate change. This presents some risk to New Zealand as 
a distant trade reliant economy. The emissions from the aviation and maritime sectors are subject 
to increasingly tighter international standards and we need to be well engaged to ensure these 
support New Zealand’s carbon emissions and connectivity objectives while not disadvantaging our 
connectivity to the world. The international security environment has also become more complex. 

Government can help promote efficient supply chains 
After COVID-19 highlighted vulnerabilities in our supply chains, the Ministry conducted extensive 
engagement with supply chain stakeholders to develop a National Freight and Supply Chain 
Strategy, which was issued on 18 August 2023. Industry stakeholders especially called for:  

• better signalling of government’s long-term plans for supply chain infrastructure  

• better consenting and planning that protects key logistic routes and nodes  

• a review of the current port system 

• improved data collection and availability 

• improved ability to transfer across transport modes  

• building the workforce for the supply chain of the future.  
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It is important the Strategy, which supports a stronger and more resilient supply chain, is translated 
into action. The next step proposed for the Strategy was the development of an action plan. Work 
priorities were identified around ports and their connections, road freight decarbonisation, freight 
data, and international connections. 

Proposed actions for progress on international connectivity and supply 
chain issues 
Key actions we will look to progress are: 

• Better collaboration with the private sector, so New Zealand has future supply chains that are 
low emission, resilient, productive, efficient, safe and sustainable. This is likely to involve 
work on ports and their connections to road and rail, the transition to low emission heavy 
vehicles and improving freight data collection. 

• Working across government and the aviation sector to develop a national policy statement 
for aviation and provide a joined-up view on how best to embrace opportunities and address 
challenges in the sector. A private partnership initiative has already begun to accelerate 
decarbonisation of the aviation sector. 

• A review of maritime legislation to ensure our regulatory f ameworks support an innovative, 
productive, safe and secure maritime sector.  

We will discuss these potential actions further with you.  

Developing thriving cities and regions 

Resilient, safe and well-connected transport networks are a basic 
requirement for cities and regions  
Cities and regions depend on resilient, safe and well connected transport networks to have strong 
economic and social opportunities. These networks enable people to travel to and from work, 
access services and amenities, as well as allowing businesses to be productive and connect to a 
range of markets. 

Regions need resilient and safe transport networks to enable communities to participate in society 
and connect our primary producers to their overseas markets. Well targeted road investment and 
effective maintenance is critical to sustain connectivity. Meanwhile, cities need well-connected 
transport networks to be able to move people while allowing goods and services, including freight, 
to move efficiently. 

Well targeted transport investment, both capital and operational, is critical to sustain these 
networks. This investment can unlock better safety outcomes, grow the economy and increase 
productivity benefits for all New Zealanders. 
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Alignment between transport planning and delivery, land use and 
infrastructure planning is essential 
Delivering effective and efficient transport in cities and regions requires the alignment of transport 
planning, funding, and delivery with land use, regulation, urban development, housing and 
infrastructure provision. Transport solutions in cities require multiple interventions, including 
measures from outside the transport system itself. Given the shared regulatory responsibilities for 
delivery between central and local government, the tension between national and local priorities 
often need reconciliation to help meet statutory requirements, realise shared goals, and improve 
certainty. 

Improving long-term, integrated planning across transport and other sectors will deliver better 
outcomes and greater planning certainty. However, there are challenges in achieving this 
integration due to several complication factors, such as the numbers of decision-makers involved, 
the planning horizons for delivering transport solutions, and the complexity of the projects. 

To provide greater certainty and to better prepare for and manage growth, high-growth cities and 
regions have developed spatial plans under Urban Growth Partnerships5. These partnerships 
include local government alongside central government agencies and mana whenua. They are 
also a mechanism for long-term thinking and integration of transport and other infrastructure 
projects, as well as stakeholder engagement and involvement.  

Spatial planning has been a critical tool for supporting integration of transport with the provision of 
other infrastructure. However, the challenge with spatial plans is that there is no guaranteed 
pathway between the major projects shown in spatial plans, nor do they guarantee funding. Once 
identified, transport and infrastructure projects often need to use existing statutory funding 
mechanisms and decision-making processes to make progress. This often requires decision-
makers to make trade-offs between competing investment priorities, and ensure benefits are equal 
to the level of required funding.  

For example, all the Urban Growth Partnership spatial plans include rapid transit services and 
high-frequency public transport networks. These look to provide a backbone for future large-scale 
urban developments. However, there is currently no funding pathway, firm timeframes and clear 
prerequisites (such as the inclusion of intensification along the proposed rapid transit corridors) to 
deliver most of these projects. This uncertainty means there are risks around the ability of the 
these projects to deliver their projected public benefits. 

City and regional deals are a potential way to deliver integrated 
transport solutions 
City and regional deals offer a potential way for central and local government, mana whenua and 
the private sector to provide greater certainty on transport and other priorities for a city or region, 
but this will likely be challenging given the constrained funding environment. Exploring innovative 
new funding and financing models to deliver major projects (including through transport pricing 
tools), using long-term planning instruments to provide certainty and improve integration between 
land-use and transport, and making better use of existing funding and financing tools and past 

_______________ 
5 The Urban Growth Partnerships have developed spatial plans for Auckland, Wellington, Hamilton, Tauranga, Christchurch, and 

Queenstown 
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transport investments will be essential. Independent monitoring should ensure accountability, and 
clarity in governance structures enables shared understanding of roles and responsibilities. For 
example, this may require differentiating between operational and strategic arrangements. 
including the roles of investment and other initiatives that can get better use out of existing 
networks, such as congestion pricing.  

City and regional deals can also serve to coordinate the multiple planning, funding, and regulatory 
approval streams necessary to advance the investment in urban development, transport and 
infrastructure often required to fund large investments in infrastructure our high-growth cities need. 
This includes considering ways to incentivise partners to invest in necessary transport networks 
and associated infrastructure and other developments, while also working together to address he 
risks the partners face from entering long-term funding commitments.  

given constrained funding and the substantial costs of delivering large-scale transport projects, 
innovative funding and financing models can be explored to deliver major projects as the deals are 
being developed.  

New Zealand has built up some experience with these types of multi- party funding arrangements 
as they relate to transport and associated urban development from which lessons can be learned., 
including the Auckland Transport Alignment Project (ATAP) and Let’s Get Wellington Moving. 
Lessons can also be found internationally as these deals are used in other countries, including the 
United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia to support integrated programme delivery. They involve 
long-term partnerships between local and central government and private businesses based on a 
clear set of outcomes, with packages of funding and decision-making powers. Experience from 
other recent transport-based partnerships between central and local government has also 
underscored the importance of clarity on funding, roles and responsibilities, and governance 
arrangements. 

The Ministry can provide further advice on urban development and 
city and regional deals 
The Ministry can provide you with further information and advice on opportunities for Ministerial 
collaboration, better planning, and city and regional deals. As these agreements require the input 
of different portfolios, substantial work would be needed with other Ministers to determine their 
viability and potential effectiveness in a New Zealand context. In the past, cross-portfolio Ministerial 
forums for urban development and infrastructure have encouraged government agencies to work 
together on policy development and delivery and ensure joint accountability. 

Strong Auckland, strong New Zealand 

Auckland is critical to achieving New Zealand’s goals 
Auckland is home to one third of New Zealand’s population, contributes 38% of the nations GDP 
and is projected to account for around 60% of New Zealand's population growth between 2013 and 
2043.   

Over recent years, Auckland has accounted for 30% of the National Land Transport Fund spend 
and increasing Crown funding along with Auckland Council funding. 
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Auckland continues to need a large investment in its transport 
networks 
Auckland requires transport investment in roads, public transport and active transport. Along with 
investment, interventions such as congestion pricing and better integration of transport and land-
use are required to achieve outcomes and manage affordability. Congestion pricing in Auckland 
will raise  some revenue but its value is in improved productivity and potentially deferring some 
road costs and capital spending. 

The strategic roading network in Auckland is almost complete. Penlink is underway and a preferred 
option for Mill Road as part of the package of investment in south Auckland needs to be 
determined. 

Rapid public transport is integral to improving Auckland’s public 
transport network 

Auckland’s future public transport network will have to be much larger than it is today, and rapid 
transit will be needed to move people in a fast, frequent and reliable manner. While there have 
been some setbacks with the rail rebuild and bus driver shortages, public transport patronage has 
increased significantly in Auckland. Patronage increased from 84 million boardings in 2016 to 100 
million boardings at the end of 2019. This can be further improved by increasing frequency and 
reliability on the current bus network and extending coverage, particularly to some of the lower 
income areas where access to public transport is poor. Successes to date have been the northern 
busway and passenger rail, post electrification. The City Rail Link and Eastern busway are well into 
construction and will support further growth in the short term. Work on a 30-year plan for rail 
investment in Auckland is also well advanced. 

Business case work is underway on a range of major projects including on the northwest and city 
centre to Māngere corridors, as well an additional crossing over Waitematā harbour. There is a 
lack of consensus on the best way to proceed with these projects, and how work should be 
prioritised and sequenced. Our view is it is not feasible to progress with all of these projects as 
planned from both a funding and construction capacity perspective. Within the limited funding and 
delivery capacity available, you may want to consider the balance between high volume and high-
cost options, such as light or heavy rail, and lower volume but faster to deliver options such as 
busways. The Ministry’s advice is these should be considered in the context of the type of overall 
network that should be available in future, and the nature and scale of development desired for 
Auckland. 

Reaching agreement with Auckland Council on the sequencing of investments in Auckland over 
the longer-term is a priority. One way to achieve this is by continuing to work on the Auckland 
Transport Alignment Project (ATAP). Since 2017, ATAP has been New Zealand’s most mature ‘city 
deal’. The Minister of Transport and Mayor of Auckland are political sponsors of ATAP and a 
Governance Group of Chief Executives provides oversight and governance.  
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The joint Government/Auckland Council Tāmaki Makaurau Transport 
Plan needs to be completed 

The Tāmaki Makaurau Transport Plan, a long-term integrated plan has been the key piece of work 
progressed under the ATAP structure over recent months. It is paused and we will seek your 
guidance on the next steps for completing the Plan. 

Several major Auckland 
transport projects are 
underway 
There are pressing choices to be 
made about investments in Auckland 
over the 10 and 30-year horizons. 
Affordability and delivery capacity 
need to be considered as an 
investment programme, which 
includes sustaining the current 
network, expanding public transport 
services and progressing major 
projects, is completed.  

City Rail Link (CRL) 

Most construction work is now 
complete, and the focus is on 
integrating CRL with the Auckland 
network and testing readiness for 

operations. The Ministry monitors the work of the delivery company, City Rail Link Company 
(CRLL) and advises on broader investments needed to realise the benefits of the project. CRL is 
funded 50:50 by the Crown and Auckland Council. You are a joint sponsor of the work along with 
the Minister of Finance and Auckland Council, represented by Mayor Brown. 

Auckland Light Rail (ALR) 

ALR is an integrated urban and transport project along the city centre to Māngere corridor. 
Auckland Light Rail Limited (ALRL) is working on a detailed business case. The Ministry monitors 
the work of the company, provides policy advice on the project and supports the project’s 
Sponsors  You chair the Sponsors Group and it will be a priority to provide direction to the project. 

Waitematā Harbour Connections 

Waka Kotahi is developing an indicative business case on a recommended option including 
roading, rapid transit and cycling connections. This is scheduled to be considered by the Waka 
Kotahi Board in early 2024. The Ministry’s feedback is significant work is required before moving to 
a decision-making process, including on lower-cost options. You have a role in setting direction for 
the work and ultimately deciding whether to take the project forward through Cabinet.  

Auckland Commuter Rail 
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Northwest  

The Northwest corridor has consistently been identified as a high-priority rapid transit corridor for 
Auckland. Interim improvements are underway including new bus stops, interchange 
enhancements, and extended bus lanes on SH16. Waka Kotahi is starting a detailed business 
case on a permanent rapid transit system. This corridor is a priority for the Mayor of Auckland and 
the Ministry expects it to be raised as part of your discussions on the Tāmaki Makaurau Transport 
Plan  

The Ministry will seek your direction on Auckland’s transport 
priorities 
The Ministry will seek your direction on completing work on the Tāmaki Makaurau Transport Plan 
and on the next steps for some of the planned projects in Auckland  

Building a resilient transport system 

The transport system connects New Zealanders but is vulnerable to 
shocks and disruptions 
The transport system and our communities and businesses are vulnerable to shocks and disruptive 
events (either natural or human). New Zealand has transport corridors in steep valleys, alongside 
coastlines, and across rivers and floodplains. Many communities are in remote areas or have 
limited routes connecting them to the rest of New Zealand. In recent years, New Zealand has 
experienced climate change related severe weather events like Cyclone Gabrielle and natural 
disasters like the Christchurch and Kaikōura earthquakes in 2011 and 2016 respectively. 

Transport operations can also be disrupted by other vulnerabilities. Parts of the transport system 
rely on highly trained workforces which are susceptible to staff shortages, for example, maritime 
pilots, air traffic controllers, ground handlers, airport rescue fire services, and bus and train drivers. 
The aviation system relies on imported jet fuel, which if it fails quality testing on arrival into the 
country results in disruptions to aviation operations. We also need to manage the transport 
system’s susceptibility to security threats from malicious actors. 

A lack of resilience drives extra costs into the transport system 
Being resilient is the ability to anticipate and manage disruptive events, minimise their impacts, and 
respond and recover effectively. A transport system that is not resilient increases the costs and 
time to reinstate critical transport connectivity to affected communities. Shocks from natural 
disasters such as the Christchurch and Kaikōura earthquakes, alongside the increasing frequency 
and severity of weather events caused by climate change, result in significant social and economic 
costs to restore transport networks.  
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The Ministry is working to enhance the resilience of the transport 
system 
The Ministry uses its leadership role across strategic policy and operational work to build transport 
system resilience into wider system reforms and work programmes. The Ministry works to ensure a 
broader ‘New Zealand Inc’ perspective is applied to managing transport system risks and in 
building better transport system resilience. This includes using an agreed national framework, 
together with the transport Crown entities, to manage risks. 

Resilience work includes: 

• Involvement in the National Security System reforms, and membership of the Counter-
Terrorism Coordination Committee, Major Events Security Committee, and the National 
Security Board (as the Strategic Coordination Agency for maritime security).  

• Involvement in the Emergency Management System reforms  including emergency and 
catastrophic planning, and the current emergency management and the DPMC-led Critical 
National Infrastructure work programme.  

• Involvement in climate change work programmes, including the Resource Management 
System Reforms, National Adaptation Plan, Emissions Reduction Plan, and membership of 
the Climate Change Interdepartmental Executive Board. 

• Connecting the transport system into operational readiness, response, and recovery activity 
through its role as Chair of the interagency Transport Response Team, which is the Sector 
Coordinating Entity for the transpo t system in an emergency. 

As the Minister of Transport, you have an important role in enhancing 
transport system resilience 
You can play a role in enhancing the resilience of the transport system by: 

• Maintaining relationships across the sectors identified so the perspective of the transport 
sector is given due weight in government's wider resilience-related work. 

• Engaging with your Ministerial colleagues on legislative programmes which cut across the 
transport system  such as the Emergency Management reforms, Climate Adaptation Bill, and 
Resource Management reforms. 

• Engaging with other Ministers to address specific resilience issues (eg, the availability of 
RNZAF Base Ohakea and jet fuel supply chains). 

• Making decisions on further investments via the National Resilience Plan. 
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A productive, safe and secure transport system 

Travel needs to be safe and secure, and 
incorporate new technology 
Travel needs to be as safe and secure as it can be, whether 
by road, rail, aviation or maritime. People should not be 
harmed when using transport and should be confident when 
using the system. 

Our transport regulatory frameworks help deliver safety and 
other transport outcomes. Those frameworks depend on the 
work transport agencies do to enforce and implement them 
and are significantly shaped by international obligations, 
standards and recommended practices.  

However, parts of these frameworks need to be updated or 
revisited. The safety issues and approaches to regulation in 
each sector vary and we need to make sure the regulation 
applied in each sector is doing its job.  

A more challenging economic outlook and fiscal position 
means there is added emphasis on ensuring all aspects of our 
regulatory systems deliver value for money and support 
increased productivity. For example, out-of-date regulatory 

requirements impose unnecessary costs on firms and individuals, which harms New Zealand’s 
productivity. 

The frameworks must also enable and adapt to novel technology, such as driverless vehicles/craft 
(eg, unmanned aircraft and autonomous vehicles), different fuel types (eg, sustainable aviation 
fuel, hydrogen) and different types of craft (eg, drones). Introducing still evolving technologies is a 
major challenge for policy makers and regulators. The beneficiaries of these technologies (the 
investors, manufacturers and consumers) often do not wear the full costs of their risks, which is 
borne by society at large. Appropriate regulatory approaches can help build the confidence of 
consumers to use new technology and encourage firms to invest in their development and 
deployment. 

Therefore, it is crucial to have a regulatory system that provides the framework and permissible set 
of conditions under which decisions can be made on important features of transport markets such 
as entry, pricing, access obligations and quality or conditions of service. 

Improved road safety requires interventions across all parts of the 
system  
Roads are used by just about everyone in New Zealand, and usually on a daily basis. Provisional 
figures show, 377 people died in road crashes in 2022, with 2,470 people suffering permanent life-
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changing injuries6. Social cost of road trauma is estimated to be as much as $8 billion a year. Our 
rate of road deaths is also significantly higher than many other jurisdictions New Zealand 
compares itself to, as indicated in Figure 7 below. 
 

 
Figure 7  Road deaths per 100,000 inhabitants (2022) 
 

Sustained effort is required to reduce the number of people being killed or seriously injured on our 
roads. 

New Zealand has followed the safe system approach in recent years, which is the internationally 
accepted approach for road safety. A safe system means improving the safety of all parts of the 
system – roads and roadsides, speeds, vehicles and road user behaviour – so that if one part fails, 
other parts will work to protect people if they are involved in a crash. Progress in all areas is still 
needed to reduce deaths and serious injuries on our roads. However, you can choose to place 
more emphasis on interventions in some areas rather than others. 

New Zealand has made progress in some road safety areas, but there 
are significant opportunities for improvement 
The current Road to Zero road safety strategy has targets for reductions in deaths and serious 
injuries. There has been progress in all areas. For example, Police have increased their 
enforcement activity in the last 12 months, with an additional one million alcohol breath tests 
conducted than in the previous year. 

The interventions set out in the strategy that have been delivered have been proven to be highly 
effective in the New Zealand context. For example, changes to speed limits on State Highway 6 
Blenheim to Nelson has seen the number of deaths and serious injuries reduce by approximately 
80% in first two years  while the average journey time has increased by approximately four minutes 
over the 110km road length. Installation of median barriers at SH2 Waipukurau in 2020 has seen a 
100% reduction in deaths and serious injuries in the two years since. 

COVID-19 slowed delivery of initiatives and there have been other challenges, which have 
impacted the scale and pace of implementation. 

Public acceptance of some of the actions under the strategy has been limited, with concern 
expressed about: 

• the public advertising and associated messaging, particularly how “zero” is unrealistic 

_______________ 
6 Serious injuries are defined as fractures, concussions, internal injuries, crushings, severe cuts and lacerations, severe general 

shock necessitating medical treatment and any other injury involving removal to and detention in hospital. 
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• some of the focus areas, such as the extent of speed management proposed. 

Given these challenges, the Ministry has started reviewing the approach to road safety. We are 
preparing more in-depth advice on the impacts different initiatives will have on reducing deaths and 
serious injuries to assist you as you consider the strategic direction you wish to take for road 
safety. The Ministry would welcome the opportunity to discuss your expectations for road safety, 
including on the interventions you want to focus on. 

Rail safety requires clear regulatory frameworks and investment 
Rail safety needs clear regulatory frameworks, strong oversight and investment to provide the 
required level of safety assurance. After recent investment and growth, the risk profile of rail has 
increased. There have been several rail safety incidents involving fatal and serious injuries and 
recent reviews into the Auckland and Wellington metro systems have highlighted the need for 
system improvement and the need for the rail regulator to rigorously address risks   

Waka Kotahi has primary regulatory responsibility for rail safety in New Zealand. Waka Kotahi has 
a critical regulatory role in assuring stakeholders and the public that the country’s rail networks are 
being managed safely. This is achieved through regulation of the rail industry in accordance with 
the Railways Act 2005. The Transport Accident Investigation Commission also plays an important 
role through independent investigation inquiries into rail accidents and incidents, and making 
recommendations that can identify opportunities to improve rail safety. 

Emerging transport technology requires regulation to be updated 
The Ministry is responsible for providing advice on how existing regulatory frameworks can be 
adapted so emerging transport technology is safely integrated into the transport system. 
Increasingly, innovative uses of technology offer potential economic, environmental and social 
benefits. New Zealand should provide an enabling environment for innovators to support economic 
growth in areas like the aerospace industry, lift productivity through innovation, lower emissions 
and improve other environmental outcomes.  

The Ministry has developed an Enabling Drone Integration (EDI) package to enhance the 
regulatory framework for drone operations, and as a building block for supporting autonomous 
aviation, which need to be able to operate safely in the same airspace as traditional manned 
aircraft. We will provide you with further advice on the proposed package of measures. 

The land and maritime sector also face similar issues, including automation. In the land transport 
sector, for example, substantial modernisation of the vehicle standards framework is likely to be 
necessary to meet disruptive changes in the vehicle sector across environmental, safety and future 
transport domains. 

Finally, the Ministry and transport agencies are alert to the real possibility that innovations, like 
artificial intelligence, may seriously disrupt the way transport operates or is regulated. Active 
monitoring of these developments is crucial. 

A review of maritime legislation is needed 
Maritime transport is a critical part of our economy, with most of our imports and exports moving by 
sea. As an island nation, New Zealand relies on ferries to transport commuters, tourists, and 
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domestic travellers between islands. Boating is also an important part of our culture with over 1.9 
million people taking part in recreational boating in 2020.  

Maritime activity can be dangerous and risks are increasing of large scale maritime incidents. 
Vessel quality is declining and severe weather events are increasing at the same time. As well, the 
increased uptake of recreational boating and the numbers involved pose risks in that sector. Since 
2015, an average of 16 recreational boating fatalities have occurred every year. Fatalities occur 
throughout the country, and most are associated with falls overboard, a vessel capsizing or 
flooding. Many Transport Accident Investigation Commission and coroner reports have found 
fatalities might have been prevented if users had demonstrated the requisite knowledge and skills 
or lifejackets had been worn.  

Safe navigation is as critical in the maritime space as on land. Maritime incidents not only 
endanger human lives, but also the environment and the economy, as the Rena disaster 
demonstrated. The accessibility of the sea to recreational boating means recreational boating and 
commercial shipping operate in very close proximity to each other. 

As discussed in the chapter on international connectivity, the Ministry and Maritime New Zealand 
have started scoping a possible review of primary maritime legislation, which is ageing and no 
longer works well. For example, the legislation does not accommodate new technologies, such as 
new fuels or autonomous vessels. This creates increasing costs and barriers for innovators. The 
legislation provides inadequate tools to effectively manage maritime incidents (including risks from 
poor quality vessels) or the increasing variety of threats to maritime security increasing the risks to 
safety, environment and supply chains.  

The existing system also creates confusion around the differing roles of national and local 
regulation and suffers from complex and outdated requirements. Legislative reform could provide a 
range of practical benefits for New Zealand and has strong support from the maritime sector.  

Proposed actions to progress transport safety and other regulatory 
issues 
The Ministry can provide you with any further information you require on these areas of transport 
system regulation and safety  In the shorter term, we would like to discuss with you: 

• Our advice on reframing the approach to road safety. 

• Taking a package of drone policy decisions to Cabinet 

• The review of maritime legislation. 

• Our regulatory activities and the Ministry’s work to help position New Zealand for future 
technological developments like drones and automated vehicles. 
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Part One: I-le Wakamana i a Aotearoa Kia Momoho I 
Enabling New Zealanders to Flourish 

Transport is c1itical for New Zea land's economic, social and 
enviTomnental h.ealth 
New Zealand's transport system connects us to wotk and $ChooJ, to our wtianau. to oor 
oommunfties and to the rest of the world. The smooth and sustainable movement of people and 
gOo<ls lhrooghout tho system is critical to our ecooomic. soda! and envtro,,montal health. The 
trans Port system is an enabler+ Slip Porting and connecting to other sectors and society's wider 
goals. like better and a"ordable housing. healthier New Zealan.oers and desirable Cities that a•ttract 
tho people necessary to drive economic growth. With all lts good. thoogh, the system also ha!; 
negative impaccs. including producing a significant proportloo of New Zealand's greenhouse. gas 
emlsslons. other air and noise pollutlo,, that a"ects the health of the general PoPUlation and d,,aths 
and serious Injuries fo, tho ~pie using the system. 

The transpart system Involves minions of tourneys every day on extensive network$ of public und 
private infrastructure across New Zoalaod. These netwol1<s connect a population spread-out llnlnly 
across regions. bUt also eoncentrated tn cities, who all need to be well served by the transport 
s:ystem to meet their social and economic needs. 

These netwO<ks are used by a wide array orvehides everyday, many foss,1-t\Jelled. and lher,, are 
competing demands, lneluding increaSlngly lo, use of street and City spaces. New Zealand's 
envfronrnent and _geograph,y also mean that our cf'iUcal transport Infrastructure is exposed to a1 

broader and more consequential range of potential shocks than many other highly developed 
oountrle.s. 

In New Zealand (t.b.c); 

• there are-over 4.5 million registered motor vehicle$ In New Zealand. wtlicf'I ls one of lhe: 
highest rates ofve-hicie a.vner$hip in the WOfld - around 64,000 of these are fully electric 
lillht VOhicies 

• transport produces 39 percenl of our domestic carbon dlo.xlde emissions and 17 percent 
of totaJ grHnhouse gas eml$Slons 

• around 200,000 New Zealanders (5 percent of the wor1<1orce) are employed In transport
related industries.' 

• 20 ml Ilion tonnes or freight are caried by rail annually 

• around 34 percent of New Zealanders over 15 used public 1ranspQrt whlse 80 percent :spent 
lime travelling by private car 

• 374 people died o,, our roads in 2022 

• 46.3 billion vehicle kilometres were travelled in 2020 

1 8osed on Sloosllc$ N2 81Jsil'l8SS C>omogrtJ(ltly $tabS!i(S,, Snt,iWl()t ol FOOf\.li!IIY 2022 
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• appro,omately 2 million adult New Zealanders partleiP<1ted lo reereat1011al boating aetl1oties 
In 2022.' 

Growing demands on the h11nspo1t systl'm are creating new challenges 
A-s New Zealand has grown and matured, the demands on the transport system have grown 
significantty. In the past, the challenge revolved around efforts to grow capacity as activity 
increased and keeping the system maintained. However, new challenges, especially climate 
adaptation and mitigation, call for a fundamental shift in the way New Zealand's transport system 
operates. The long~lfved networ1cs that underpin the transpor1 system need to be planned and 
funded over the loog-tenn, managed and regulated effectively to S<Jpport the shift needed. 

New Zealand's lntematlonal eonnectlons are Increasingly vulnerable and 
uncertain 
Supply chain issues are increasingly influenced by geopolitics and the international pofitics of 
climate change, and New Zealand's position as the last stop on many international supply chains. 
Over the next decade. our distance from the rest of the world will be highlighted through the 
relatively high international aviation and maritime emissions that get our products to market lri 
aviation and maritime. and in the freight sys.tern more widely. the Government is much less ofl:en 
the funder or owner .. But these sectors are increasingly seeking government leadership, 
involvement and support for measures. to enabie and support fheir tran.sformation. 

Travels needs to move away from high emission vehicles 
To meet our 2050 net zero greenhouse emissions targel travel needs to move away from rel~•ing 
on high emission vehides Whi~ making sure economic growth and social connection are 
maintained. and the burden of change does not falf too heavily on those who cannot affocd it. iNew 
Zealand needs to reduce domestic transport emisskms by 41 percent (from 2019 levels) by 2035. 
New Zealand is not on track for this, and the choices to achieve this change are becoming 
increasingly hard. 

For more than fifty years, roads and fossil•fuelled motor vehicles have been the dominant mode of 
transport. While private motor vehicles wm always pJay an important role in our transport syste:m, 
there is demand fot these to be accompanied by access to a wider range of travel options. 
Increasing the range of choice involves large investments in expensive infrastructure. such as 
boswayS and mass transit options. These are expensive and difficult to implement. especially 
because they require infrastructure to be retrofitted into compiex urban environments, and they 
create a need for ongoing operation at funding too that does not have a ready revenue source. 

The transport system Is more expensive to build and maintain 

AJong with the need for more of this type of investment, as the-system grows. it becomes mom 
expensive to build. operate and maintain. Operating and maintenance costs are making up an 
increasing share of transport spending. 

Part of the reason for the rise in costs is the impact of natural disasters. primarily earthquakes . and 
extreme weather events on our networks. There is an increasing realisation that our transport 
networks need to be more resilient and. as well. perts may need to be moved to cope with the 

z Monlme NZ SurVW1Y 
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ettects ol climate challge - much 1tan$l)On Infrastructure Is in \/\Jlnerable areas hke ooastlioes and °"· or oear, hillsides. Keeping lhose ne!WOrks secure Is also critical. 

Investment ambiliO<IS are running ahea<I or the capacity of the revenue system to meet them <~ the 
capacity ol the construction sector 10 deliver new prOjeets, espeeiaMy alO<lgside ambttious 
p<ogrammes IO other sec10<s like water and housing, In lhe land ltansport system, our approa,::t> 
has hist0<lca11y been a "pre<1ic1 and p<ovlde" model where investment Is ma<Je against foreca$1 
future demand, within a retatively stable revenue base. This approach Is already uoaffordable, with 
planned expenditure (Of the next 20 years oearty dooble 1he $10 billion per aMum of cu11en1 
rrwes1men1, and m0<e lhan four Umes the size ol lhe National Land TranSpe,,1 Fund. Even if !his run 
programme could be fu!>ded, ii will not deliver the outcomes government and olhers are seel<ing 
from lhe sys1em. 

A new approach to paying for transport is needed 
In !he aviation and maritime seetO<S mucn of me network ,s prov,ded an<! owne<I by p<1va1e 
ioleresis. In lhe land u-anspon se<:tor, =tral govemment has m0<e of a role in hoW the sys10,n Is 
planned and funded, However, New Zealand's land tranSP0<1 system has been reliant on a na rrow 
range of user ollarges (mainly ta~es °" fuel an<I charges on dlese( and heavy vehicles) 10 pay (Of 

much of our tand ttanspon. Over tne 1as1 lwO decades, Crown eonlribulions an<I borrowing ha>1e 
incteased as the level of lund,ng from user Charges has fallen behind investmen1 ambitions. This, 
and other faetO<S, have pu11110 sys1em un<ler pressure, and our revenue sys1em <IOes not by il!S 
nature support large, IO<l~term lnves1ments. whle!l have a scale of cost Iha! nee<ls 10 be Sp<e,ad 
over several years. 

New technologies need to be Integrated 
Tran$pl)n w\11 need 10 in1egra1e considerable Change 10 technOIOl)Y, lndudiog In energies and fuels. 
This brings considerable opportunlfy bu1 also risk. t,tanag/ng 1hls quie.ldy and safeiy will requiro 
change to lhe 1ranspon regulatory system. There are challenges on how 10 fund lhe reg\ltali0<1 of 
new technologies as well as ilow 10 I\Jfl<f the lnfraslructuro necessary for qulc~ adoption ol ne\• 
leehnOIOl)les. 

Transport safety remains a priority 
Tran$pl)n safety remains an Issue. partlcuiarty wilh loo many people slill klUed an<I hurt on our 
roads. Provisional figures for 2022 say; 377 PO<l1)1e kihed °" the roads. The current 1arge1 Is 10 
reduce dealhs and serious lil)urles by 40 percent by 2030. Measures neede<l 10 achieve !his t1rget. 
sue!l as speed management. can be CO<llroverslal. 

You can guide and shape the system to meet the challenges it faces 
The responses to the challenges New Zealand faces will involve difficult choices. Over the nei<t 
decade. New Zealand's transport system will need to get on track to produce net zero emissions 
by 2050, halve road deaths and injuries by 2040. and address the significant disadvantages s,:,me 
groups and individuals face when accessing the transport system. The system will also need he 
ready to adapt to big challenges like severe weather. futtlre possible pandemics. nat\Jral disas,ter, 
or economic- shock. 

This makes transport decision-making more complex than it has been in the past To meet thE! 

chaltenges faced by New Zealand's transport system. there are opportunities for change. As 
Minister. you will apply policy interventions to shape the new system to make sure all New 
Zealanders can use the system safely and efficiently. ManatO Waka the Ministry of Transport•~;. (the 
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Ministry' s) role IS to suPi)Of1 you to Implement your pollcies, As Ille Government's 1>¢1iey lead und 
system steward ror lransPO<I, Ille Mlnisuy Will give you robust. evidence-based, future-ctientecl 
advice on Ille po1ley, hweSlment an<11egulato,y settings that give Ille beSI chance of achlevin,o 
your goals. The Ministry's SySJem SIM gives further detail on the policy tools an<! levers avalia,ble 
to you. 

In its rOle as transport system steward. the Ministry believes thal there are several key shifts u,e 
transport system needs to make over the next few years so that the f\Jtu,e vansport system 
continues to wwc,n New Zealand's economic and soelal heaijh, while meeUng our ambitioos 
ta,get of reducing transport emissions so New Zealand reael1es Its 2050 taroet of nel zero. The 
necessary shifts in transport lnclu<le: 

• Planning vansport witll a long teml locus and integ,ating transport planning wilh other 
sectors to reflect lhe 1ong-U11ed nature of tl'8nsport assets and the need for Investments that 
v.,11 drive Cl,ange in the transport system 

, Supporting wen WOl'1<'1\0 cities. 10wns and regions lllat Improve the economic connection,s. 
SUPl)Ort a lligh quality ol tlvlng and encourage a !Qwer emission way of life 

, Bringing public transport. active mObil,ty and freight more ,nto Ille centre of system planning 

• Changing the way New Zealand pays for land tra,isport and ,ts extemaliUes so there Is 
pre<lictable revenue to Invest In what is needed for cl\ange and encourage users to make 
good use of lhe system. 

The Ministry haS also developed me Transport Outcomes Framewor1< 10 help you consider 
possible Inventions In the context of achieving rove outcomes: Inclusive access. healthy anc:1 si,fe 
people, economic prosperity, environmental S\Jstalnablllty. and resilience and security, 

Investment is a powerful way fol' you to snape tl1e system but there are 
limits 
Investment is a powefful rntervention ava.11able to you and your new g<>\!ernment will need to 
consider how to $ha~ it$ investment programme while. at the same time1 making declSions aboUt 
how any programme v,11 be f\Jn<led. 

The current fotWard programme 1$ unaffordable and there is not sufficient delivery capacity to bulld 
what is planned. Curren Uy, Sx bdllon in Investment is planned over the nexl 'x years. which fs 
significantly mOf'e funding than is available to spend. lnaeasingly, we are having to look to other 
tools such as pricing and demand management {e.g. congestion charging), regulatory 
interventions. use of data. and the way transport and land use are considered together, 

Further, what we "provide· drives and/or affects use. Provktlng more transp0f1 inrrastructure 
fnduces demand ror It This fo,ms part of travet demand management. where we lntluence de1nand 
by the type of infrastructure we provi<le, 11 ls most obvious for encouraging cycling and public 
tl'8nsport use. but equally applies for roa<ls, 

For ex:ample; t~re are a range of options aveilab!e to address challenges sueh as urban 
congestion: 

• bulkfing 8d<fitional roading capacity 

• providing additional public transport or watklng and cycling options, to reduce demand fm 
roa<lspaee 

• sending price signals. 
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The land 1tansport system was not desiimed with tho size or oomplexity of current and future 
,nvestments in mind. Several aspecis of this will need 10 be oonsldered. bu! nOI an are abOut 
lneteasing levels of runding. There are options like oon9eS1Jon C/larglng to manage demands. and 
offidalS can also advise you on oW(lfWnities roi delivery and management of costs. 

Short-term policy priorities 
The Ministry believes that there are several shon•tenn priorities for you and your incoming 
government to consider. The Ministry wooJd like to discuss these with you as sooo as possiblt!, 
These priorities indude: 

• FinalisUlg and issuing the 2024 Government Policy Statement on land Transport (GPS) -
the GPS will give effect to your vision and priorities for investing the National Land Tram.port 
Fund into the land transport system. 

• Enabting congestion pricing on our roads. 

• Moving work f01Ward on replacing the current land transport revenue system. 

• Improving cost management in the land transport system_ 

• Setting priorities for the 'Z"' Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP2). 

• Ensuring transport's regulatory sys.terns are reacty for a sustained period of new tran.-sport 
technologies a.nd business models.. 

The Ministry Jocks forward to discussing your objectives and priorities further with you. 
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Part Two: Strategic Opportunities and Challenges 

Better tnvestmenl outcomes 

Key points 

• Investment in transport infrastructure and services can be influenced by the Government 
using the Government Policy Statement (GPS) or through direct Crown investment through 
the Budget process. 

• The GPS is the key strategic document that outlines the Government's strategic priorities for 
land transport and allocates funding from the National Land Transport Fund over the ne:<t 
10 years. 

• The draft GPS has been oot for public consultation and a finaJ must be published by 1 J1Jly 
2024 

• The NationaJ Land Transport Fund is under significant pressure. Under current settings. the 
Ministry forecasts $13.1 billion of National Land Transport Fund revenue over 2024-•2027 this. 
is SS.3 billion below essential expei,l(liture. 

• The draft GPS 2024 provides the National Land Transport Fund with an additional 
$7. 7 billion (to fund essential expenditure and to allow for the first pnase. of the Strategic 
Investment Programme) funded through Crown grants. an 'increase in Fuel Excise Duty/ 
Road User Charges and new de.bl This however only provides a short.term solution over the 
2024-2027 period. the Future of the Revenue System wor1c will identify options to efficiently 
and effectively raise revenues in an acceptable, financially sustaiMble. and equitable w;~Y~ 

• are also f1Sca1 constraints in Budget 2024, with operating aHowances showing very little 
ability to pick up additional transport expenditure. The Minister of Finance has requested that 
Vote Transport develop an annual 2 percent savings proposal aa-oss an annual S761 million 
of eligibfe expenditure. 

• The Ministry will seek to meet with you as soon as possible to discuss your priorities for 
transport fnvestment as well as next steps for GPS 2024 and Budget 2024. 

The Ci:own invests in land lranspo1·t through the National Land 
T1·ansport Fund and through direct funding 
GPS 2021 outlines an expected expenditure of $15.5 billion over2021/22.-.2023J24, this money is 
provided lhrough the National Land Transport Fund which is primarily comprised of hypolhecaded 
revenues from Fuel Excise Duties, Road User Charges and includes a $2 billion Crown ioan. 

The National Land Transport Fund (s managed by Waka Kotahf, and is used to give effect to fh.e 
GPS through the development of a National land Transport Programme. Waka Kotahi and its 
Board, as an independent Crown Entity, has statl.ltory authority over What projects are approv•ed for 
the National Land Transport Programme. 

Separate to the GPS process, the Crown can fund additional transport projects through the an1nual 
Budget process. These tend to be larger projects, such as those undef the New Zealand Upgrade 
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Programme (e.g. Metting Interchange, OtaKI Bypass). or the City Ra! LlnK. They may have 
bespoKe dettvery and govemanee a!Tangements depending on the preferences of the Gove,.,..menl 

New Zealand bas been spending more on tr ansport 
New Zealand has been spending more on transport. both on new infrastructure and maintaining 
and operating existing networks. New Zealand has also changing what it invests in, with more 
investment going tO'Nards public transport and rail. in part 10 meet broader social obfectives, such 
as improving access and reducing emissions. 

The previous Government committed to an ambitious pipeiine or projects, but the funding, scoping 
and phasing of these projects is stiU largefy to be decided. These projects-include Auckland Ught 
Raft, the Strategic Investment Programme (otJtlined in the draft GPS2024), and the addttional 
Waitemata Harbour Crossing. 

The Ministry estimates that the total Investment in land transport over 2024 - 2034 will be $180 
bilnon. 

GPS 2024 sets the Government's transport policy 
The GP$ Is the key strategic document that outlines the Government's strategic prlo<ltios for l1tnd 
transport and allocates funding over the next 10 years. The final GP$ 2024 is required lo be 
published by 1 July 2024. 

The Ministry has already done a slgnfflcant amotJnt of work on the GP$, and a draft has been out 
fOf oonsultatton. 

GPS 2024 needs to be linali$ed 

The draft GPS 2024 outlines six strategic priorities 

The strategic priorities in the draft GPS reflect the results the Crown aims to achieve from the 
allocation of funding from the National Land Transport Fund. The six strategic priorities outlLOe!d in 
the draft GPS are: 

• Maintaining and operating .the system. 

• Increasing resilience. 

• Reducing emissions. 

• Safety. 

• Sustainable urban and regjonal development. 

• Integrated freight system. 

And a $20.8 billion funding package 

The development of the draft GPS 2024 outlined a funding gap of SS.3 billton, between revenue 
and essential expenditure' (once around $300 million of efficiencies and forecasting adjustments 
are taken into account). 

~ •ol e,;q,endilUte fnciuoos, lorewsl 11xpondll1"8 oo 1"8 ongm,g ~ end ~"' ol ihe ~ in-lmln tot)MI 
~. Qlllllofp,o,eclSM oreexoocwdl0bctollll!O't'9d by I Ni 202◄ ond detll f8Pl)'Jffl8r!ts. 
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Alongs!de the $13, 1 b!!l!"'1 ol Nat!onai Lbnd Transport Fund funding In 2024-27, the draft GPS1 
2024 proposes an additi0na1 ~ .7 bttlion funding package to fill the $5.3 billl"'1 funding gap, "1th a 
fUllher 2,4 biltl"'1 or funding to allow rot Ole first l)!lase of the S1ta1egic Investment P!ogranime The 
proposed funding package 1$; 

• $1.3 bBUon from the proPOsed Fuel Elleise Duty/Road U•er Charges mcrea•es of 12 cents In 
GPS2024 

• $2.4 billion from a Crown grant 

• $3. i bllUon It! CrOWIJ loans 

• $500 million ffom the Climate Emer~y Resp0<1se Fund 

• $300 m>IJion it, traffic Infringement hypomecatlon 

Without tlli$ proposed funding pae1<age, It •• unlikely that Wak.a Kolah\ would be able 10 fund u,e 
o<lgoing maintenance and operations ot the system. and ~s existing commitments and <febt 
repayments. Without the prOl)Osed funding paCkage, Waka Kotahl would r,eed 10 start defemn,g 
new projeet apprO\laJS, to avoid incur~ng 00$1$ mat faU within the GPS 2024 perlO<f and 10 p,e,se,vo 
funds fo, maintenance and operations. 

The funding package Is a short-tem, solution 

Tho National Land TranSPOfl Fund has~ under slgnlflcant pressure duo 10 several faetors 
,nclUdlng historic underlnvosirMnt in ,nafl,tenance, the Increasing ffequoncy of ox1teme weath,er 
events. wor1<foree pressures. Inflation, and Jnereased debt fUndlng. 

Whilst Ole $7.7 billion reduces me pressure O\ler 2024-27. it does n01 put lr&!>SP0<1 funding o~to a 
•u•tainable path. Tho draft GPS 2024 outlines a $4,8 bOUon decrease In fllndlng over 2027-3Ct 
compared 10 2024-27. if no flJrther debt an(!.I or Crown grantswere available. 

Changes to tho laJ1(J trall$P0<1 system are required to support 10nger-1ormsu•talnabill1y. The 
Ministry has •tarted to addre$$ these need• through worl( on tile Future ol tho Revenue System. 
You wiU receive separate advoeo abOul tills projeCL H01V011er. any changes you may agree lo I hat 
projeCI will no1 be avaaable In lime 10 address the lmmed1'lte rundlog ~ llengo In GPS 2024. 

Tho National Laod Tran$l)Of1 Fund I• al$0 used to fund other aellvltie• and tile eonslde<ation 
proce$$ for these olher activities 1$ being revised 

Under section 9 of the Land Transport Management Aet 2003, tlio Mlnl•ters or TrallSl)Of1 and 
Finance can approve the use o/ land tlansport revenue 10 rund certain ac1ivi6es, Thi• indudes 
searc:ll and resoue and ree,-ea.tional boating aetillilies, the Waka Kotalll regulatory funetlon, and 
activiUe• to maintain tile Integrity of the land ll'anspon revenue sy•tern. 

The Ministry ls developing a set of prlneiples 10 guide the C"'1$ldoration of •eellon 9 funding 
request• going foiward. The proposed P(inclple• will be provided to y0\l1$elf and the Mmlster 1,r 
Finance tor oon•lderat!Oi'I in ll'lo coming months, 

There are fiscal constraints in Budget 2024 

Budget 2024 allowances are now constrained and substantially smaller than previous years. At 
Budget 2023, it was signalled that lhe operating allowance for Budget 2024 would be set at S,1.5 
billion (which is $1.3 biflion less than the Budget 2023 operating alk>-wanre). However. several 
funding decisions have since been agreed by the Government as pre--commitments against Budget 
2024 which have reduced the available operating allowance to $1.3 billion. 
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It ls likely available f\11\ding will be insufficient to meel oost p(essures and fund new spending 
p<ol)()SalS. For this reason. the Ministry is lnvestigatJng oppo,1un,ties 10 <el)(loriUse exlst<ng funding 
towards new. higher priority Initiatives. 

More broaclly New Zealand's econon1ic and fiscal position remains 
challenging 
In resPOnse to chaOenglng fiscal circumstances. the. previous Government adopted a Fiscal 
Sustainabl!lty and Effectiveness Programme (FSEP), which fn<:ludes measures to slrengthen l:tscal 
discipline fn the pUbllc service and return the Government accounts to a more sustainable position. 

AS part ol lhe FSEP, the previous Minister of Finance announced lhat Vote Transport musl 
develop a permanent 2 perconl ($15.23 milhon) savings prop¢S81, based on an eligible basellne of 
$761 milhon. The eligible baseline broadly excludes funding in Permanent Leglslattve Authofllies 
(includlng Ille Nalional Land Transport Fund) and regulatory fees and charges. Almost all oth<,r 
Vote TransPQ(I operating fundlng Is in scope. 

The Ministry will seek to me.et with you at the earliest pcss,ble oonve.nience to dlscuss your 
priorities for transport investmenl as well next steps fo, GPS 2024 and Budget 2024. 
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A Net-Zero Transporl System 

Key points 

• New ZeaJand has committed to reach.ing net zero Greenhouse Ga-s emissions by 2050 Hnd 
transport is a key emitter. The path to net zero involves reducing transport emissions by 41 
percent by 2035. 

• The blueprint for achieving this is set oot in the first EmissK>ns Reduction Plan (ERP1 ) \\'hich 
sets out how transport intends to make is contribution to the first emissions-budgets 
established by the Climate Change Convnission. 

• We are ot1 track to deliver in the first budget period (2022-2025) but not the second (202jl-
2030) and third (2031-2035) budget periods. 

• In the time available, the government will need to pun as hard as it can on all rts transp01rt 
levers. and suppoft the businesses and industry to do the same, to meet the level of ambition 
it has set for transport 

• Achieving this change also relies heavily on other sectors, including energy where we need 
to acceterate the shift to less emissions intensive fuels. and urban devetopment where v,,e 

depend on changes in land use along tlansport oo«idors. 

• Planning has started for the second Emissions Reduction Plan {ERP2) for the second 
emissions budget period 2026-30. ERP2 is due to be p<Jblished by December 2024. 

• In the meantime, if thete are actions in ERP1 that do not align Wlth you, Government's 
st,ategic priorities. the Ministry is able to advise ~u on how to make changes and on thie 
impacts of doing so. 

The Climate Change Response Act 2002 sets New Zelllnnd's 
fran1ework for reducing emissions 
When New Zealand ratified the Paris Agreement 1n 2016, the country committed to playing our part 
in global efforts to Umit temperature rise to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. In 2019, Parliament 
amended the Climate Change Response Act 2002 (CCRA) setting the target of reaching net z:ero 
Greenhouse Gas (GhG) emissions by 2050. 

The CCRA requjres.: 

• an GHGs, other than biogenic methane. to reach net zero by 2050 

• a minimum 10 percent reduction in biogenjcmethane emissions by 2030 and a 24-47 
percent reduction by 2050 compared to 2017 levels. 

Th Climate Change Commission has is.sued tts advice on the first three emissions budgets and 
these have bee;n set and gazetted as-follows: 

• 2022-2025: 290 Megatons C02e 

• 2026-30: 305 Megatons C02e 

, 2031-2035: 240 Megatons C02e. 
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The first Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP1 ) setting out actions to be taken between 2022 and 2025 
to meet the first emissions budget was published in May 2022. According to ct1rrent modelllng , the 
first emissions budget is finely balanced, but is likely to be meL There is a considerable jump i n 
expected emissions reductions from budget period 1 to 2, and again from budget period 2 to ~t The 
transport and energy sectors expected to contribute significanUy to the next two emissions 
budgets. 

The second emissions reduction prafl (ERP2) will set out what actions the Govemmenl will ta•:e 
between 2026 and 2030 to meet the second emissions budget ERP2 is due to be published by 
December 2024, and will come into effect on 1 January 2026, leaving a year for detaged 
implementation planning. 

Setting strategic priorities for ERP2 with your Cabinet coUeagues and deciding What actions-w ill be 
included for transport to meef its expected contribution will be some of the biggest strategic 
decisions you will make as Minister of Transport in the next 12 months. The Ministry will support 
you with robust, evidence-based advice to inform these decisions. 

(For more mformation about New ZeaJand's framework for reducing em1sst0ns and cross.ag~ 1~ 
climate response, please see the IEB Climate Change BIMJ. 

Emissions from the transport sector need to be reduced by 41 percent 
by2035 
Transport is one of Aotearoa New Zealand's largest soorces of greenhouse.gas emissions (G HG), 
producing 39 pe'rcent of our domestic CO2 emissions and 17 pe<cent of total GHG emissions. 
Between 1990.and 2019, transport emissions rose approxinately 80 percent. taster than any i)ther 
sectoral source. The Climate Change Commission identifies transport as a sector with the potential 
to almost completely decarbonise in time to reach net zero by 2050. New Zealand's overall 
emissions reduction success will rety heavily on transport realising this potential. 
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J Tho abatomont task: current expectations for transport emissions 
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The three ways to reduce tI·ansport emissions are: Avoid, Shift, 
Improve 
Tho Climate Change CommissiOn u= an epproach known as the 'Avoid, Shift. Improve· (ASII) 
frame-work to identify opportunities to reduce transport emissions. This framework Is used by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change to frame its lranSl)Ol1 analysis. Te Manalo Waka 
Ministry of Transport and Waka Kotahl New Zealand Transport Agency have alSo adopte<l lhiH 
framewo,k:. 

Orawing on the ASI framework, the Climate Chanoe commission recommended three focus areas 
fOf reducing transport emissions in lts firs! a<tvfce to Govemment In 2021: 

1 Re<lueing the reliance on cars (or light vohlejes) and supporting peOPfe to walk. cycle and 
use wbhc transport 

2 Rapidly adopling electric veh~s (EVs) 

3 Bogrnnlng wo,k now lo de<:arbonise heavy transport and froight. 

ERP1 sets out focus areas and targets 
ERP1 adopted the Climate Change Commission's focus areas and set four transport-specific 
targets. These targets need to be achieved by 2035 to meet the overall target of a 41 percent 
reduction in transport emissions. 

Te Ma.nato Waka are responsible for delivering the transport-specific initiatives. with: 

• eighty three initiatives in total across the four targets: 

• Target 1: Reduce total Vehicle Ki ometres TraveUed (VKT) by the light vehicle fleeil by 
20 percent by 2035 through improved urban form and providing better travel options. 
particula.rty in our largest cities 

• Target 2: Increase zero-emissions vehicles to 30 percent of the light vehicle fleet t,y 
2035 
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• Target 3: Reduce emlssl011s from lrelgM tra11SPort bY 35 ~cent by 2035 

• Target 4: Reduce the emissloc,s intensity ol vanSl)O<I I\Jel by 10% by 2035 

• over SO percent ol tJ>e Initiatives are f=sed on target 1 (reducir>g light vehicle t,ave1 bY 
providing more travel options) 

• one third ol the initiatives will result In a review, essessment or investiga~on 1n10 transpo11 
emissions once complete - \yt,jel\ WIii help us assess our progress and what is needed lbr 
I\Jrther emissions w«k. 

Planning is underway for ERP2 

You will receive package of preliminary ac:Mce about the k>ng•tenn pathways to net zero by 2050 
and indicative advice about what these mean for ERP2 in December. along with your Ministerial 
colleagues in other climate portfolios. This advice is likely to seek your direction on some key 
strategic priorities, risks, benefits sought. and potential trade-offs, to inform the development cit 
detailed opt)Olls for inclusion in ERP2. The Ministry will provide you with adcfitional transport• 
specific advice to s.upplement this ilteragency advice. 

\Ive should move from a focus 011 \/1.' T to int:J·eased travel choices and 
reduced growth in congestion 

Officials consider that there are opportunities to improve on the targets set in ERP 1. In particular , 
targeting a reduction in VKT reduction has drawn attention away from the benefits that can be 
achieved such as reducing congestion and giving people a wider raoge of travel choices. We i!lre 
considering whether this target could be reframed to a goal of reducing congesti;on growth in our 
bigges1 cities. 

To achieve this. improving urban fom,. offering better transport options and using other regulatory 
levers all will play a part Our larger cities are the most togical place to deliver these changes. 

ERP2 will need to focus qn improving nptake of EV s 

Ove,..,11. two-th•ds of transport emissions eorne fiorn the light vehie1e. ftee1 (ears, vans end ullllty 
vehicles 1ha1 weigh up to 3.5 tonJ>eS l'olleles suet, es lhe Clean Car Olsoooot have resulted In a 
mueh Ngher uptake ot EVs Ulan modelled· ror ERP1. Even so. eurren1 EV uptake ,snot al the paee 
necessary to meet the 30 percen1 target by 2035. 

Rapidly .aoeel&retlng lhe ro41out of EV Charging if'lfras1rue1u,e 'MIi also be critical to ensure that 1aek 
of eha,glno does not become a ba.rrler to greater uptake. With New Zeaiand's light vehlele ne~,t 
numbertng elose 4 mftljon vehre1es. we woutd need to see around 1,5 mllllon low or zero emi~•ions 
vehicles on our roads ~y 2035. Currently, our u ro emissions light vehlela fleet is at abOUt 60.000 
vehleies. To reaell this gt,a! it wil l be vital 10< ERP 210 locus on the upta~• ol eleetrie vehleles as a 
signature POiiey. 

Reducing e1nissions fron1 freight and heavy transport is c111cial 

Heavy transport. mostly trocks used for freight, is- responsible for almost a quarter of total tran s.port 
emissions. In the short teem, the freight sector will need to improve vehicle fuel efficiency and 
accelerate the uptake of low/zero-emissions trucks, while the Wkler transport sector will need 1:0 
decarbonise other heavy vehicles such as buses. Wrule making up only a small proportion of 
transport emissions, decarbonising the bus neet wiJI become increasingly important as more 
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peoPle are eocou,aged to travel bY IJ<Js. In the lon~r tem,, reducing emissions rrom freight arid 
heavy transl)Or1 may also require significant modal shift from road to boll\ raU and coastal. 
Oecar1>0nlsa!ion or the freight and supply chain system is one of tile objectives being acivance,d 
u,,ough tile Aotearoa Freight and Supply Chain Strategy Which has been develoPed in dose 
consultation wilh the sector. 

Reducing aviation and maritime emissions is also important 
Domestic aviation and maritime emissions only make up 9 percent of CO2 emissions. 
Nevertheless, our international obligations will drive domestic emissions reductions in these 
sectors as New Zealand joins in global efforts to reduce emissions from international aviation ,and 
shipping. For example, the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) recently adopted a strategy 
fOf the reduction of GhG emissions from shipping that sets targets, timeframes, and measure<:i 
consistent with the 1.5 degree goal of the Paris AgreemenL New Zealand is a member state and 
party to thi-s agreement Reducing our international aviation and maritime emissions will atso t)e 

important for New Zealand's long .. term economic viability given our geographical location and the 
importance of international export markets to our ecooomy. 

J The task- transport emissions reduction estimates 
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Al igning ERP1 with your strategic objectives 

' J 

There may be: aetions within ERP1 that do not aflgn Wtth your Government's strategic pnoritfe:B, Of 

there may be &eliOns that have been discontinued that you wish to reinstate. The Mlnist,y can 
acMse you on opportunitie-s to align the remaining delivery of ERP1 actk>ns wtth your strategic: 
p,iorities, which could indude d1soontinuing, adjusting, or reinstating 50me actions. 

The Mlnlstry does not advise "11olesale replacement lor ERP1 ror the remaining 18 months of' tts 
duration. The 6me frames to develoP ERP2 are challenging, and develOping a gOOd second ERP is 
the-best opportunity to ensure that the climate respans.e in transport is delivers against your 
strategic priorities and k~ps the transl)Or1 secior on track to deliver Its expected contribution. 
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Res ilient, Sustainable and Collaborative Supply Chains 

Key points 

• Wor1d events lf1ce the COVID-19 pandemic. increasing extreme weather events. and growing 
geos.trategic friction in the Asia-Pacific. have emphasised the importance of supply chains to 
New ZeaJand·s economy. 

• The Ministry has WOoted with private sector stakeholdefs. local government. and iWi to 
identify vulnerabilities. and to develop solutions to build resilience and productivity in the 
system. This culminated in the launch of New Zealand's first Freight and Suppty Chain 
Strategy. 

• The Ministry expects our supply chains will face more frequent and severe disruptions i111 
future. To meet these chalJenges. government and the st1pply chain sect0< wlll need to 
coOabofate more closety than before. so decisJons support future supply chains that are zero 
emission. resilient. productive. efflcient. safe, and sustainable. 

• The Ministry is now working on implementing the strategy and has identified actions undler 
four priority areas for government to focus on over the ne_xt 12 months in collaboration Yilffh 
stakehokJers. These focus areas are: ports and the connections to their communities .. road 
freight de-carbonisation. data sharing and interopera.blfity. and international engagement. 

• The strategy commits to the launch or a k>nger•term action plan in 2024. This wiO be an 
opportunity fOf you to set your priorities for implementing the strategy. 

The freight And supply chain system un<lerpi11s New Zealand's 
economy 
The fretght and supply chain system moves goods from producers to those who need them, ail 
home and abroad. An efficient supply chain system is essential for our economy and is the bedrock 
fOf our export earnings. In 2017/2018, trucks, trains, ships, and airplanes moved aboot 280 mi.lion 
tonnes of freight around New Zealand. 

Our frelght transport system is largely run and owned by the private sector. Freight operators, port 
companies, our exporters and importers, shippil\g lines, and many other kinds of freight 
businesses l'ldd important levers in this system. The sector is dynamic and agile - as sflo'.Ml hy its 
adaptability in response to COVIO 19 and recent weather events. 

A highty productive freight sector impcoves New Zealand's abilit-/ to get the goods New Zealaud 
needs and deliver them to markets quickly and cost effectively. This helps New Zealand's 
businesses become more globally competitive by reducing the costs that come with being far ,FMay 
from the wor1d's main markets and production centres~ 

Our supply <'hains face substantiRI cha.nges 
Even before the COVIO 19 pandemic, the supply chain system was racing substantial changes, 
inclUdfng; 

• Climate ohange Is threatening our Infrastructure and freight networks. Muell of our vans1P0<1 
Infrastructure Is on the coast and is at risk from sea level rise~ coastal erosk>n, and 1nereaslng 
extreme weather events. 
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• The wor1c1·s geopoll1tcs are getting more complex. Competltlon for strategic influence In 111,e 
Asla Pacific creates risk In our supply chains. 

, New technologies are changing how freight moves in New Zealand. The country needs 110 
POS!lion itself for new OPf>Onunllies including the transition to zero emission tructs. 

• Our POl)IJta~on is growing afld concenttating in our ctties, F1eigM competes with other u,;ers 
ror space and access, 

Government and industty have distinct roles in the supply chain 
The suppty chain system is complex and meaningful change requires coordination between many 
different groups. 

The government's ro~ is to make sure the whole freight system runs well and benefits. 
New Zea'8nd and its people. Specifically~ this means that the Govemme.,nt: 

• supports commerce by setting rules for the market, investing in public infrastructure, an,, 
providing essential se,vices fike rail and postal services, that may not otherwise be 
commercially viable 

• regulates for things like protecting the environment and the health and safety of workers, 
vehicles and other transport users. 

• helps bus.inesses connect with global markets and resources by building international 
relationships and agreements 

• coordinates the different perts of the system, especiaJly during large scafe emergencies like 
the COVID-19 pandemic 

• takes a system-wide view, monitoring how we{I the system is wolk.ing, and planning and 
investing in the system's future. 

Induslly illsights and collaboration underpins our work on supply 
chain issues 
The Ministry carried out extensive engagement with supply chain stakeholders to inform the 
development of the Aotearoa New Zealand Freight and Stlpply Chain Strategy. Industry 
stakeholders espe<:ially called for: 

• better signa!Jing of government's long-term plans for supply chain infra.structure 

• better consenting and spatial planning that protects key logistic routes and nodes 

• a review of the current port system 

• improved data collection and availability 

• improved ability to transfer aaoss transport modes 

• building the workfocce for the supply chain of the future 

Immediate ptiorities fo1· the next three years have been identified 
The Stratew offers • blueprint for the future supply chain. but tt is C1Ucial tllat this thinklng is 
translated Into aciiOn. lni1iol priorities for the next wee years we<e chosen by applying a raJ1go of 
eriteria, lncludlng the urgency or timeliness of the issue, es«mated Impact of action, availab~il\l of 
clear options and evidence. government afld stakeholder interest In action, and whether tile issue 
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would be best addles~ uvough a cross-system approach. Th• Initial actlO<lS Will be deliveied 
Ul'l<ler foor work programmes: 

1 Ports and the connecuons 10 their communities - the strategy hlgl11igh1$ lhe impO<tance 
of perts as gareways for our economic conneelivity to 1he wo~d. To date govern111en1 has not 
ll8d a clear poiic\' oo the future of U1e P0<I network and go\/emment's role ki addressing the 
challenges Ol.ltllned In tl\e strategy. The strategy eom111tts to rurthe, researet, and analysis oo 
pert Issues, 

The,e is strong .,,eres, ltom the freight seetO< to see eoordlnated action 10 improve I/le 
l)r()due!Mty and resilience of our pert ne!WOrll and l)fovlde certainty on POii expansloo or 
ietoeatlon iSsues. The,e is an opperrunity fo, government to eJarifytts pesltion. inctudlng on 
I/le petential relocation of me P0<1 of Auckland, hOW the capacity eoostraints on upper-North
lslal'l<I P0<I capacity win be addres~. al'l<I how freight access Imo perts might be lmJ)(O'ved. 

2 Road freight decarbonlsatlon - there is exJsting work to transition to zero emissions h,eavy 
vehleles (ZEHVs), However. tt wlP take rime 10 rurn over lhe neet. and u,e deeisioo not u, 
l)fogress U1e Sustainable 8iofuets Obligation has left a signifleant Cllatlenge ror how rhe 
Govemmenr will meer I\$ Emlssloos Budgers. Finding a11emat1ve opllo'1s will be ll'!lpO<tant In 
meering the Gove,nme,it's target or reducing frei'g111 omiSsions by 35 pereef11 by 2035. 
Actions are propesed to: 

• ln~Oduce a Clean Heavy Vehicle Granr scheme to suppert operators 10 l)l)rehase ,, 
2010 emlssloos Wci< 

• extend lhe heavy eiecrrlc vehlcle road user Charges exemption 10 2030 

• undortalCe a review of me regulatory system to belier enable ze,o emlssloos heavi1 
vehides 10 oper1>te oo our ,·oads 

3 F<elght data - this project will Improve frelghr spatial data to help tat11et Investment. 
ove,eome disruptions through grearer Vlslbllity· and Improve the day-to-day ooera.tlons oi 
freighl eompanies, lneluding durlog extreme weather events. This \viii involve identifying 
different slai\ehoide,s' data needs, kivestmenl In data analytics and mutual data sharing with 
the SOCIO<. 

4 lntematlonal connections - this work will focus on hoiw New Zealand can suppert gr~,n 
shipping corrld0<s for zero emission shipping and wor1< with our inremalional partners 10 
prepare for pelential f\l11Jre disrup1lon 10 freight nerworks. As the WO<l<I becomes less 
predictable, lf\e Govemmenr needs ac:eess 10 betrer lnfonna1ioo abOor our lntemariooal 
freight eonnectloos 10 reSj)Ol1d mo,e effectively to distuptlons. 

Road freight decarbonisalioo is critical if New Ze.aland is lo meet its 
emissions targets 
Oecarbonlsing our road freight lleel presents !he biggest oppertunit)I for reducing emissions In, the 
treighl socto,, as II detlvers 93 percenr of freight volumes and contributes around a quarter ot lloral 
transport emlss1ons. Some model.s of zero emissions trucks are ah'eady oommereially available 
and operating In New Zealand but the transition will take time es existing diesel trucks wUI have a 
k>ng lifetime in our fleet, 

This lransttioo 10 zero emission trucks "111 be driven by lhe market, bul m0dellln9 Indicates 11 • rlll 
happen al a p.ace too s!ow to meet our emissions reduction tar.gets. Government's obfeciive ts 
therefore to make this transition h.appen faster, and 10 en-sure that barMrs to uptake of zero 
emlsslOns truol<s are removed well ahead of demand to give certainty to the market Govemm·ent 
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p¢1ieles will need to give businesses the support, incentives, and !Ong-term si9na1s they need to 
invest in a zercremkssions and resilient f\ltore. 

The strategy lndudes soo,e Initial actions 10 remove regulato,y barriers to Ille use of zero 
emissions trucks and hasten the total oost of operating of these vehiOles reaching parity with 
existing diesei heavy vehides. If the freight sector Is to achieve its target of reducing rreighl 
emissions by 35 pe,eent by 2035, lllese IY\II need to be supPlemented by ful1her actions durln,g 
your term. 

The develop1nent of the Freight and Supply Ch ain Action Plan 2024 is 
your opportunity to sel priorities 
The strategy signalled that an Action Pian would be released In 2024. This plan provides you •Nlth 
an opportunity to set your P<i<>rltles for the implementabOn of lh<! strategy. This mlghl include: 

• further work on pons lnduding enabling port9rowth and expansion (e.g. tlvough improved 
consenting processes). and enabling port produciivtty through better uti isatfon of and 
Investment in landslde Infrastructure, 

• supporting maritime sedor develOpment lnciUding lnltiaUves to build the capacity and 
capability of the coastal sl1ipplng workforce 

• eon1inulng work to ,emove regulatory barriers to ZEHVs and conskter other approac:has to 
reducing heavy vehlole emissions and bring to.ward 1otal COSI of operalion parity wflh dit~el 
heavy trucl<s. 

• identifying and prioritising our critical national freight oorrkkir'S and lnfrastructure1 with a IOCUs 
on Informing IOng-terrn Investment priorities, enhancing freight aecess and productivity, ,,oo 
Informing regional spat1al strategles and implementation plans. 

• establishing gfeen Shipping COfTi<lors with other countrie-s en<t supp0ir1tng the devek>pme1nt of 
associated fnffastructure. 
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Developing thriving cities and regions 

Key points: 
• Transport planning and fundtng needs to be closely integrated with housing. land use 

planning. and other infrastructure to create well-functioning cities and regions. 

• You will need to collaborate with Ministers in other portfolios related to housing. urban 
devetopment. and infrastructure to support joined-up approaches. 

• Spatial planning is a tool that supports integration. by providing a long-term (30 years+). 
high-level, strategic dJrection for hO'N cities and regions need to grow to achieve national and 
regional priorities. The Spatial Planning Act 2023 will require you to lead the deve'4>pmemt of 
a more strategic. long-term view of nationaJ priorities for transport. 

• City and regional deaJs provide a potential mechanism for addressing funding issues. Further 
work would be needed with other Ministers to detennine their viability and potential 
effectiveness in a New Zealand context. 

Transport needs to be weU-integl'ate<I with other sectors 
While you are responsible for the rransPQf1 po<11ollo. u,e transport seet0< ntt<ls to be joined--,p 
with omer seeto<s to create U,nvln9 c,lies and regions. TransPOrt planning. f\lndlng. and dellve,y 
nee<I 10 be aligned with 1and use ~anning, housing, Qther lnfraswc1ure. and b<oader lundJng ,.,,d 
f,nanelng rnodelS. 

This nee<I for ln1egra110n Is cieores1 in our largest ci1les. wt,fd) are fac,ng major chaUenges. T~1ese 
ioclude 1he nee<110 build more housing, Improve e<:onomic prodl!ClMty. reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, and to beoome m0<e resilient to natural hazards. 

One way to address these challenges Ts 10 deliver more medium and higMlenslty, mixed-use 
devo!Opmenis in appropriate places where people have a good rMge of 1ransport options. Making 
a wider range of 1rave1 oPtlons lfyl!ilable will allow more people 10 lwe and work in our cities. and to 
choose from a greater range of housing and lr8nsport options. W'ilhOut increasing lr8ffic. 
oongeslioo. and emlssioos. New developments in greenfle!d locations alSo nee<I to be ~fl
designed and we11-oonneeted w;u, multi-modal transport networks. The 1ransl)()fl. housing. an<l 
planning systems need to be well-ofigned to aehieve these outoomes, 

Previous governments established cross-l)()rttollo l\llnisterial tOf\lms for urban development and 
iofrastrueture 10 supPOrt joined-tip approaches to POiicy development and dellve,y. For example. 
11>creasing the supply of pubNc transl)()fl is ooly effeetllle if It is aC¢0mpanled by high qual~y 
developments. Ongoing cross-l)()rtfollo COllaboratlon is Important 10 deliver posdive social. 
economic, and environmental benefits. The Minlslr)I Wid brief you 011 opportunilies to cootinue this 
oollaborative aPP<oaCh with your ooileagues, 

Spatial planning is an important tool to support better integration 
Spatial planning provides rong•term (30 years+), high--level. strategic direction for how cities- and 
regions. need to grow 10 achieve national and regional priorities. 

There is currently an ad-hoc approach to spatial planning in New ZeaJand. Onty Auckland is leigally 
required to deliver a regionaJ spatial plan (the Auckland Plan). Foor other high.growth cities hove 
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developed spatial plans. Uv'ough Urban Growth PaMmhlPS sel up by previous Govemmen1s .. 
These spatial plans are at su!>-regional levels and focus on hiQ~rowth areas in the~ regions. 

The recently oomp1e1e<1 resource management refoons have established lhe Spalla! Planning Aci 
2023. This represents a step cllange In spatial planning. It requires ab regioos to develOp a 
regional spatial plan. in partnerShip ber.veen councllS, central government. and mana Whenua. 

11 you wish to change lhe new frame-~. officials' advice is that the underlying obJeciives of them 
are importanL 1n1eo,ated planning with olMr sectors 1,ke hOUsing and water is crlti<:al 10 dottve<fng 
10ng-1erm pl<>ns thal retain support and can serve as a foundation for oommunlties 10 develoP well. 

MY new approach 1,ke this wlil enable the Governmenl 10 play a more aelive and consis1en1 role In 
how regions grow and cl)apge over the long-term. ii Wid also require you 10 lead the development 
ol a more mtegic. long-1erm view ol national prlorllies for ttansport, These nalionat transport 
p,iorities Villi need to be integra1ed. alongside other prionlies. with the reglol\81 spalial plans, 

City and l'egionnl deals provi de a potential mechanism to support 
implementation 
The shift to spatial planning raises questions about lunding and nnaocing major lnfl'astructure 
projeciS that feature in these plans. For example, all the existing spatial plans devOloPOd throu.gh 
11,e Urban Growth Par\J1fflhi?$ Include rapid transit servfces and high-frequency public transpoo 
n•-s to provide the backbone for future large-scale urban develOj)mentS. There is currenlly no 
funding pathway to delrver most of these proJeclS. 

Given the constrained funding environmen~. and the 5Ubstantial eosts of delivering 1arge-sea1e 
transport projects. it Is important to explote IMovatlve new funding and flnancfng modefs to dl!tliver 
major pro)ecis. It Is also Important 10 make better use of existing transport netwc<ks (e.g. by u,~ing 
transport pricing tws, and by encouraging more efficient use of road space). 

·cay dealS' and ·regional deals' provide a potential mechanism for • ~dressing funding issues. 
These deals are an approach that has been used in other countries, lneludmg the United Klngdom, 
Canada, and Ausltalia to support Integrated programme delivery. They lnvol'Ve !Ong-term 
partne,ships between local and central oovemment~ with packages or fundfllQ and de-cislon-making 
~rs. 

The M1nlstry can provide you with further lnrormallon on ci\y and regional deals If you request ii. As 
these deals requlre the input of different Pof'tf<>'los, subStantlal work would be needed with other 
Ministers to detennine their viability and potential effectfveness in a New Zealand oontext 
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Strong Auckland, Strong New Zealand 

Key po ints 

• While there have been successes fn both roading and public transport projects., Auckland's 
transport challenges remain large and complex. 

• Sustained and integrated effort between Government and Auckland Council is required. 
Since 2016 the Auckland Trans.port Altgnment Protect has enabled joint work. Over the last 
year. an Integrated long term transport plan (TAmaki Makaurau Transport Plan) has been 
progressed. 

• Encouraging people onto pubtic transpoc1 by providing fast, reliabie and frequent services is 
a key focus foe-Auckland. Investment is only part of the stocy. demand-management 
measures such a.s congestion chargin9 and integrated transport and land-use planning are 
also important. 

• There are pressing choices to be made about investments in Auckland over the 10 and :JO. 
year horizons. Affordability and the ability to deliver need attention as a programme. 
encompassing investments to run and maintain the current netwolk, expand public trans:port 
services and progress major projects. is completed. 

• Your direction on completing work on the Tamaki Makaurau Transport Plan and on majc,r 
projects will be priorities for the Auckland work.. 

Tamaki Mn_ka urau i s critical to achieving ~ e,v Zea land's goals 
r amakl Makaurau ls l\o1118 t.o ooe third or New Zealand·s pol)<ilaUoo, oonltibutes 38 pe<oent otl the 
natlons GOP and is projeeted 10 &COOUnt lo, a,ound 60 percent or New Zealand's pol)Ulat>On 
growtn ~ 1ween 2013 a.n<I 2043. 

Ov01 recent years Auckland has accountO<I for 30 poroetlt or !he National Land Transport Fund 
spend and lnereasll\gly CrOW!l funding Is required to complement the Naliooal land T'8nsport 
Fund and I\JJckland Council funding. 

M efficient and effective transport system In Auckland Is es~ntial to Go\fern~nl aelllevlng 
natlonal goals of increasing prOduetivily and reducing emissions. Auckland is expected to de1i11er 
48 percent of the national reduetloo In transport emissions. 

Auckland continues to need a large investn1ent in its transport 
networks 
Auckland requires transport Investment fn roads. pubflc transport and active transpOC"t. AJong vnth 
investment. Interventions such as congestion pricing and better integration of transport and land
use are required to achieve outcomes and manage affordabllily. Congestloo p~dng in Auckland !s 
unlikely to raise slgnfficant revenue but the value is in improved prOductlvity and Potential 
deferment of maintenance and capaal spend on roadlng. 

The strategic roadlng network in Auckland Is almost complete, Penllnk Is underway and a pref erred 
01>rion fo, Mill Road as part of ll1e package of investment in south Auckland needs to be 
determined. More roadlng capaclly will mean that public transport fn I\JJekland will need lo 
contribute more. to emissions reduCUon. 
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Rapid public tl'anspol't is in legl'al lo i1n pl'oving Tiimaki Makaw·au's 
public transport nelwot'k 
White there have been some setbacks with I~ rail rebuild ancl bu$ driver shortages, public 
lransPort pa1ronage has increased slgnificanlly in Auckland (was at 100 million boardings al ltie 
end of 2019, up from X ,;; X) , There are gains lo Ile made with Increasing frequency and reliatillily 
oo the current bu$ network as well as by extending covetage1 partioularly to some of the lower 
fncome areas ~ e a.coe-ss to public transpoft Is pcor. 

Moving people In a fast, frequent and reliable manner by rapid lransil IS Integral lo Auckland's 
ptibfic transPOrt network. Suc:oesses to date have been the northem busway and passenger rall, 
PoSI elect~fication. The City Rail Link and Eastern busway are well into construction and business 
case work Is underway for major piojecls Including on lhe northweSl and city centre lo Mangere 
oorriders as well as a 30-year pl.an for rail investment In Auct<land Planning for the Waitemata1 
Harbour oonnections Is also advancing. 

Auckland's future public IJansport will have 10 Ile much larger lhan It Is today, Wrthin lhe hmit~d 
funding and delive,y capaci1y lhal is available, you will wanl lo consider slrll<fng the right balan,ee 
between high volume and high coSl options sueh as rapid public transit solutions, end lower 
volume but faster to del!Vef option$ s.ueh as busway$, Officials' advice t$ that these shoukt be 
considered in the context of lhe type of overall network lhat shoold Ile avaUable In future, and in 
tum 1~ nature and scale of devele>pment that is desired fOf' Auckland, 

investment cl1oices will be constrained by funding availability and 
capacity availability 
There are key choices to be made on these major piojeets, When combined With what Is nee, led 10 
run and maintain lhe em~ network and other &1vestmen1s, such as In public transPort servi,~s. 
the ability to deliver !tom both a funding and a construciion capacity perspective lool<s unfeasible. 
Wo11< on staging and sequencing or Investments over the longer-term Is a prlorl1y. 

This can be achieved by CO!>tlnuing 10 WOtk through the Auckland Transpan Alignnnen1 Proj~ll 
(ATI\P), Since around 2017, ATI\P has Ileen New Zealand's nnost mature 'city deal'. The Mln,ster 
or Transi,on and Mayor of Auckland are Political sponsors of AT 11P and a Govemance Group of 
Chief ExeC\llives provlctes oversight and governance. 

The Tiimaki Malrnurau Transpo1t Plan needs lo be completed 
The TAmaki Ma.kaurau Transport Plan, a long-tern, integrated plan bas been the key piece of•wor1< 
progressed under the ATAP structure over recent months. It is currentty paused and it will be 
important for you to meet with the Mayor of Auckland to commission the completion of the Plan. 
Your priorities will guide the next phase of work and the sequencing and phaS.ng work noted nbove 
is key to the Plan's completion. ~_, ----------------------
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Several 1najor Auckland tran sport projects are underway 

City Rall Link (CRL) 

Most CRL oons1ructioo 'wOrk is now complete. and the focus is on integrating with the Auckland 
networ1c and testing readiness fcx day one operations. The Ministry monitors the work of the 
delivery oompany. City Rail Link Company (CRLLJ and advises on broader investments needed to 
being the benefits of the project. CRL is funded 50:50 by the Crown and Auckland CoonciJ. You are 
a joint sponsor of the work along with the Minister of Fsnanoe and Mayor Brown. 

Auckland Light Rall (ALR) 
ALR is an integrated urban and transport project aiong the ,cfty centre to MAngere corridor. 
Auckland light Rail limited (ALRL) is working on a detailed business case. The MinJstry moni tors 
the work of the company. provides policy advice on the project and supports. Sponsors. You chair 
the Sponsors group and it will be a priority to provide direction on tl\e on the project. 

Waltemata Harbour Connectlon.s 
Waka Kotahi is dev~oping an indicative btisiness case on a recommended option including 
roading. rapid transit and cycling connections. This is scheduled to be considered by tile Wa.k;:1 
Kotahi Board in earty 2024. The Ministry's feedback to date ha.s been that significant work is 
required before moving to a decision-making process. inciltding on lower-cost options. You harve a 
role in setting direction for the worit and ultimately deciding whether to take the project forward 
through Cabinet. 

Northwest 
The NOC'thwest corrido, has consistently been identified as a hign1)1101ity rapid transit oonidor for 
Auckland. Interim improvements are underwaylncluding new bus stops. interchange 
enhancements. and extended bus lanes on SH16. Waka Kotahi is commencing a detaiied 
business case on a permanent rapid tfansit system. This corridor is a priority for the Mayor of 
Auckland and the Ministry expects it to be raised as part of your discussions on the Tamaki 
Makaurau Transport Plan 

The Ministry will provide.you with more detailed advice on these important projects in the near 
future. 
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A resillent and future-proofed transport system 

The transport syste1n connects New Zealanders but is vulnerable lo 
shocks and disruptions 
New Zealand's lran$!)0rt system enables New Zealanders lo gel lo !heir places of wo.1< and s1udy, 
whanau and oommunltfes to connect. and buslne-sses to move goods and services. TransPort 
oomdors oft.en hOSt other critic.at infrastructure such as te$ecommuntca0ons .. power, fibreoptic, and 
waier ne!W0<1<s, Thi$ makes !he lran$p0rt system and transf)Of1 ne!W0<1<s a critical enabler of lhe 
soclo-ecoc,omlc w<llbeing and prosperity of New Zealand. 

The transport system is vulnerable to shocks and dis,uptive events (either natural or human). 
New Zealand's 'fyranny of topagraphy' has led lo lranspart CO<ridors being constructed ,n steep 
valteys, akmgsJde ooastUnes. and across rivers and floodplains. Many communities are located in 
remote areas or have limited routes connectfng them to the rest ot New Zealand. As the tran-sioort 
system fs a connector and facllitat°' fOt other netwotks, thls creates lnereased vulnerabllrtles 
across multiple systems and fo, communities and busfness. 

This locreas,es the risk that transPort networks and the communities they se-rvice race from natural 
hazards, sueh as severe weather events (causing slips, ROOding., or storm surges), earthquakos, or 
1sunamis. These natural events can cause significant shocks to transPort networks at the nationa11 

reglonal. or k>cat levefs~ Even relatively minor shooks at the k>cal level c-an have disPfoPOltk>ni:tte 
unpacts on t~ neM•ork and resutt In communitiecs becoming fsolated. 

Tran$!)0n aperations can also be disrupted by othel" vulnerabllttles bolh within and outside lhe 
transpart system. Parts oflhe lranspart system rely on highly !rained workf0<c:es which are 
susceptible to staff shortages. for example maritlme plk>ts, air traffic controllers, ground handfors, 
airport rescue fire servloe•S; and bus and train dri'Vers. The aviation system relies on fmp0rted Jet 
f\Jel, wl1ieh 1f It falls quality testing on arrival 1n10 the coont,y results in dlSruptfons to a\/lallon 
os:,e-rations. 

A lack of resilience cbi ves extra costs into ll1e transport system 
A transport system that is not resilient increases the costs and time ·to reinstate critical transport. 
connectivity to affected oommunities. Shocks from natural dtSasters such as the Ctvistchurch and 
KaikOura earthquakes, alongside the increasing frequency and severity of weather events cauiSed 
by climate change. reS\llt in significant social and economic oosts to restore transport netwOfks 
(refer to the case study on the 2023 North Island Weather Events). 

Likewise. New Zealand's international aviation connectivity has been impacted by the unavailnbility 
of RNZAF Base Ohakea on a 24-17 basis as an alternate runway for international flights to 
New Zealand using wide-body aircraft.. When Ohakea is unavailable airl!J\es nominate Chris.tclnurch 
as the alternate airport. which requires aircraft to cany extra fuet This has direct economic costs 
on airlines as they must cany fewer passengers or less cargo to compensate for the extra fuell 
load. As the total aircraft weight has been increased. there are extra environmental costs from the 
corresponding increase in carbon emissions from these flights .. 
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The h·ansport system needs to be futureproofed to be resilient to all 
risks 
New Zeatand'$ lransport system needs to be resilient to w'ithsU>nd sh0<:k$ and disruptive even I$, 
8elng,resiUent fs llle ab~ity to anUtjpate alld manage dlsl\lptive events. minlmlse their impacts;, and 
respc,nd and recover eff~tlvely. In essence. resilience is abo<Jt developing a v..1de zone of 
t()(erance to external impact$ and remain elf~tive across a range of future oonditions•. The 
methodology New Zealand has adopted to bu\Jd resillence and maf\LIOe risks is the 4R's 
Framework of Reduc:llon. Read1ne$$, Response. and Reoovery. This rramework Is applied aa'O$$ 
the transl)()f1 system. 

The National Adaptation Plan ts also app\Jed to transport system resilience. by oonslderlng !he, tvll 
range of adaptalion opdons for llle transPOll netwon<: av0idlng risk; protecting assets from os11: 
acoommOdating risk: o, retreating fro,n risk. 

Natural and environmental hazards are usually forefront when considering nsk exposure and 
system resilience. W!,je uiese present significant ~sks. they are 001 the only l\alards to the 
transpc,rt system. The National Risk Register' ldentmes several categories of hazards uiat pre$enl 
nationally significant nsks: natural and envlronmen1'lt f\aZard$; b[ologieal and human health 
hazards: t~hnOIOgocal hazard$; eoonomie q ises: and mahelo\Js UYeats. 

Se<:u(ily aga1nst malicious threats and actions is often oonside1ed separately and as an tso1a11td 
topic, However. security is an Inherent and essential requitemenl of a reslroen11ransport syslem. 

11 ls more effectiVe 10 build resilience agafnst all U,ese rl$kS, than lt Is to reoover rrom their adverse 
and rar-ioaeolng eonsequence0c 

A slronger and more resilient 1ransP011 system Is essential to New Zealand's continued socio
economic wellbeing and prosperi\Y. The NtWE ease study, rebulk!s !()(lowing recenl earthquai,es. 
and ongoing disruptions 10 avlalion operations and S1'lle hlghWay networl< aQ dearly hlghllghl lihe 
need 10 build better resilience Into lhe 1ranSl)Ort system. This provides a lWOfotd benefit by enobtlng 
faster restoration of tranSl)Ort networl<s and o~ravons. and with less oost to tlte Crown. 

Work to enhance the resilience of the transport systein is undei~vay 
The Mln·istry uses its leadership and system stewardship role ac,oss strategic policy and 
operatfonal work to bttild transport system resitieoce into wider system reforms and work 
programmes. The Ministry works to ensure a broader 'New Zealand Inc' perspective is applied to 
managing transport system risks and in buikfing better transport system resilience. This is 
achieved by proactively engaging and ensuring the transport system is integrated in cross• 
government and cross .. system aciMties. 

This work includes: 

• lnvotvement in climate change work programmes, including the Resource Management 
System Reforms. National Adaptation Plan. Emissions Reduction Plan1 and membership of 
the Climate Change Interdepartmental Executive Board. 

• lnvotvement in the Emergency Management System refonns. including emergency and 
catastrophtc planning, and the current emergency management and the OPMC .. fed Critical 
National Infrastructure work programme .. 

NFMA (2(.'1fn fffiM1-.'11 Di:<:,s!A'f R~,.,,.fi1m:,w 

• OfMC <2922> No:wt ZW,rt1wf:V#?Jlmtlltt $HJ"l1001ri1 BrM 
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• Connecting u,o tral\Sport system Into operational readiness. reSpOnse. 8lld ree<iYery activity 
throogh its role as Chair of the lnterageney Transport ResPOnse Team. wt>ich 1$ lhe Sectoc 
Coordinating Entity for lhO vansl)Ol1 system In an emergency. 

• lnvOlvement in the Natiooal SOcuril'y System rofonns. and membership of the Counter
Terrorism Coordlnauon Committee. Majoc Events Security CO<'nmlttoe. and Maritime Sec:tJtily 
Oversight Committee. 

As the l\ilinister for Transport, you can use your levers to enhance 
transport system resilience 
You can use the levers avallable to you to promote and enhance r~m~ce across the transpc1rt 
system. These levers include investment and revenue; economic and educational tools; regulation; 
lnnuenclng the internatronal environment; and monitoring and oversight. You can also advoca!te for 
~ interests of the transport system wfth your eolfeagues In instances where their work has the 
Potential lo impact tho tral\SPOrt system. 

There ere several areas fn Which your Imminent directfon wlll be required, including: 

• Maintaining relationships across the sect0<s identified so the transport secto(s tnvolveiment 
fn this critical work con1inues and the Ministry can advocate tor the transport sector's 
fntorests. 

• Engaging with your Minlsto~al colleagues on legislative programmes Which cut across tho 
transPOrt system, such as tho Emorg,,ncy Management refonns, Climate Adaptation Bill, 
and R&SO\lrce Management refOf'ms. 

• Engaging with the Minister of Defonce and Minister for Energy and Resources about the 
resilience of RNZAF Base Ohakea and tho jet f\Jel supply chain r..-11vely, 

• Maki,ig decisions on further Investments Via tho National Resilience Pian°' legislation 
(Orders In CouncH) for the Cyclone recovo,Y v.'Ork programme. 

Case Study: 2023 North Island Weather Events 

Ourfng January and Febf'Uary 2023, New Zealand experienced several severe weather event!• -
Cyclone Hale, heavy rainfall in lhe. Northland, Auc:l<land, Waikato, and Bay al Plen(y Regions. and 
Cyclone Gabrielle (the North Island Weatller Events (NIWEJ), 

Ongoing Impacts to tran5POrt networ1<s caused by tho NIWE Include: 

• The closure of SH25A due lo a significant under slip at Taparahl, Which will be rome<llat,!d by 
the construction of a bridge. This route ls a key transport fink In lhO Coromandol and Is 
expected to remain elose<I until early 2024. 

• Significant d·amage to the rail network. The North Auckland Une from Swansoo to Whangarel 
Is expected to remaln closed until the end of the year, assessments are still underway tc1 
determine the timertame, costs, and matel'ial requirements to reopen the ran 11ne from Napler 
to Walroa. 

Following the NIWE. over $1.6 billion has been allocated to support the lnttlal r05P011se and 
recovery of lranspon networ~s. Thi$ ls expected lo result In all State Highways impacted by lho 
NIWE to be reinstated to lholr previous levels of service. Tho funding does not cover all •~peeled 
costs of reinstating local roads: wcwk is underway wtth affected Councils to deveiop a clearer 
picture of the quantum or tlloso costs. 
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A new way of paying for land Lransport 

.Key points 
• The current land transport revenue system has served New Zealand well for the last twEJOty 

years. However, over the next decade, improvements in vehicle fuel efficiency and the shift 
to alterative fuels mean that Fuel Excise Duty will need to be replaced. 

• In addrtion, the scope of tne National land Transport Fund has broadened to enable 
investment in providing a full range of modal choices. such as public transport and walking 
and cyding, which also reduce demand for driving. This is platjo_g pressure on our narrciw 
sources of revenue that is based on recovering revenue mostfy 'from road users and fro,n 
property owners and placing this revenue in the hypothecated National Land Transport Fund. 

• Change is necessary. But you have choice,s around the design and im~,nentation of these 
changes to support the delivery of yoor transport objectives. 

• It is important that the long-term change is managed carefully, to ensure wide publM: sui:•port 
and buy-in. However, there are a range of options that can be used to relieve immediate 
pressures on the National Land Transport Fund, including oongestion charging, va1ue
capl\lre, tolling, and PPPs. 

• The Ministry has been working on the Future of Revenue Project that is preparing options for 
a revised future land transport revenue system. The Ministry is we41 placed to support yc,ur 
immediate and 1009,tem, priorities for the revenue system. 

Ensw·ing a sustainable land transport revenue system 
There are ostabhshed tools ror f\Jnding the land 1ranspan system. Some or lhose 1001s, 1,ke th<, 
distance and weight-based Road User Charges system for diesel and heavy vehicles, are still 
world loading (e.g. Ille Road User Charg~ system alloWs electll<: vehicl~ to be charged ror mad 
use as they come Into the neet once the current exemption ex.pires earty next year). Fuel Excise 
Outy Is an extremely cost~tteetise and efficient melhOd fo, cx>lleolfng revenue from petrol vehlcl~. 

However, there are developing issues around inequities and inconsistenc~ s be~e-n road us,e-rs, 
the charging or externalities and 1M tong-term sustalnablllly of Fuel Excise Ou\y (as vehicl~ 
beCOme more efficient or !he-re is widespread mode shift from private cais). 

Whlt-e overau ,evenue rs not expected to decline unrn c,.X. the demands on the transport systetn 
and ii$ management have grown Stgnificantly in reoe-nt years, This Is constraining oor ability tc• pay 
for tho range or travel cho1CO$ 11\at modern tranSl)Ort systems lncreaslngly provide, and to pro111de 
prfco slgnats that could Influence demand. 

The transport system Includes investment that covers a wider r-an:ge of infrastructure and services 
than It p,evlously has. As Investment prlorities are subjeet to ehange, there ate now on re-venu-e 
Impacts. To meet emissions reduotlons goals, white ensuring economfegrowth and social 
conneeUon are maintained, a signif,c-ant lift of Investment in areas ltke public ttansport {that tends 
to require s.ubsld.les rather than being a gene-,a1o< of revenue) and EV lnfrastrudure. is nee-ded, 
ak>ngside continuing to invest In the roading oe-twork and keeping existing networks malntaineid 
an<I operating, Requfrod inv~tments include so-called ·mega• or translonnallonal projects u,,,t 
have wide benefits. an<I where the p,oject cost needs to be spread out uslng debt. 
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Over tM 110,t ion years. lhere Is an ,mmed10te revenue gap of aver $150 bllllon belWeen available 
revenue and 11\e 1nves1ments C1Jrrenuy being coosldered by u,e. Government One-off reve!llle and 
debt lnttiatives 101aUing $6.3 bllliO<I have been developed to manage this issue for the next thr,te 
years uvough 11\e Government Polley su.1emen1 tor Land Transp0"· However. debt repaymer,ts 
exacert>ate tho Pt'Oblem In 11\e medium tenn and tore.:ast revenue from 2027 will not be sufficient 
10 meet even the essential expenditure requirements {maintenance, operations. and P\lblle 
Tran$/)0<1 subsidies). much less new Investments. 

You have a t'nnge of eboic.es ava ilable 
Meeting the cost of providing, operating and maintaining the transport system that New Zealand 
aspires to affects every New Zealander and busanes.s, and it is important that the system is 
transparent and does not ·impose undue burdens on specific user groups~ 

As Minister~ you have choices about the design of the future revenue system for land transport,. 
both to ensure the suslainabitity of the system over the long term, while -also addressing "immediate 
revenue needs. These choices include, for example: 

• setting the appropriate balance between revenue from road users, rate payers, fax payers 
and other beneficiaries 

• shifting to distance-based charging for all vehicles 

• the use of value-capture tools to recover the costs of transport improvements from those that 
benefit 

• progre.ssing congestion charging 

• using debt financing arrangements, such as PPPs. to accelerate the delivery of infrastructure 
projects. 

(Insert graphic we that illustrates the current shares of revenue} 

The Ministry has already been working on a eating a sustainable land transport revenue system 
that is durable for the next 20 to 30 years. The future land transport revenue system prClject (FoRS) 
is setting up a system with a reasonably predictable and stable architecture that supports adaptive 
fmplemen,taUon over the long tenn. The revised system will need to be developed and 
implemented carefully. There is considerable inertia in the system given the large numbers of 
people and vehicles covered by it, a,nd the challenges of gaining public acceptance for a new 
charging system. The consequences of choosing the wrong solution, or implementing a _good 
solution poorly, would be significant. 

The Ministry WiU provide a more detailed briefing on seeking your direction on the next steps f,:,r the 
Future of the Revenue System project. 

Setting up the architecture and putting the tools in place then allows you, as Minister and lhe 
Government, to tum the dials on the land transport revenue tools up and down as needed so that 
sufftcient revenue can be collected fo meet reasonable investment needs. 
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'l'hei·e are options for lhe shor ter-term 

Value capture tools 
Value capture6 can play an increasing role in the immediate future to increase transport revenue. 
There are a range of levy' and uplift•based8 methods avai1able to both central and local 
government. In general, these are under utilised in New Zealand compared to other coontries. 

Work undertaken in the Auckland Light Rail and Let's Get Wellington Moving programmes lla!i 

highlighted the potential for val\le capture to fund infrastructure but also the operational 
complexities of implementing such a mechanism. A key choice for Ministers will be how and when 
to implement value capture, and if the current suite of tools give governme.nt the powers it nee!ds-. 

Government has also been activety developing its road pricing and revenue tools that can be 11.1sed 

to alleviate some of the revenue pressures on the National Land Transport Fund. 

Congestion charging framework 

Road congestion is regularly cited as one of the key problems in our metropolitan transpon 
systems and popuJation growth will only make it worse. Arterial routes in the main centres can 
'grind to a halt' by the volume. of traffic at peak times and this con:,es at a significant economic and 
social cost. 

.A congestion charging scheme, which sets a hjgher cost for travelling at peak times, can 
encourage some users to change the time, route, or way that they travel. It has been successlfully 
implemented to reduce congestion in cities around the world, for example Londoo and Singapore. 
Key findings from an international scan shoW that congestion charglng schemes failed in over.seas 
jurisdictions when there were IO'W levels of public acceptability. This is-In part due to the public's 
ooncems about equity and a perception that congestion charging is only in place to raise revenue. 

Te MaBatO Waka Ministry of TranspQrt is aware there is interest from several of the large. metro 
councils in congestion charging. both to reduce congestton by managing traffic and potentially 
raise revenue for transpo,t projects, and the Ministry expects them to seek your support. as 
Minister. in introducing enabling legislation. 

Tolling 

As Minister, you are also responsible for the assessment and progression of totling proposals 
under the current land Transport ManaQement Act framework.. 1Yl',Cllt1 
.,..,~ 

The current tolling settings are relatively permissive but Nevi Zealand's low poptJlation density, and 
the 'new road· criteria limits the extent to Which the tolling of individual projects is viable, but tc,lling 
is being rolled oot where a case can be made. HOYtever. you may wish to consider options for 
introducing new tolling approaches. 

• Ho,e wt ITT! defir.ig Vqluo Clll)lur$ 11$11'8 r~ t.11' 'c.opl1'""9' of M !IITIOl.ffl ot ·~ llCrorrll}Jl!nt ben!J~ thol I~:;
(~ rOOQl'IIIOI endor-C<llllfl8fo0!) rocCCYo1rom ~ Ill Plbiltl'llraSlnGlffl (erld 1he ~ urbtlrl ~• .-id 
•merilv•. \ISU/lly ral!OO»d •• IVlOf pR)llOl1y (lmld .-id buildr!Q) v~ 

I e , a Qfl8-0II chtlrQl8 bosed on p,~ vuloo ~ dl'II IQ !hi.I lm'!ISlruta,ro 
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For example. Waka Ko1ahl has been WOi'king with Tauranga City and Eastern Bay of Plenty on a 
P<ool-of-eoo<:ept study for variable road p(iclng. This lnvoives placing a ctiarge oo people to drive 
oo certain parts of tile network. with exi,ecied outoornes ineludlng reduced congestlon. redu~,<1 
em]sslons and addl1ionat revenue to Invest In the uansport netw¢(!t Next steps Include 
communication with the public and more detailed Investigations. Variable !OIiing iS not permlttod 
under current leg,Slatioo, 

It is ,mportant 10 consider toll,ng options alongside other arrangements. S<JCh as coogestlon 
charges at a networK tevet. In the lol>ger temi. shifting to a distanee¾se<I system w,11 provide 
greate< SCOPe to Implement variable charging across the networl\ that could be USO<! to man~•• 
de,nand m0<e effectively. 

The Government can also make greater use of private capital 
You have optioos available ror Involving private capital in the delivery OI transport lnfrastruc1\Jre 
and services. 

In the pa$!, Public Private Partne<Shlps (PPPsj have been used with varying degree of succe,;s but 
have delivered some lmpo,1ant 1esS0<1s. There are two roads that have been deli'llered under t~e 
PPP mOdOI: Transmission Gully and POhOi to Warl<\I/Or1h. " compared to other \Yl)es of PPPs. 
,oad,ng proJ~ts are riskier and more complex. largely due to ground and environmental facto•'S. 
,ocludlng weather and storm damage. Both Tl'ansmis$!0n Gully and POhol to WarkwoM made, 
significant Insurance elaii'rls. lncludlng force maJeure ClaltnS due to COvld-19. 

The abihty for PPP consortia to Insure against rl$1< is Ct\tlcal for tile success or the model. How this 
ts managed, When procurement p,ocesses are heavily weighted tO'l'ards a 10w 1)11ce. detemun,es 
the degree to Wh!Cll PPPs ore uSO<! ror roading projects 1" the future. 

If implemented well. there Is po1en6$I for PPPs to improve services and olose-the infrastrvd\lfe 
gap. Using private finance means toat m01e l)(Oje<:ts can be bu~t sooner than through the 
convOllllonal ·pay as you go• public sector procure'l\enl However. the current model sl)(eads out 
the costs of these projects over a looger period, which must be managed as a first call agalnsll the 
Natlonal L.lnd Transpo(I Fund. Alle<natively. Government could consider ct,anglng the contra1:ting 
model f0< roading PPPs to transfer m01e ol the rlSk to the operator (e.g .. through de<nand-based 
tOll!ng arrange'l\ents), 

You can also cllOOse to Involve private equ,ty in the delivery or transport lnfrastnic1\Jre. Under this 
atrangement. the iove$1or wiM take on ownerstllp $lake in an asset and ls ll~ely to see~ great~r 
control over design. con$1ruetloo and operation, However. they may also be prepared to take •)n a 
~r range or risks. tnvestOtS suet, as ACC and the NZ &,per Fund have shown an Interest 111 
these arrangemants which may be a good way of apl)(Oachlng wider paokages of development In 
cities, Equl1}'-based arrangements would cha8enge the tran$f)()r1 system's existing ways of 
OPerating, and will requrre a change In approach to planni,\g. funding and ea~ier and more op,,n 
engagement between Crown agencies and p1r1ate seetor investors, 

.,~,,~ .. , ----------------------------
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Sa fer Transport 

Key points 

• Central government has s major role in making travel as safe ss it can be. This involVes 
regulation, investment and education. Improving the safety of the system prevents deaths 
and serious injuries, reduces broader social and economic costs connected to these deaths 
and injuries, and contributes to other outcomes. Le8dership. s system-wide and co-ordinated 
approach. collaboration, and investment fn safety ;nfrastrudure is needed. (Lb.c] 

• On average more than one person was killed on our roads every day, and almost anothi~r 
seven were seriously injured, creating significant social costs 1n the order of S8 bilHon a year. 
New Zealand·s rate of road deaths is significantly highef tnan that of many other comparable 
jurisdictions. 

• The Road to Zero road safety strategy targets a 40 percent reduction in deaths and seric,us 
injuries by 40 percent by 2030. There have been improvements. with delivery of highly 
effectiVe, proven interventions. However, these interventions-have not been able· to be 
delivered at the scale and pace needed to make a meaningful difference. 

• As Minister of Transport, you are responSible for setting the strategic direction for road 
safety. Officials have started reviewing oor approach to road safety and are preparing more 
in-depth advice on the impacts that differenl initiatives. will have on reducing deaths and 
serious injuries. The Ministry woukt Welcome the opportunity to discuss where you want to 
see greater focus applied. 

• Success fut implementation of the recently enacted Civil Aviation Act 2023 will provide a good 
platform for improving the safety of civil aviation. There are future chaOenges including 
changing the air navigation system to meet future demands and putting in place regulations 
for drones and emerging aviation technologies. 

• The maritime sector is-aiticaJ to New Zealand's economy and for many New Zealanders: 
recreation.at pursuits. There are opportunities to clarify the way the maritime sector fs 
regulated to improve safety in the sect°'. 

You have opµo,-tunilies to imp,·uue sqfety.fo,- people using the 
11·ansport· system fll,.c} 
Safety is a core pa,t of the-Uansport portfolio. Travel needs to be as safe as it can be, whetheir by 
road, rail. aviation -and maritime, or new modes involving new technologies ltke e--scooters and 
drones. 

Given the high number of deaths and serious injuries. and adverse Jrends in these numbers over 
recent years, improving road safety remains important. There are opportunities to improve safety 
across all modes. There needs to be strong leadership. a system-wide approach. collaboration 
between road safety partners. and the co--ordinated use of public policy levers like regulation irnd 
education. In addition, an understanding of the role that emerging technologies can play in 
improving safety is necessary, includUlg some of the problems tnat could result 
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Regulato,y oversight 11111st be risk-based and effective 'f!. b_i} 
Transport regulation is managed as a single system across all the modes:. However. there. are 
separate Crown transporl regulatory agencies and 'the regulatory approach is customised for 
specif,c modes. The Transporl Accident Investigation Commission makes system-wide 
reccmmendations to improve safety across the aWation, ral1 and maritime modes. 

Overall, the system needs to focus on the areas of greatest risk. and the regufators need the 
resources to cany out the;, rofe. There also needs to be good alignment with outsk:Je regulatory 
frameworks that overlap with the transport regulatory system fike the health and safety at worl< 
system. Worlc is-ongoing on how to ensure there is appropriate coordination across these systems 
and to avoid gaps. 

Road crashes killed 376 people last year and cause $8 bill ion of harm 
each year 

As at 14 September 2023. 376 people died in road crashes in 2022. with many more suffering 
permanent lrfe,.changing injuries 11. Social cost of road trauma is estimated to be as much as $8 
billion a year. Our rate of road deaths is also signITTcanUy higher than that of many other
jurisdictions New Zealand compares itself to. as indicated in Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: Road deaths per 100.000 inhabitants (2022) 

• 

• Au.man~ 4 .6 

IIJf 
NSW J,6 V1not1a 1.7 

It Is clear tl\at rnoce effort is needed to reduce the number of people dying or being ser10us1y 
tnJured on our roa<ls. lnltOltives u,a1 imp(ove road safety onen provide co-benefits In olller are,,s. 
such as envltonmentol bellefits. as well as llveabltlty and amenity in the urban eontext. 

Inte111ational best practice indicates the need for action across all pa rts 
of the system to im])rove road s>\fety 
The Safe System app<oach Is the internationally accepted best practice for road safety. A Saf,i 
System means linprovi119 lhe safety or all parts of the system - roads and ro.adsldes. speeds, 
vehioles and fO<ld user behavfoor - so U1al If one part falls, other parts will still p(Otect the ~pie II 
they are fnvofved In a crash. 

Figure 2: Safe System apl)<Oach (placehOlderJ 

" To l;(WllEI ~ OOCII O!'I fJle f1llll08f ol-$8000$ 11it.f'l8S(WT8tll ~G '2,•170CJUI nood to confirm). Senoust"f.1'195 81'9 de(ll'OO!IS 
'1tclln$, Conc:tlS,SIOf'IS nenwl Jlfl)rios, UUShillOS, M'Y8f9 Olts Gf\d lll«r'81ions, ~tO generlll shock ne(.18$$MIWlg modlall 
~ end rP/ Olhol-n,J('J IIWOM"D rernovail lo Ul'III docooioo., hQsplto, 
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Thi$ epl)(oach i$ underpinned by the notion !Nit humans are an Imperfect pan of the system a,nd 
ma.ko mist.ikos. It also recognises that there is a fil!lttOd amoont or rorco that tho hUm,m body can 
withstel'Kt in a craSh before death and serious inJutY occurs. 

AS Minister, yoo can choose 10 put more effort In some areas. and less In others. However, ac~on 
in all parts of the system ensures greater benefits for road safetY - action in 011ly some parts wlQ 
not deliver lhe improvements needed. 

New Zealand's l'oa<l safety stJ•ategy continues to follow international 
best pr~ctice 
The Road to Zo,o 2020-2030 strategy is based"" the Salo System approach. This ts tile same 
approach that t\as been taken under the previous road safety strategy. Safer Joumeys. 

Crossil¢vemmenl action Is crilical to the success of the strelogy, Our partner agencies include 
Waka Kotahl, Police. WorKSate, Jus6ce, Health, ACC, and IOcal govemmenl 

The strategy Is underpinned by the elhlcal noti011 that It is unecceptabte !hat people die "" our 
roads. 

II also sets a target for reduolng deaths and seriOUs Injuries Ol1 our roads by 40 percent (from :2018 
levels) by 2030, This Is with a step towalds the UN General ASsembly's resolulion to reduce 
deaths and serious Injuries globally by 50 percent by 2030. 

The 40 percent reduction target was derived from modellfng a combination 01 evidence-based 
Interventions. It is ambitious but achievable, requiring strong lmprovements a-cross the safe system 
elements Including around $500 milfion per year lnveslmOnt in safety-specific lnfraslrueture. speed 
management actoss the highest-nsk 10 perce-nt of the netwotk. a suite of regulatoty lnterven1ions 
and inCl'eased enforcement. 
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The table belOw $1\0WS the con1tlbutlon frolTI different inl1>alive$ w,,en fully delivered in 2030 1,, 
achieve U1e targel. ba$0d on O<J< modelling: 

Percentage 0ea1hs and seriou 
Initiative contrtbullon to OSI rn)url0s prevented 

reducbon targel annu.alty from 205 

Infrastructure "npro~tntt (such et~ bomtrs end 46% 
lnttts•¢ti0r! trtotrntnts} ond te,.rgt1td ~tkltt of safe #Id 
apprOf)(latt tpffdS ipttd ori lht hlghtt.1 r1Sk; 1 O,OO<Jo•n of tht 
nttwotk; 

Increased levels ot enforcement (boch by safet)' cameras anct 28% 
Police offloen). ~ed by updated N!'\lels of hs &ntf 
penalbes 

Lifting lht taf.ry' ptl'f<lm'lanu of Int vtiidt fl .. l oM o 26'1<, 
ccrmbinarJon or 01:Mt ims,ft)Vtmtnts (fOt t,u,mplt. a,,ro,ush 
!ncrHHCI use Of cOUl'Hnpos.td aleohOt ln?tmcKS fOf tnp.tlrtd 
dtlffi'S) 

New Zealand has n1acle progress in smne aTeas, but there are 
signi6cant opportunities for improvement 

S90 

350 

27S 

Since the start or the $tra\egy and the 6'$1 acllon l)!an. I.here h&$ ~n progres$ in $0me area,., For 
example, Police have Increased their enforcement activity In I.he last 12 month$, w'M an addlUona1 
ooe million alcohol breath le$IS conducted than In I.he previous year. 

The intee.,ention$ promoted II the strategy have ~n found 10 be highly effective In me 
New Zealand context. F01 example, Cl\ange$ to $peed 1nn11s on State Highway 6 Blenheim 10 
Nelsoo has seen me number ol de a Ills and serious injuries reduce by approximately 80 pe<ce nt In 
fir$1 1WO year$, whiie the average Journey time has increased by approximately lour minutes o;,e, 
the 110km road length, ln$tallatioo of median barriel'$ at SH2 wa,pu~urau In 2020 ha$ seen a 
100 percent reduction In death$ and sefious ln)Ulies in the two year$ $once. 

However, ii I$ evident from progreS$ agal1'1st U>e first action Plan there are oppo<tunttie$ f01 
improvement aetoSs tile portfolio. Those lmp<ovements can en$Ure ft I$ a pracllcat and reali$tlc 
programme that deliver$ more meaningful benefit for New Zea1ander$. 

There is an opportunity to review New 7.ealand's approach and 
conlil'm the Actions you want to priotitise 
Officials have started reviewing our approach lo road safety, In light of challenges wi\ll the Ro,;d to 
Zero sltategy. While COVI0-19 $lowed delivery of inillatlves, Ulere have ~n olher Challenges for 
the portfolio, all of whlc:h have Impacted the scale and pace ol change, 

Pubhc: buy-In 101 the sttategy has been llmtted, wl\ll perception ol waSlefut $pending and 
disagreemtnt around: 

• the me$saglng. partlc:ularty that -:zero· i$ an unreall$1lc target 

• some or the focus areas. such as speed reduction, 

A$ Minister of TransPQrt, you are responsible fo, setting the sltateglc direction 101 road safety, 
Officials are preparillQ more ;rt-depth advlee on the impacts that different fni1Jatives will have on 
reducing death$ and seriou$ lnjurie$, lnduding how mese initiatives cootrlbute to the 40 percent 
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lafllet. The MlnistJy would welcome 1he Ol>l)Ol1llnl!y to d/$ct1$$ Where yoo want to see greater ·roC\1$ 
applied, 

The nir navigation systcn1 v.'111 need to change lo meet future demands 
The air navigation system is a critical part of New Zealand's core infrastructure, enabling the safe 
operation of aircraft through all phases of flight. Public trust and confidence. in aviation largely rest 
oo this system's performance 

A government appointed independent panel looking into the air navigation system presented i'ts 
final report to Ministers in May 2023. 

The panel found that the system is currently safe. It is not in crisis-, but change is needed to dual 
With emerging technologies and new thteats. and to ensure the system is fit for the future. 

The panel made nine recommendations covering .system leadership, identifying critical system 
components, fu:nding, understanding the value of the aviation sector, workforce (including regulator 
capabi.1ity) issues. engagement with MAOO and leveraging international reJatk>nshJps. 

These recommendations aJI have wider sector, not just air navigation implications. The Minist~y 'Nill 
work With other government agencies, and indus.by as we continue to develop a response. 

Drones and emerging aviation technologies require lit-for-purpose 
regulations to in1prove safety 
The Ministry has a role in both the safe regulation of drone and enablfng more innovative 
applications of drone. New Zealand's. long-term objective is the safe integration of drcme into the 
civil aviation system. 

Increasingly innovative uses of drones offer potential economic, environmental and social benefits. 
This includes lifting productivity and wages through innovation, lowering emissions and impro\fing 
other enviroomental outcomes. New Zealand needs to cater for growth of the drone sector and 
ensure that appropriate le vets of aviation safety and seoority in the aviation system are mainta1inect 

New and flt-for-purpose regutatory tools are necessary to enabfe advanced operatioos o( drones 
within airspace shared with conventional aircraft, white maintaining or inproving safety standards, 
and addressing any problems caused by drone use, such as noise and privacy implications. 

The rapidly growing drone sector has challenged aviation safety and security. Orone operators are 
finding more novel and complex ways to use technology. As a result the challenges to safety and 
security are becomin_g increasingly difficult to manage. 

The Ministry and other agencies have explored new policy initiatives and a developed a serie~• of 
comptementacy regulatory measures called Enabling Drone Integration. Agreement of the package 
of measures is needed to enhance the regulator framework fOf drone operations. 

The Civil Aviation Act 2023 will sO'engthen safely in lhe civil aviation 
system 
The Civil Aviation Act 2023 will come into force on 5 April 2023 unless brought in sooner by Order 
in council. The main purpose of the 2023 Act is a safe and secure civil aviation system. 

Key safety policy implemented via the 2023 Act includes: 

• Drug and Alcohol Management Plans 
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• The 2023 Act strengthen$ the safety and securitY of New Zealand'$ aviation system by 
requJring operators In the commercial avlallon $ector to create and Implement plan$ that 
provide ror random testing or safety-sensitive wor11ers. 

• Prov,slon ror emerging tee11<101ogies 

• The 2023 Act p,oVldes for the CAA to wpport the safe Integration of emerg,ng techno10111es 
and provlde a durable regulatory regime Into tlle future. Key change$ account for new a,,d 
emerging tet11n01ogies an<! the reSPOnslbihties a per$0n has wl1~e opera6ng tl)ese. 

• "Just culture· 

, The 2023 Act p,ovl<les eenal!> protections from enroreement action for people wllo serr~·eport 
Incidents to 1he safety regulator. This ls lotende<I to $trengthen th• Incident reponing CAA 
receives and S<Jpport a p,oactiVe regulatory approach. 

, c1arlfylng Investigation powers 

• In tne 2023 Act, the CAA'$ lnvestlgallon pow~$ ate al(gned with the Health and Safeiy ot 
Work Act 201 S. The "'1Mges ensure the CAA and other suitable persons (where appll~•ble) 
have- a flexible set or regulatory powers avaijable to unde/1ake uielr roles, 

More cohesive and sustainable search and rescue and recreational 
s:iJety sectors 

The New Zealand Search and Rescue (NZSAR) Cooncil provides strategic coordination an<! 
Jeadership to New Zealand's searer, and rescue .sector, "The 11,000 strong se,cto,, 90 percent of 
whom are volunteers, Includes over 20 Government, non-go,vemment and commerdal 
organisation$, In the past year, the secto, averte<I social costs or $1 ,822 billion by saving 137 Ill/es. 
This- produced a 34:1 benefit to cost ratio on the Crown's investment of S53.6mrnion into the s•,:ctor. 

A review of the se-ctoris complete. which makes a range orreoommendaUons to place the both the 
seareh and rescue and ,ecreatlonat safety sedors onto a more effective and sustainable footh,,g, 

~1a.ritime safety is important to people, the economy and the 
environment 

Maritime transport rs a critical part or oor economy. with the vast majority of oor imparts and 
exports moVing by sea. AS an Island nation, New Zealand relies on forrie$ to tranSi)0!1 commuters. 
IO<Jnsts. and Kiwi 1ravellers b<etween Islands. Boating Is al$0 an Important part of Kiwi culture vv,tll 
over 1.9 milBon people tatlng part In recreational bOating In 2020. 

Maritime activity Is inherently dangeroos. Since 2015, an average of 16 recreational boating 
fatalities have occur1od every year. Fatalrties occur throughO<Jt tne oountry. and most a1e 
associated with fallS ovortioard, a vessel capsizing or flooding, Accidents are frequenUy sudd<<ll 
and uno)<l)eeled, Many TA!C and ooronor repoos have found lllat ratalrtles might ~ave b<eon 
prevented W the pe1$0nS ooneeme<I had been wearing a tlfejacl<et. 

Saro navigation Is as crmca1 In the maritime $pace as on land, Maritime incide-nts not only 
enda1111er human live$, but also the envlrooment and the economy, as tile Rena disas1er 
demons1ra1e<1. The accessibility of the sea 10 recreational boating mean$ recreational boating and 
oommerclal shipping operate In very close pro,jmity to each other. 

Maritime safe\Y Is regulate<l lhrougll a combinatfon or maritime rules, regulations. safeiy code:. and 
byla\vS, The empowenng Acts, tne Maritime Transpon Act 1994 and tho Maotlme-Security Ac1 
2004. gov om navigation safety, including appointing of hart>oum\asters and tho creation of 
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navlgat1on safely bytaws (MTA). and protectle>n oC ship$ and l)Ort$ from lntemallonal 1errCNfsm 
(MSA). Safely on boatd New Zealand ships ls regolaled under lhe HSWA by Ma,"1me NZ. In ,luly 
2024 MNZ win also be the designated regula\0< of activlly on potts. 

There is an opportunity to increase clarity around maritin1e safely 
requj rements 
The frameWOfk is holding up, but we see some areas where we could improve darity, reduce 
duplicalion and stronglhen tho tools regulat0<$ (ind central and local government) have to m«ke 
things safer. 

These Include: 

• Reducing duplication In recreational boaling (e.g. Part 91 review) 

• Provide lools (Part 22 Infringements) 

• Reduc:,, red tape through reviewing confusing and duplicabve bylaws 

• Improve security by reviewing the MSA 

Reducing duplication in recreational boating 
Maritime rules govern safety in many different areas, such as ship operations. ship design. ctuw 
safety. pik>tage and navigation safety. These rules can take years to change. which has resulted in 
some councils @ling petcelved gaps in the, na\11.Qation safety space. This in tum has resutted 0'1 
different requirements across each of the 17 regional councils. 

Over the past 80 years regulation of recreational boating safety has been split between local wKI 
central government. with k>cal government as the defau1t regulator. Currently. bylaws relating to 
recreational boating safety differ aa-oss each of the 17 regional council areas. Some councils 
require lifejackets to be worn at all times while others only require them to be carried on board . In 
other places. offences ·that may result in a $100 fee couJd incur a significantly smaller or larger fee. 

This has brought additional safety benefits in the regions with stricter regulations. However. the 
patchwork of requfrements across the country make compliance for boat owners using their boats 
in different regions diffictdt It also makes the development of national boating safety 
communications much more challenging. 

A lack of tools in some areas means some offenders are not heir! to 
account 
Other areas in which lack of clarity is creating regulatory complexity is in the area of collision 
prevention. There are currently no infringement offences fOf the coltisioc, prevention rule (maritime 
rule Part 22), leaving councils no tools to enforce the rules that exist. This has led to some oouncils 
writing bylaws to fill this enforcement gap, o, people who do not obey the law escaping without 
consequences. 
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Reforming navigation safety bylaw powel's would increase cel'taiuty 
and l'educe red tape 
Having safety bylaws that are duplicative, In some cases in breach ol the emPowertng Aet, o, filling 
gaps In rules has created oomplex layers of regulation that is difficult to d1Sen1angle. There Is nn 
Ol)l)Ortunity. through a review of the MTA and other maritime Acts. lo streamline safety rules so 
they are nationally consistent, ensure bylaw pow-ers are clear, and ciOs.e looPhOles In security 1aws 
that prevent onforcement agencies from ensuring ship-based travel Is safe. 
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Modernising Transport Regulation 

Key points 

• Regulation fs needed to realise benefits of new technologies as quickly as possible. wheire 
they suppoc1 improved transport outcomes and it 1s cost-effective to do so. 

• Al is increasJngty affecting the transport system and could be a major disruptor - its effects 
are still very uncertain. 

• Automated vehides continue to devek>p quickly although timing for their adoption at scale in 
New ZeaJand remains very uncertain. While automated vehicles l)old much promise over the 
tongeNerm for improving safety outcomes on New Zealand's roads. the regulatocy systt~ 
will need to ensure that their introduction does not reduce safety in the interim. 

• Innovation will be an important means of sotving many of our transport chaDenges. Withiin 
bounds. some form or regulatory experimentation is likely to be desirab4e to encourage 
innovation. This may involve. for example, flexible regulatO(}' regimes that allow for new 
technology to be trialled. This coold help both the innovatOf refine and test their technology 
and the regulator to expl0<e what a final regime would need to include. 

• A new Civ~ Aviation Act was passed this year and the new Act is due to come into f0<ce 1n 
April 2025. The Ministry is prioritising implementing the Act and a review of maritime 
legtslation to address new opportunities and challenges. 

Regulation is needed to realise the benefits of new technologies 
Introducing new technologies that are often Sbll evolving with unc1<,ar trajectories. While minimising 
hatm. is a ma)« challenge I« policy makers and reguiat0<s. Tile benefleiories of tiles< 
teehnologles (the investors. manufao1\Jrers and oonsumers) often do not ~ar the full oosls of their 
risks. Instead tile burden Is borne by society at large and their 90vernm011ts. 

Therefore. lt is CtUoial 10 have a regulatory system that app<01)1iate1y balances safety outcome$ 
\YIU\ lnnovatlpn, cert.alnty and regu1a1ory effldency Is tn place belo,e n~ transport 1echnologl1,s 
ate rolled out at sca1e1 

Regutatlori provides the framework and permlsslble se1 of cond~ions under which deeisl011s con be 
made on lmpertan1 fealliies of transpert mai1<ets sueh as envy. p,tcing, aceess obllgatiOns an,, 
quality or condNions of service. To remain etrlcien1 over time. the regulatory framework nee<ls 10 
evolve as leehoological and society changes, T1me1y and p<ol)()<1iona1e regulation can suppOfl: the 
exploitation or promising opportunities while also Introduce new constraints to llm~ barmru1 tr~nds. 

Al's ilnpacl is increasingly felt in the transpo1t system 

The transport system in Aotearoa evolves constantly in response to diverse influences. including 
the needs and wants of the changing population, and the transport ootcomes it is seeking to 
achieve. Advancements Ill cieaner fuels and batteries can significantly reduce emissions. & 
scooters and e-bikes have increased mobility options f0< New Zealanders. Artificial intelligenoe (.Al) 
is disrupting every industry and will change the way New Zealanders commute and the way they 
use transport 1nfrastructure. PiJoUess Hying taxis have already been trialled in New Zealand, 
Autonomous ships with zero emission are on the horizon. Al techno4ogy promises more dri\tec~ 
assist functions and vehicle automation. Al applications can easity gather traffic data for reducing 
congestion and detecting fnfringements. 
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Safety v.ill need to be assured before autotnated vehicles are deployed 
on ou r roads 
Safety and =urlty are at the heart of the transport regutato,y system, New Zealand's transpc+rt 
system, partlcularty lts land transPort system, needs to be much safer In the ruture. Human en·or 
aecoont$ f0f" app(oximately 90 percent or all (oad deaths.. Technological innovations. like drMng 
automation technology In vehlctes (sueh as Electronic Stability Control), already oontribute to l:he 
dechne In deaths and serious Injuries-on our roads. 

Automated <lrivfng technolo,gy IS evolVlng at a rapid pace. lntemalionally. there are emerging 
automated ttansPort options that coold ar(+ve In New Zealand, Over the next 10 -20 years. 
automated vehicles (AV)''s could play a significant role ill creating a transport system that 
PoSltively contributes to the wellbeing of New Zealanders and improves the liveability of the spaces 
New Zealanders use, 

Safety wilt1 however, be the Pf1mary consideration before AVs wm be allowed to operate on 
New Zealand roads. At a minimum, the reg\Jlatory system neeos to be fit for purpose and hOld the 
right parties to aecount for risks that are withfn their oontrok Regulations shoukJ ensure appropr1ate 
vehicle standards are In place for higher teve1s of automatlon. and that enfo,cement aettvlties .and 
the penalty regime Is renectlvo of changlllg role of tl'fe driver. Businesses will require certainty 
about the regulatory pathway Including any restrictions and requirements that may be placed"" 
the operation of A Vs as comme(Cial ventures. 

Regulatory experi.mentation m~y be desirable to 1ninhnise safety risks 
while encouraging innovation 

tnnovatlon can be a chaftenglng source of uncertalniy (0< regulators, The safety performance ,,r 
new teehnologies In real ~f• slluaUoos Is unknowable and unknown. The appropriate regulatory 
so1uUon must carefully balance the associate<! ~•Ks. oosts and benefits witl1out vital reat-l~e <1,l1a. 
To enoourage •echnological innovation (e.g. blockchair1 tecllnology), some count,ies use regulatory 
sate spaces (regulatOI)' sandbox app,oach) for expe~meotatlon to happen. Rogulatioo Is 
effectNety "trlatted' for a f1Xed period or wltli{n specified parameters under this ne1<ible regu1atc,ry 
regime while tne technOIOgy Js allowed to operate ln tile real world. While New Zealan<f has not yet 
used a regtJtatory sandbox ap1><oach. the Ministry Is open to adOPting tne approach fof WOl1ffllhile 
new technology, New Zealand Is then less likely to miss OPPonunilles tnat only wrface once s<ieh 
technology is given the Chance to inten,c1 witn Its environment. 

Legislative tools (18WS. regulations, rules) have an imPortant role In steering the applicatlon of 
technology away from negative outoomes and towards doSin,ble ones. They provide a high level of 
certainty and cooflC!ence to regulators and regulated parties. They can, hoWever. be cumbersome 
to change and beoome ootdated quickly resu"lng In the lnabiity ol regulators to react qufciily when 
needed. For example, the maritime regulatory regime includes hazardous substance Pollution 
response, To date. the primary teglstatlon equ,ps regulators With PoWO<S to respond to on SPill 
Pollution. The system Is curren~y unable to account for different risks and capabltlty needs of luture 
fuels. Unless Ille legislative settings are updated, the marttlme regulator cannot act in the event ol 
an en\1Jronmen1a1 disaster invOlvmg anemative energy. 

Q Thoso ont~ lhnl a,n loktt(M)f lho 1/JISII olclnwl!J tor M loMi ll~UI fie f004 The wmn! "91111io!y ~ ~ 
not~ 1(1" 0'1$$$ volvcles-
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Because toehnologies are continually scale<! and l,nproved lllr«Jgil an Iterative process. our 
regulatory lramewo,k must 1>ave scope to evolve to respond to Changing circumstances or now 
lnformauon on tho regulatory system's performance. 

The Minislly is priorilisins ia1plementing the Civil Aviation Acl 2023 
and 11 review of maritime legislation to address new·opportunities and 
chaUcnges 

The recent Civil Aviation Act 2023 provides a single. modem statute that wiO create a platfonn for 
safety and security within the civil aviation system now and for the Mure. A key new provision sets 
oot the responsibilitre-s for the operation of new and emerging technologies and p,ovide new 
intervention powers to respond to the serious misuse of remotely piloted airc,aft. The Act is due to 
come into force in Apnl 2025~ 

Maritime transport is aiticaJ to the resmence of New Zeatand·s international supply chains. Th•~ 
Ministry and Maritime New Zealand (MNZ) have begun a review of primary maritime legislation. 
The Maritime Transport Act 1994 (MTA) is the lynchpin of the maritime regulatory system. It 
governs navigation safety. establishes the power of the regulator, MNZ. and implements 
international maritime conventions that protect the marine environment. The Maritime Securit)• Act 
2004. establfshed in the aftennath of the 9/11 attacks, protects ports and international shippiR!1 
against acts of terrorism. 

Together. these Acts and their associated rules and regulations do the heavy lifting in the enalbling 
and protection of New Zealand's fntemational seaborne trade. The review seeks to ensure the: 
maritime regulatory system supports trade in tile face of future emergencies, transnational crime. 
climate change, technological change and other chalJenges. It will do so by ensuring that: 

• MNZ has adequate regulatory J)O'Ners to manage risks 

• Policy settings can address the chanenges posed by technological innovations such as new 
low carbon fuels. autonomous vessels end sea _gltders~ 

• Appropriate incentives are in pJace .to encourage'COOlpliance indudklg updating maritim+e 
financial penalties set near1y 30 years ago 
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Foreword [to come - sam~le from earlier BIM provided] 

Tena koe Minister, and congratulations on your appointment as Minister of Transport. 

Transport plays a pivotal role in providing liveable cities and thriving regions. It underpins how 
New Zealanders get to their places of work and study, how whanau and communities connect, and 
how businesses move goods and services. 

A well functioning transport system contributes to the economic prosperity of cities, towns, 
local neighbourhoods, and rural communities, and improves our wellbeing. It shapes land use, 
urban form, and street-level interactions. Transport connects New Zealand economically and 
culturally with the rest of the world. 

New Zealand's transport system faces several major challenges over the medium to longer 
term. Several key reforms or new demands are being managed at the same time. Your approach 
to how you manage them will have a lasting impact. 

Te Manato Waka Ministry of Transport (the Ministry) plays a stewardship role in the sector and 
is here to provide you with advice and support. 

The Ministry and the wider transport system are playing a key role as Aotearoa works to 
recover from the effects and devastation of extreme weather events, such Cyclone Gabrielle. A 
focus on rebuilding transport infrastructure in affected regions and ensuring that our system is 
resilient in the face of the impacts of climate change is a critical priority. Increasing climate 
resilience includes reducing transport emissions to support New Zealand reaching net zero carbon 
emissions by 2050. Interventions focus on improving active and public transport, providing 
alternatives to road freight, encouraging conversion to zero emissions vehicles, and providing low 
emission choices for people to travel. 

Addressing these challenges places pressure on the funding system. New investments will need 
to be balanced against the costs of maintaining the existing transport system, the increasing need 
for repairs to the national reading and rail networks from extreme weather events and the rising 
costs of new and replacement infrastructure. The Ministry works collaboratively with agencies and 
stakeholders to advance a long-term, integrated approach to the transport system. An important 
part of this is maintaining our focus on the connections between wider economic, social and 
environmental outcomes and how different components of the transport system can be aligned to 
allow multiple objectives to be achieved over time. In our role as system lead, we look forward to 
giving you the advice, support and rigorous evidence needed to put your priorities in place. 

Naku noa, na 

Audrey Sonerson Secretary for Transport and Chief Executive 
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Part One: He Wakamana i a Aotearoa Kia Momoho I 
Enabling New Zealanders to Flourish 

Transport is critical for New Zealand's economic, social and 
environmental health 
New Zealand's transport system connects us to work and school, to our whanau, to our 
communities and to the rest of the world. The smooth and sustainable movement of people and 
goods throughout the system is critical to our economic, social and environmental health. The 
transport system is an important contributor to productivity and economic growth. The system 
supports other sectors and society's wider goals like better and affordable housing, desirable cities 
that attract skilled and talented people and healthier New Zealanders. The system also has 
negative impacts, including producing a significant proportion of New Zealand's greenhouse gas 
emissions, other air and noise pollution that affects the health of the general population and deaths 
and serious injuries for the people using the system. 

The transport system involves millions of journeys every day on extensive networks of public and 
private infrastructure across New Zealand. These networks connect a population spread-out thinly 
across regions, but also concentrated in cities, who all need to be well served by the transport 
system to meet their social and economic needs. 

These networks are used by a wide array of vehicles every day, and there are competing 
demands, including increasingly for use of street and city spaces. New Zealand's environment and 
geography also mean that our critical transport infrastructure is exposed to a broader and more 
consequential range of potential shocks than many other highly developed countries. 

In New Zealand [sample data only - aviation, martime etc to be added]: 

• there are over 4.5 million registered motor vehicles in New Zealand, which is one of the 
highest rates of vehicle ownership in the world - around 64,000 of these are fully electric 
light vehicles 

• transport produces 39 percent of our domestic carbon dioxide emissions and 17 percent 
of total greenhouse gas emissions 

• around 200,000 New Zealanders (5 percent of the workforce) are employed in transport
related industries. 1 

• 20 million tonnes of freight are caried by rail annually 

• around 34 percent of New Zealanders over 15 used public transport while 80 percent spent 
time travelling by private car 

• 37 4 people died on our roads in 2022 

• 46.3 billion vehicle kilometres were travelled in 2020 

• approximately 2 million adult New Zealanders participated in recreational boating activities 
in 2022.2 

1 Based on Statistics NZ Business Demography Statistics, Snapshot at February 2022 
2 Maritime NZ Survey 
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Growing demands on the transport system are creating new challenges 
As New Zealand has grown and matured, the demands on the transport system have grown 
significantly. In the past, the challenge revolved around efforts to grow capacity as activity 
increased and keeping the system maintained. However, new challenges, especially climate 
adaptation and mitigation, call for a fundamental shift in the way New Zealand's transport system 
operates. The long-lived networks that underpin the transport system need to be planned and 
funded over the long-term, managed and regulated effectively to support the shift needed. 

The land transport system is more expensive to build and maintain 
As the land transport system grows, it becomes more expensive to build, operate and maintain. 
Operating and maintenance costs are making up an increasing share of transport spending. This 
has taken place in the context of a planning and funding system, especially for land transport, that 
works well to signal investment priorities and ambitions but works less well to create incentives to 
spend money efficiently and effectively. 

The increase in costs is driven by a range of factors, including cost inflation across the economy, 
climate events and natural disasters, increased aspiration for investment, a need to consider 
resilience, and an expanded range of activities that are being funded. This is leading to an 
increased pressure on the available funding and has required a range of short-term solutions being 
put in place, including increased Crown funding and debt. 

Ambitions for new investment are growing beyond capacity 
Investment ambitions are running ahead of the capacity of the revenue system to meet them or the 
capacity of the construction sector to deliver new projects, especially alongside ambitious 
programmes in other sectors like water and housing. In the land transport system, our approach 
has historically been a "predict and provide" model where investment is made against forecast 
future demand, within a relatively stable revenue base. Increasingly many places are using a 
"decide and provide" approach, where the desired future is identified and agreed, and transport 
infrastructure is provided that will lead to this future. 

New Zealand's current approach is already unaffordable, with planned expenditure for the next 20 
years nearly double the $10 billion per annum of current investment, and more than four t imes the 
size of the National Land Transport Fund. These commitments have not been made based on a 
system-wide investment plan and have likely driven inefficiencies in the system. Management 
oversight is also spread very thinly which exacerbates risk. 

Even if this full programme could be funded , it will not deliver the outcomes government and others 
are seeking from the system and there is unlikely to be the construction capacity to deliver it. 
Increasingly, New Zealand is having to look to other tools, such as pricing and demand 
management (e.g. congestion charging), regulatory interventions, use of data, and the way 
transport and land use are considered together. 

There is a growing urgency to consider the balance between new expenditure and maintaining the 
system and establish a more certain and sustainable model for funding their transport priorities -
both to meet short term needs, but also to establish an enduring model for the next decade and 
beyond. This will involve considering the balance between new expenditure and expenditure to 
maintain the system and how to apply a sharper focus on value for money. 

A new approach to paying for land transport is needed 
In the aviation and maritime sectors, much of the network is provided and owned by private 
interests, with some local government investment. In the land transport sector, central government 
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has more of a role in how the system is planned and funded. However, New Zealand's land 
transport system has been reliant on a narrow range of user charges (mainly taxes on fuel and 
charges on diesel and heavy vehicles) to pay for much of our land transport. Over the last two 
decades, Crown contributions and borrowing have increased as the level of funding from user 
charges has fallen behind investment ambitions. This, and other factors, have put the system 
under pressure and our revenue system does not by its nature support large, long-term 
investments. Many of these have a scale of cost that needs to be spread over many years. 

Travel needs to move away from high emission vehicles 
To meet our 2050 net zero greenhouse emissions target, travel needs to move away from relying 
on high emission vehicles while making sure economic growth and social connection are 
maintained, and the burden of change does not fall too heavily on those who cannot afford it. 
Under existing targets, New Zealand needs to reduce domestic transport emissions by 41 percent 
(from 2019 levels) by 2035. New Zealand is not on track for this, and the choices to achieve 
change are becoming increasingly hard. 

For more than 100 years, roads and fossil-fuelled motor vehicles have been the dominant mode of 
transport. While private motor vehicles will always play an important role in New Zealand's 
transport system, there is demand for access to a wider range of travel options. Increasing the 
range of choice will include some large investments in infrastructure, such as busways and mass 
transit options. These are expensive and take effort to implement, especially because they require 
infrastructure to be retrofitted into urban environments. They also create a need for ongoing 
operational funding that does not have a ready revenue source. 

New Zealand's international connections are increasingly vulnerable and 
uncertain 
New Zealand's ability to trade and connect with the world is increasingly influenced by geopolitics, 
the international politics of climate change and New Zealand's position as the last stop on many 
international supply chains. Over the next decade, New Zealand's distance from the rest of the 
world will be highlighted through the relatively high international aviation and maritime emissions 
that get our products to market and enable New Zealanders to connect globally. In aviation and 
maritime, and in the freight system more widely, government is much less often the funder or 
owner. But these sectors are increasingly seeking government leadership, involvement and 
support for measures to enable and support their transformation. 

New technologies need to be integrated 

Transport will need to integrate considerable change to technology, including in energies and fuels. 
This brings considerable opportunity but also risk. Managing this quickly and safely will require a 
fit-for-purpose transport regulatory system. There are some challenges and cost in adapting 
current frameworks to regulate new technologies as well as how to fund the infrastructure 
necessary for quick adoption of beneficial new technologies. 

Transport safety and security remains a priority 
Improving transport safety and enhancing security of the transport system remains an issue for 
New Zealand. For example, proportionally more people are killed and seriously injured on our 
roads than most other OECD countries, and x% more than in Australia [need to double check this 
is right]. Provisional figures for 2022 saw 377. people killed on the roads. Measures needed to 
improve safety require sustained effort and acceptance from those who may be affected by 
changes. Meanwhile, it is critical that New Zealand continues to effectively implement international 
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security obligations for aviation and maritime to ensure New Zealand remains a trusted destination 
for airlines and shipping operators. 

Transport, Te Ao Maori and Te Tiriti o Waitangi 
The Ministry acknowledges the historical sacrifice and service Maori have provided the nation to 
enable our transport privileges today. A key interaction between Maori and the transport sector 
was Maori land confiscation and then urbanisation of Maori communities. As the writers of policy 
and central providers of advice to the Crown, The Ministry has an obligation and responsibility to 
honour Te Tiriti o Waitangi through engaging with lwi and applying a Te Ao Maori lens across our 
work. The transport system requires a holistic lens which should be viewed in a historical context 
identifying possibilities for connection between whanau, community and how we can focus on 
wellbeing and empowering better social , cultural and economic outcomes. 

You can guide and shape the system to meet the challenges it faces 

The responses to the challenges and opportunities New Zealand's transport system faces will 
involve many choices. Over the next decade, New Zealand's transport system will need to be able 
to adapt to be able to produce net zero emissions by 2050, significantly reduce road deaths and 
serious injuries, and address the significant disadvantages some groups and individuals face when 
accessing the transport system. The system will also need be ready to adapt to shocks like severe 
weather, future possible pandemics, natural disaster, or economic downturns. 

This makes transport decision-making more demanding than it has been in the past. To meet the 
challenges faced by New Zealand's transport system, there are opportunities for change. As 
Minister, you will apply policy interventions to shape the new system to make sure all New 
Zealanders can use the system safely and efficiently. 

The Ministry's role is to support you to implement your policies. As the Government's policy lead 
and system steward for transport, the Ministry will give you robust, evidence-based, future-oriented 
advice on the policy, investment, and regulatory settings that give the best chance of achieving 
your goals. The Ministry's System BIM gives further detail on the policy tools and levers available 
to you, including the role of the Ministry's Transport Outcomes Framework. 

Short-term policy priorities 
The Ministry believes that there are several short-term priorities for you and your incoming 
government to consider. The Ministry would like to discuss these with you as soon as possible. 
These priorities include: 

• Finalising and issuing the 2024 Government Policy Statement on Land Transport (GPS). The 
GPS will give effect to your vision and priorities for investing the National Land Transport 
Fund into the land transport system. This will require you to consider how to fund the GPS, 
including progressing work on revenue options (e.g. congestion charging) that can be 
implemented at pace. 

• Alongside the GPS, ensuring a strong focus on improving cost management in the land 
transport system. 

• Confirming the Government's intended direction for a range of major planned infrastructure 
investments, including the rapid transit network in Auckland 

• Confirming your approach to emissions reductions in the transport sector, including by 
setting priorities for the 2nd Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP2). 
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• Restoring the financial sustainability of our transport regulatory agencies, whose revenue 
streams were disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic 

The Ministry looks forward to discussing your objectives and these priorities further with you. 
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Part Two: Strategic Opportunities and Challenges 

Investing in a high quality transport system 

Challenging economic context 
In the context of a challenging economic outlook, existing risks to long-run fiscal sustainability and 
cost pressures, New Zealand must make choices about how the transport system is developed 
and managed over the next decade and beyond. Maintaining a high quality transport system for all 
New Zealanders requires investing in the right things and at the right time, and maintaining a tight 
control on costs. 

New Zealand has been spending more on transport 
New Zealand has been spending more on transport, both on new infrastructure and maintaining 
and operating existing networks. This is driven by a range of factors, including cost inflation across 
the economy, climate events and natural disasters, increased aspiration for investment and an 
expanded range of activities that are being funded. More investment has been going towards 
public transport and rail, in part to meet broader social objectives, such as improving access and 
reducing emissions. Around 70% of the funding available through the National Land Transport 
Fund is usually committed to maintenance and providing core services, such as road policing, and 
these activities are becoming increasingly costly 

This situation is leading to an increased pressure on the available funding and has required a 
range of short-term solutions being put in place, including increased Crown funding and debt. In 
addition, existing revenue sources are unlikely to keep pace with these increasing demands, 
unless decisions are taken to significantly increase the amount collected from them. Fuel excise 
duty is a major source of revenue for the transport system, but this revenue source will become 
less certain and unstable over t ime as vehicles become more fuel efficient and people increasingly 
choose to travel by other modes. 

The previous Government committed to, or was exploring, an ambitious pipeline of projects, but 
the funding, scoping and phasing of these projects is still largely to be decided. These projects 
include Auckland Light Rail , the Strategic Investment Programme (outlined in the draft GPS2024), 
and the additional Waitemata Harbour Crossing. If all of these projects proceed to construction, the 
Ministry estimates that the total Investment in land transport over 2024 - 2034 will be $180 billion, 
compared to .. ... . x billion in the 1 0 years from 2013-2023. Analysis from the New Zealand 
Infrastructure Commission, Te Waihanga, suggests that this would materially exceed the capacity 
of the current labour market in Auckland, even under optimistic growth assumptions. 

The Crown invests in land transport through the National Land 
Transport Fund and through direct funding 
The Government sets the direction for investment in transport infrastructure and services using the 
Government Policy Statement (GPS), which sets priorit ies for the National Land Transport Fund 
over a 10-year period. A draft GPS has been out for public consultation and, as a statutory 
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document, must be published by 1 July 2024. Finalising the GPS is essential because it drives land 
transport planning and funding decisions make by both Waka Kotahi and local government. 

Waka Kotahi gives effect to the GPS through the 3-yearly National Land Transport Programme, 
which sets out planned activities and projects. Waka Kotahi has statutory authority over what 
activities and projects are included in the National Land Transport Programme and approved for 
funding. Regional Land Transport Plans made by Regional Transport Committees, consisting of 
Waka Kotahi, local government and sometimes KiwiRail, feed into the National Land Transport 
Programme. 

Separate to the GPS process, the Crown can fund additional transport projects through the annual 
Budget process. These tend to be larger projects, such as those under the New Zealand Upgrade 
Programme (e.g. Melling interchange, Otaki Bypass), or the Auckland City Rail Link. They may 
have bespoke delivery and governance arrangements depending on the preferences of the 
Government. 

GPS 2024 will set the Government's land transport policy 
The draft GPS, which is out for consultation, established the outgoing government's strategic 
priorities and set out core investment needs for maintaining the system and the funding available 
from usual sources, and proposed a funding package to address the gap between them. That 
funding package emphasises the choices to be made in finalising GPS 2024 because it relies on 
raising FED and RUC, Crown grants, Crown loans and some non-traditional funding sources like 
the revenue from traffic infringements. 

While the proposed funding package would reduce the pressure over 2024-27, the Ministry 
expects that there will continue to be a gap between expenditure and revenue. The draft GPS 2024 
outlines a $4.8 billion decrease in funding over 2027-30 compared to 2024-27. 

In these circumstances, it will be vital to ensure that investment proposed in the final GPS is 
carefully prioritised, affordable, and meets your objectives. Further, there is a need to make sure 
that cost is better managed in the system through a sharp focus on value for money, strong 
business cases and ensuring there are a broad range of options considered, including options that 
do not involve investment, such as demand management. While there are also choices to generate 
additional revenue through existing tools, and maybe some newer ones, there will be constraints, 
especially in the face of upward pressure on the cost of living. 

Ensuring a sustainable land transport revenue system 
The established tools for funding the land transport system, like the distance and weight-based 
Road User Charges system for diesel and heavy vehicles, are still world leading. Fuel Excise Duty 
is an extremely cost-effective and efficient method for collecting revenue from petrol vehicles. 

These forms of funding are not well suited to very large, lumpy investments ( eg mass rapid transit) 
that have wider benefits, such as supporting intensification. Further, there are developing issues 
around inequities and inconsistencies between road users, the charging of externalities and the 
long-term sustainability of Fuel Excise Duty. 

[Insert graRhic we that illustrates the current shares of revenue] 
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The Ministry has been working on the options for building a 
sustainable land transport revenue system 
The Ministry has been investigating what is needed to enhance the transport revenue system, 
including the role for additional tools and providing more clarity on who should pay for what. There 
are longer-term and shorter-term elements to this, and in the long term, there are opportunities to 
look at the balance between who should bear the costs of the transport system amongst users, 
ratepayers, taxpayers and other beneficiaries. What ever approach is chosen, it will need to be 
predictable, stable and have good levels of public buy-in, reflecting that transport costs affect every 
New Zealander and every New Zealand business. The consequences of choosing the wrong 
solution, or implementing a good solution poorly, would be significant. 

This project is focusing on new revenue tools that could be 
implemented in the shorter term 
While some changes would need to be implemented over the longer-term, there are revenue 
options that should be progressed in the shorter-term, including: 

• value-capture 

• congestion charging 

• tolling (under current rules or new rules) 

• greater use of private capital. 

These tools will help provide additional revenue. However, they are unlikely to generate sufficient 
revenue to fill expected gaps over the next decade and each option comes with its own risks and 
challenges. 

The Ministry will provide advice on the role of Crown funding and on a 
transition to wider-spread use of RUC 
Crown funding or debt can play a useful role in meeting transport funding needs. However, 
practices have varied and this can lead to a lack of clarity about when it should be used and for 
what. Taking a more principled and transparent approach here will help manage Crown cost and 
will provide more certainty and predictability for Waka Kotahi and cities and regions. 

A transition towards RUC is already underway, with RUC generated revenue now almost 
equivalent to FED generated revenue [check], and with electric vehicles joining the RUC system 
from 1 April 2024. The RUC system overcomes the fuel efficiency issues with FED, and it may 
enable a more sustainable stream of funding over time. There are options for extending RUC, 
including to moving all vehicles on to the system through to more sophisticated charging 
approaches that would add time and location based charging. 

There are fiscal constraints in Budget 2024 

[need something here to explain what types of things we need funding for] 
s 9(2)(f)(iv) 
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9(2Y(f)(iv) 

As part of the Fiscal Sustainability and Effectiveness Programme (FSEP), the previous Minister of 
Finance announced that Vote Transport must develop a permanent two percent ($15.23 million) 
savings proposal, based on an eligible baseline of $761 million. The eligible baseline broadly 
excludes funding in Permanent Legislative Authorities (including the National Land Transport 
Fund) and regulatory fees and charges. Almost all other Vote Transport operating funding is in 
scope. 

The Ministry will meet you soon to discuss your investment and 
revenue priorities 
The Ministry will seek to meet with you as soon as possible to discuss your priorities in these 
areas, including next steps for GPS 2024 and how it is funded and for Budget 2024. 

More information on shorter term revenue tools 

Value capture tools 
Value capture3 tools are under utilised in New Zealand compared to other countries. There are a 
range of levy4 and uplift-based 5 methods available to both central and local government. 

Work undertaken to date has highlighted the potential for value capture but also the operational 
complexities of implementing these mechanisms. 

Congestion charging 

Congestion charging, which sets a higher cost for travelling at peak times, can encourage some 
users to change the time, route, or way that they travel. This can make better use of existing 
capacity and defer the cost of new capacity. Congestion charging has been successfully 
implemented to reduce congestion in cities around the world , for example London and Singapore. 
However, schemes have also failed when there were low levels of public acceptability, in part due 
to concern about equity and a perception that congestion charging is only about raising revenue. 

There is interest from several of the large metro councils in congestion charging, both to reduce 
congestion by managing traffic and potentially raise revenue for transport projects. The Ministry 
expects them to seek your support for legislation. Draft legislation was developed for the previous 
government so could be advanced quickly although the underlying policy would need to be 
changed or confirmed with you. 

Here we are defining Value capture as the recovering or 'capturing' of an amount of the incremental benefit that landowners 
(either residential and or commercial) receive from investments in public infrastructure (and the resulting urban development and 
amenity), usually reflected in higher property (land and building) values 

i.e., a one-off charge based on property value increases due to the infrastructure. 

i.e., a proportion of any capital value uplift is taxed. 
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Tolling 

As Minister of Transport, you arel resooosible for aoornvina tollioa scbemes under the Land 
Transport Manaqement Act. 5 9

(
2

) fJ(iv) 
s 9{2)(f)(iv) -

The current tolling settings are relatively permissive but New Zealand's low population density, 
other charges, like Road User Charges and Fuel Excise, already on road users and the 'new road' 
criteria limits the extent to which the tolling of individual projects is viable. Within these constraints, 
tolling is being rolled out where a case can be made. However, there are options for new tolling 
approaches, including variable pricing or tolling existing roads, which would likely involve amending 
the Land Transport Management Act. 

For example, Waka Kotahi has been working with Tauranga City and Eastern Bay of Plenty on a 
proof-of-concept study for variable road pricing. 

It is important to consider tolling options alongside other arrangements, such as congestion 
charges at a network level. In the longer term, shifting to a distance-based system will provide 
greater scope to implement variable charging across the network that could be used to manage 
demand more effectively. 

Making greater use of private capital 
In the past, Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) have been used with varying degree of success but 
have delivered some important lessons. There are two roads that have been delivered under the 
PPP model: Transmission Gully and POhoi to Warkworth. 7 Compared to other types of PPPs, 
reading projects are riskier and more complex, largely due to ground and environmental factors, 
including weather and storm damage. 

The ability for PPP consortia to insure against risk is critical for the success of the model. How this 
is managed, when procurement processes are heavily weighted towards a low price, will affect the 
degree to which PPPs are used for reading projects in the future. 

If implemented well, there is potential for PPPs to improve services and deliver new infrastructure. 
Using private finance means that more projects can be built sooner than through the conventional 
"pay as you go" public sector procurement. However, the current model spreads out the costs of 
these projects over a longer period, which must be managed as a first call against the National 
Land Transport Fund. Alternatively, Government could consider changing the contracting model for 
reading PPPs to transfer more of the risk to the operator (e.g., through demand-based tolling 
arrangements). 

You can also choose to involve private equity in the delivery of transport infrastructure. Under this 
arrangement, the investor will take an ownership stake in an asset and is likely to seek greater 
control over design, construction and operation. However, they may also be prepared to take on a 
wider range of risks. Investors such as ACC and the NZ Super Fund have shown an interest in 
these arrangements which may be a good way of approaching wider packages of development in 
cities. Equity-based arrangements would challenge the transport system's existing ways of 
operating and may raise concerns with the public if there are perceptions of offshore ownership, 
and will require a change to an approach that provides longer term certainty around planning and 
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funding, and the ability for private sector investors to work with Crown agencies (among others) 
earlier and have real influence on design choices and delivery arrangements. 

AN et-Zero Transport System 

The Climate Change Response Act 2002 sets New Zealand's 
framework for reducing emissions 
When New Zealand ratified the Paris Agreement in 2016, the country committed to playing our part 
in global efforts to limit temperature rise to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. In 2019, Parliament 
amended the Climate Change Response Act 2002 (CCRA) setting the target of reaching net zero 
Greenhouse Gas (GhG) emissions by 2050. 

The CCRA sets out the strategic framework for the government's approach to reducing emissions 
in line with our international commitments and requires: 

• domestic GHG emissions reduction targets to reduce net emissions of all GHG (except 
biogenic methane) to zero by 2050 

• a system of progressively reducing five-yearly emissions budgets to act as stepping stones 
towards the long-term target 

• the Government to develop and implement policies to achieve the budgets 

• establishment of an independent Climate Change Commission to provide expert advice and 
monitoring to help keep successive governments on track to meeting long-term goals. 

The Climate Change Commission (CCC) issued its advice on the first three emissions budgets for 
New Zealand in 2021 and these have been set and gazetted as outlined in the following table. The 
Commission is due to advise the Government on the level of the fourth budget, covering the period 
2036-2040. This advice is due to the Minister of Climate Change by 31 December 2024. 

Time period 
Level of permitted emissions (carbon dioxide 
equivalent, all sectors) 

Emissions budget 1: 2022-2025 290 Megatons CO2-e 

Emissions budget 2: 2026-2030 305 Megatons CO2-e 

Emissions budget 3: 2031-2035 240 Megatons CO2-e 

[Placeholder for a graph showing the scale of reductions in each budget period] 

[For more information about New Zealand's framework for reducing emissions and cross-agency 
climate response, please see the IEB Climate Change BIM]. 

Transport emissions have the potential to almost fully decarbonise by 
2050, and need to reduce by 41 percent by 2035 to remain on track 
As well as setting the national level emissions budgets, the Climate Change Commission's first 
advice to Government included a "demonstration pathway" that outlines how New Zealand can 
stay within the emissions budgets and successfully reach net zero by 2050. This demonstration 
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pathway informed the development expected contributions, or sub-sector targets, from different 
parts of the economy, which aportion levels of emissions reduction expected from each sector. 
These sub-sector targets are not legislated, but enable sectors to track progress and manage 
'unders and overs' between sectors while staying on track to meet the overall target. 

Transport is one of Aotearoa New Zealand's largest sources of GHG emissions, producing 39 
percent of our domestic CO2 emissions and 17 percent of total GHG emissions. Between 1990 and 
2019, transport emissions rose approximately 80 percent, faster than any other sectoral source. 
The Commission identified transport as a sector with the potential to almost completely 
decarbonise in time to reach net zero by 2050 and estimated that transport emissions will need to 
fall by 41 percent by 2035 to remain on track. Because some other sectors are expected to be 
slower to decarbonise, New Zealand's overall emissions reduction success is likely to rely heavily 
on transport realising this potential. 

We are a year and a half into the first emissions budget period and 
officials are working to deliver on the first Emissions Reduction Plan 
We have started the journey towards net zero transport emissions by 2050. The first Emissions 
Reduction Plan (ERP1 ) was published in May 2022 and set out the Government's approach to 
emissions reduction and the specific actions to be taken between 2022 and 2025 to meet the first 
emissions budget. 

Based on committed policies, and assuming the work underway to reduce transport emissions 
continues, current estimates suggest transport is likely to stay within its sub-sector target and meet 
its expected contribution to reducing emissions during the second budget period. However the 
most recent estimates incorporate data that reflects a lower than expected level of travel. This 
decline is not fully understood and is likely to be contributed to by a range of factors including 
migration, cost of level, and changing patterns in a post-COVID-19 environment. Caution should be 
applied in assuming this trend will continue. 

ERP1 sets focus areas, targets and specific actions to reduce transport emissions in line with the 
sub-sector target. 

Work is underway to develop the second Emissions Reduction Plan 
The transport and energy sectors are expected to contribute significantly to the next emissions 
budget. A considerable jump is required in emissions reductions from transport from the first to 
second emissions budget period. Work is underway at both the cross-government and sector
specific level to develop content for the second Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP2), which is due to 
be published by the end of 2024. ERP2 must contain actions that can meet the gazetted emissions 
budget for the second period, from 2026-2030. 

Based on committed policies, and assuming the work underway to reduce transport emissions 
continues, current estimates suggest transport is likely to stay within its sub-sector target and meet 
its expected contribution to reducing emissions during the second budget period. This will depend 
to a large extent on the actions that are included in ERP2, and is reliant on what is still an 
ambitious set of actions in ERP1, which rely in some cases on levers that are other Ministers to 
use, such as land use and development. 

In December 2023 you will receive some initial cross-agency advice about key opportunities and 
challenges for ERP2 and some indicative content about what could be included. Cabinet will make 
decisions about the draft and final content for ERP2 in 2024. 
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ERP2 will also need to factor in the third emissions budget 
There is an even more significant jump in required emissions reductions from transport from the 
second to the third emissions budgets. Our current modelling suggests that meeting the third 
budget for transport will require significant additional effort beyond currently committed policies. In 
its draft advice to inform the strategic direction of ERP2, the Climate Change Commission advised 
that ERP2 will need to include many actions that set the transport sector up for the third emissions 
budget period, as well as those that can help transport to meet the second emissions budget. 

The next steps for ERP1 and ERP2 

Aligning ERP1 with your strategic objectives 

We can provide you with more detail about the focus areas, targets, and actions for transport in 
ERP1 and advise you on the impact of any changes you may wish to make to the remaining 
actions to be delivered in the first budget period. 

Ensuring ERP2 meets your strategic objectives 
Setting strategic priorities for ERP2 with your Cabinet colleagues and deciding what actions will be 
included for transport to meet its expected contribution will be some of the biggest strategic 
decisions you will make as Minister of Transport in the next 12 months. The Ministry will support 
you with advice to inform these decisions. 

You will receive package of preliminary advice about the long-term pathways to net zero by 2050 
and indicative advice about what these mean for ERP2 in December 2023, along with your 
Ministerial colleagues in other climate portfolios. This advice is likely to seek your direction on 
some key strategic priorities, risks, benefits sought, and potential trade-offs, to inform the 
development of detailed options for inclusion in ERP2. The Ministry will provide you with additional 
transport-specific advice to supplement this interagency advice. 

Maintaining and growing New Zealand's international 
connectivity 

New Zealand's prosperity is heavily reliant on its connections to the 
world 
International connectivity enables people and goods to move across our borders and is an 
important contributor to New Zealand's prosperity and well-being. 

The majority of our imports and exports move by sea - 99.7 percent of New Zealand's export 
goods by volume, and 80.9 percent of its exports by value. This makes the maritime sector vital to 
New Zealand's interests, including ports and the connections to them. The aviation system also 
delivers economic and social benefits of staying connected to each other and the global 
community. Air transport underpins key sectors in the New Zealand economy, including tourism, 
international education and high-value freight. 
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New Zealand's international connections face a changing environment 
The gee-political environment is becoming less rules based and volatile, and there is growing risk 
around the international politics of climate change. This is presenting some risk to New Zealand as 
a distant trade reliant economy. The emissions from the aviation and maritime sectors are subject 
to increasingly t ighter international standards and we need to be well engaged to ensure these 
support New Zealand's carbon emissions and connectivity objectives while not disadvantaging our 
connectivity to the world. The international security environment has also become more complex. 
COVID-19 underlined the vulnerabilities of our supply chains. 

Against this backdrop, it is more important than ever that we can maintain and grow New Zealand's 
international connectivity and work to support an efficient supply chain system that delivers goods 
quickly and cost effectively. 

The Government can help promote strong international connections 
and efficient supply chains 
The government can play a role in ensuring that New Zealand has a safe, secure, resilient, and 
thriving aviation and maritime sector that is fit for the future, and which support the supply chains 
that are so vital for the New Zealand economy. 

The previous government issued a National Freight and Supply Chain Strategy on 18 August 2023, 
and the Ministry has started work on an action plan to implement it. This Strategy came from 
extensive engagement with supply chain stakeholders. The Strategy offers a blueprint for the 
future supply chain, but it is crucial that this thinking is translated into action. The next step for the 
Strategy was the development of an action plan. 

Key actions that we will look to progress are: 

• Taking forward actions to better collaborate with the private sector, so New Zealand has 
future supply chains that are zero emission, resilient, productive, efficient, safe and 
sustainable. This is likely to involve work on ports and their connections to road and rail , the 
transition to low emission heavy vehicles and improving freight data collection. A private 
partnership has already begun to accelerate decarbonisation of the aviation sector. 

• Working across government and the aviation sector to develop a national policy statement 
for aviation and provide a joined-up view on how best to embrace opportunities and address 
challenges in the sector. 

• Initiating a review of maritime legislation to ensure that our regulatory frameworks support an 
innovative, productive, safe and secure maritime sector. 

We will discuss these potential actions further with you. 

Developing thriving cities and regions 

Transport needs to be well-integrated with other sectors 
To create cities and regions that have strong economies and good social connections, transport 
planning, funding, and delivery need to be aligned with land use planning, housing, other 
infrastructure, and broader funding and financing models. 
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This need for integration is clearest in our largest cities, where there is a need to build more 
housing, improve economic productivity, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become more 
resilient to natural hazards. 

One way to address these challenges is to deliver more medium and high-density, mixed-use 
developments in places where people have a good range of transport options. Making a wider 
range of travel options available will allow more people to live and work in our cit ies and to choose 
from a greater range of housing and transport options, without increasing traffic, congestion, and 
emissions. New developments in greenfield locations also need to be well-designed and well
connected with multi-modal transport networks. The transport, housing, and planning systems 
need to be well-aligned to achieve these outcomes. 

Previous governments established cross-portfolio Ministerial forums for urban development and 
infrastructure to support joined-up approaches to policy development and delivery. For example, 
increasing the supply of public transport is only effective if it is accompanied by high quality 
developments. 

Spatial planning is an important tool to support better integration 
Spatial planning can provide long-term (30 years+), high-level, strategic direction for how cities and 
regions need to grow to achieve national and regional priorities. Integrated planning with other 
sectors like housing and water is critical to delivering long-term plans that retain support and can 
serve as a foundation for communities to develop well. Good Spatial planning can also allow 
national transport priorities to be integrated, alongside other national priorities, with regional 
priorities. 

There is an ad-hoc approach to spatial planning in New Zealand. Only Auckland is legally required 
to deliver a regional spatial plan (the Auckland Plan). Four other high-growth cities have developed 
spatial plans, through Urban Growth Partnerships set up by previous Governments. These spatial 
plans are at sub-regional levels and focus on high-growth areas in their regions. 

Integrated planning across transport and other sectors will deliver much better outcomes and 
greater planning certainty but this is hard to achieve due to the numbers of decision-makers 
involved and the depth of issues involved. A structured approach is needed to make it possible. 
The Spatial Planning Act 2023 enacted by the last Parliament was an effort to achieve this. This 
Act requires all regions to develop a regional spatial plan, in partnership between councils , central 
government, and mana whenua. 

City and regional deals provide a potential mechanism to support 
spatial planning 
A shift to regional spatial planning raises questions about funding and financing major 
infrastructure projects that feature in these plans. For example, all the existing spatial plans 
developed through the Urban Growth Partnerships include rapid transit services and high
frequency public transport networks to provide the backbone for future large-scale urban 
developments. There is no funding pathway to deliver most of these projects. 

Given the constrained funding environment, and the substantial costs of delivering large-scale 
transport projects, it is important to explore innovative new funding and financing models to deliver 
major projects. It is also important to make better use of existing transport networks (e.g. by using 
transport pricing tools, and by encouraging more efficient use of road space). 

'City deals' and 'regional deals' provide a potential way for central and local government to 
coordinate the funding streams that would be required to fund the large investment in infrastructure 
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that many cities will require. These deals reflect approaches used in other countries, including the 
United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia to support integrated programme delivery. They involve 
long-term partnerships between local and central government, with packages of funding and 
decision-making powers. 

The Ministry can provide further advice on spatial planning and city 
and regional deals 
The Ministry can provide you with further information and advice on opportunities for Ministerial 
collaboration, spatial planning and city and regional deals. As these deals require the input of 
different portfolios, substantial work would be needed with other Ministers to determine their 
viability and potential effectiveness in a New Zealand context. 

Strong Auckland, Strong New Zealand 

Tamaki Makaurau is critical to achieving New Zealand's goals 
Tamaki Makaurau is home to one third of New Zealand's population, contributes 38 percent of the 
nations GDP and is projected to account for around 60 percent of New Zealand's population 
growth between 2013 and 2043. 

Over recent years Auckland has accounted for 30 percent of the National Land Transport Fund 
spend and increasingly Crown funding is required to complement the National Land Transport 
Fund and Auckland Council funding. 

While there have been successes in both roading and public transport projects, Auckland's 
transport challenges remain significant. An efficient and effective transport system in Auckland is 
essential to Government achieving national goals of increasing productivity and reducing 
emissions. Auckland is expected to deliver 48 percent of the national reduction in transport 
emissions. 

Auckland continues to need a large investment in its transport 
networks 
Auckland requires transport investment in roads, public transport and active transport. Along with 
investment, interventions such as congestion pricing and better integration of transport and land
use are required to achieve outcomes and manage affordability. Congestion pricing in Auckland is 
unlikely to raise significant revenue but the value is in improved productivity and potential 
deferment of maintenance and capital spend on roading. 

The strategic roading network in Auckland is almost complete. Penlink is underway and a preferred 
option for Mill Road as part of the package of investment in south Auckland needs to be 
determined. More roading capacity will mean that public transport in Auckland will need to 
contribute more to emissions reduction. 
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Rapid public transport is integral to improving Tamaki Makaurau' s 
public transport network 
While there have been some setbacks with the rail rebuild and bus driver shortages, public 
transport patronage has increased significantly in Auckland (was at 100 million boardings at the 
end of 2019, up from X in X). There are gains to be made with increasing frequency and reliability 
on the current bus network as well as by extending coverage, particularly to some of the lower 
income areas where access to public transport is poor. 

Moving people in a fast, frequent and reliable manner by rapid transit is integral to Auckland's 
public transport network. Successes to date have been the northern busway and passenger rail , 
post electrification. The City Rail Link and Eastern busway are well into construction and business 
case work is underway for major projects including on the northwest and city centre to Mangere 
corridors as well as a 30-year plan for rail investment in Auckland. Planning for the Waitemata 
Harbour connections is also advancing. 

Auckland's future public transport will have to be much larger than it is today. Within the limited 
funding and delivery capacity that is available, you will want to consider striking the right balance 
between high volume and high cost options such as rapid public transit solutions, and lower 
volume but faster to deliver options such as busways. The Ministry's advice is that these should be 
considered in the context of the type of overall network that should be available in future, and in 
turn the nature and scale of development that is desired for Auckland. 

Investment choices will be constrained by funding availability and 
capacity availability 
There are key choices to be made on these major projects. When combined with what is needed to 
run and maintain the existing network and other investments, such as in public transport services, 
the ability to deliver from both a funding and a construction capacity perspective looks unfeasible. 
Work on staging and sequencing of investments over the longer-term is a priority. 

This can be achieved by continuing to work through the Auckland Transport Alignment Project 
(ATAP). Since around 2017, ATAP has been New Zealand's most mature 'city deal' . The Minister 
of Transport and Mayor of Auckland are political sponsors of ATAP and a Governance Group of 
Chief Executives provides oversight and governance. 

The Tamaki Makaurau Transport Plan needs to be completed 
The Tamaki Makaurau Transport Plan, a long-term integrated plan has been the key piece of work 
progressed under the A TAP structure over recent months. It is currently paused and it will be 
important for you to meet with the Mayor of Auckland to commission the completion of the Plan. 
Your priorit ies will guide the next phase of work and the sequencing and phasing work noted above 
is key to the Plan's completion. 

S 9{21@11 
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Several major Auckland transport projects are underway 

There are pressing choices to be made about investments in Auckland over the 10 and 30-year 
horizons. Affordability and the ability to deliver need attention as a programme, encompassing 
investments to run and maintain the current network, expand public transport services and 
progress major projects, is completed. 

City Rail Link (CRL) 
Most CRL construction work is now complete, and the focus is on integrating with the Auckland 
network and testing readiness for day one operations. The Ministry monitors the work of the 
delivery company, City Rail Link Company (CRLL) and advises on broader investments needed to 
bring the benefits of the project. CRL is funded 50:50 by the Crown and Auckland Council. You are 
a joint sponsor of the work along with the Minister of Finance and Mayor Brown. 

Auckland Light Rail (ALR) 
ALR is an integrated urban and transport project along the city centre to Mangere corridor. 
Auckland Light Rail Limited (ALRL) is working on a detailed business case. The Ministry monitors 
the work of the company, provides policy advice on the project and supports the project's 
Sponsors. You chair the Sponsors Group and it will be a priority to provide direction to the project. 

Waitemata Harbour Connections 

Waka Kotahi is developing an indicative business case on a recommended option including 
reading, rapid transit and cycling connections. This is scheduled to be considered by the Waka 
Kotahi Board in early 2024. The Ministry's feedback to date has been that significant work is 
required before moving to a decision-making process, including on lower-cost options. You have a 
role in setting direction for the work and ultimately deciding whether to take the project forward 
through Cabinet. 

Northwest 
The Northwest corridor has consistently been identified as a high-priority rapid transit corridor for 
Auckland. Interim improvements are underway including new bus stops, interchange 
enhancements, and extended bus lanes on SH16. Waka Kotahi is commencing a detailed 
business case on a permanent rapid transit system. This corridor is a priority for the Mayor of 
Auckland and the Ministry expects it to be raised as part of your discussions on the Tamaki 
Makaurau Transport Plan 

The Ministry will seek your direction on Auckland's transport 
priorities 
The Ministry will seek your direction on completing work on the Tamaki Makaurau Transport Plan 
and on major projects will be priorities for the Auckland work. The Ministry will provide you with 
more detailed advice on these important projects in the near future. 
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Building a resilient transport system 

The transport system connects New Zealanders but is vulnerable to 
shocks and disruptions 
The transport system is vulnerable to shocks and disruptive events (either natural or human). 
New Zealand's 'tyranny of topography' has led to transport corridors being constructed in steep 
valleys, alongside coastlines, and across rivers and floodplains. Many communities are in remote 
areas or have limited routes connecting them to the rest of New Zealand. This creates increased 
vulnerabilities for communities and business. In recent years, New Zealand has started to 
experience the effects of climate change through severe weather events like Cyclone Gabrielle and 
natural disasters like the Christchurch and Kaikoura in 2011 and 2016 earthquakes respectively. 

Transport operations can also be disrupted by other vulnerabilities. Parts of the transport system 
rely on highly trained workforces which are susceptible to staff shortages, for example maritime 
pilots, air traffic controllers, ground handlers, airport rescue fire services, and bus and train drivers. 
The aviation system relies on imported jet fuel, which if it fails quality testing on arrival into the 
country results in disruptions to aviation operations. We also need to manage the transport 
system's susceptibility to security threats from malicious actors. 

A lack of resilience drives extra costs into the transport system 
Being resilient is the ability to anticipate and manage disruptive events, minimise their impacts, and 
respond and recover effectively. In essence, resilience is about developing a wide zone of 
tolerance to external impacts and remain effective across a range of future conditions8. The 
methodology New Zealand has adopted to build resilience and manage risks is the 4R's 
Framework of Reduction, Readiness, Response, and Recovery. This framework is applied across 
the transport system. 

A transport system that is not resilient increases the costs and time to reinstate critical transport 
connectivity to affected communities. Shocks from natural disasters such as the Christchurch and 
Kaikoura earthquakes, alongside the increasing frequency and severity of weather events caused 
by climate change, result in significant social and economic costs to restore transport networks. 

Work to enhance the resilience of the transport system is underway 

The Ministry uses its leadership and system stewardship role across strategic policy and 
operational work to build transport system resilience into wider system reforms and work 
programmes. The Ministry works to ensure a broader 'New Zealand Inc' perspective is applied to 
managing transport system risks and in building better transport system resilience. 

Resilience work includes: 

• Involvement in the National Security System reforms, and membership of the Counter
Terrorism Coordination Committee, Major Events Security Committee, and Maritime Security 
Oversight Committee. 

• Involvement in the Emergency Management System reforms, including emergency and 
catastrophic planning, and the current emergency management and the DPMC-led Critical 
National Infrastructure work programme. 

8NEMA (2019) National Disaster Resilience Strategy 
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• Involvement in climate change work programmes, including the Resource Management 
System Reforms, National Adaptation Plan, Emissions Reduction Plan, and membership of 
the Climate Change Interdepartmental Executive Board. 

• Connecting the transport system into operational readiness, response, and recovery activity 
through its role as Chair of the interagency Transport Response Team, which is the Sector 
Coordinating Entity for the transport system in an emergency. 

As the Minister of Transport, you can play an important role to 
enhance transport system resilience 
You can play a role in enhancing the resilience of the transport system by: 

• Maintaining relationships across the sectors identified so the perspective of the transport 
sector is given due weight in the Government's wider resilience-related work. 

• Engaging with your Ministerial colleagues on legislative programmes which cut across the 
transport system, such as the Emergency Management reforms, Climate Adaptation Bill, and 
Resource Management reforms. 

• Engaging with other Ministers to address specific resilience issues (for example, the 
availability of RNZAF Base Ohakea and jet fuel supply chains). 

• Making decisions on further investments via the National Resilience Plan. 

Safer and more secure transport 

Travel throughout the transport system needs to be safe and secure 
Travel needs to be as safe and secure as it can be, whether by road, rail, aviation or maritime. 
There is also new technology to consider, such as drones and e-scooters. People should not be 
harmed when using transport and should be confident when using the system. Confidence is 
important so New Zealand can unlock the benefits of new technology, such as drones. 

Different modes have different attributes which mean that safety and security outcomes are 
achieved in different ways in each of those sectors. 

For aircraft and ships that operate internationally safety and security settings are driven by 
international standards. Aviation and maritime also have greater inherent risk of catastrophic harm 
events. New Zealand needs to continue to engage internationally with the relevant bodies, in 
particular the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) and the International Maritime 
Organisation (IMO) and with other jurisdictions so New Zealand stays up to date with global 
developments and can influence international settings. 

The maritime security environment has become increasingly complex. The effective delivery of the 
Maritime Security Strategy requires strong leadership and alignment across government. The 
Ministry has a key role to play as we chair the Maritime Security Officials Committee (MSOC). 
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Road crashes killed 376 people last year and cause $8 billion of harm 
each year 
Roads are used by just about everyone in New Zealand, and usually on a daily basis. As at 
14 September 2023, 376 people died in road crashes in 2022, with many more suffering 
permanent life-changing injuries 9. Social cost of road trauma is estimated to be as much as $8 
billion a year. Our rate of road deaths is also significantly higher than that of many other 
jurisdictions New Zealand compares itself to, as indicated in Figure 1 below. 

Road deaths per 100,000 inhabitants (2022) 
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sustained effort is required to reduce the number of people dying or being seriously injured on our 
roads. 

Evidence suggests interventions are required across all parts of the 
system to improve road safety 
New Zealand has followed the Safe System approach in recent years, which has become the 
internationally accepted best practice for road safety. A Safe System means improving the safety 
of all parts of the system - roads and roadsides, speeds, vehicles and road user behaviour - so 
that if one part fails, other parts will still protect the people if they are involved in a crash. 

Safe System approach [placeholder] 

To come -data on the number of serious injuries (current figure is 2,470 but need to confirm). Serious injuries are defined as 
fractures, concussions, internal injuries, crushings, severe cuts and lacerations, severe general shock necessitating medical 
treatment and any other injury involving removal to and detention in hospital. 
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Progress in all areas is still needed to reduce deaths and serious injuries on our roads. However, 
you can choose to place more emphasis on interventions in some areas than others. 

New Zealand has made progress in some areas, but there are 
significant opportunities for improvement 
The previous Government issued the Road to Zero road safety strategy that has targets for 
reductions in deaths and serious injuries. There has been progress in some areas. For example, 
Police have increased their enforcement activity in the last 12 months, with an additional one 
million alcohol breath tests conducted than in the previous year. 

Some of the interventions set out in the strategy have been found to be highly effective. For 
example, changes to speed limits on State Highway 6 Blenheim to Nelson has seen the number of 
deaths and serious injuries reduce by approximately 80 percent in first two years, while the 
average journey time has increased by approximately four minutes over the 110km road length. 
Installation of median barriers at SH2 Waipukurau in 2020 has seen a 100 percent reduction in 
deaths and serious injuries in the two years since. 

COVID-19 slowed delivery of initiatives and there have been other challenges, which have 
impacted the scale and pace of change. 

Public acceptance of some of the actions under the strategy has been limited, in particular, 
concern has been expressed about: 

• the public advertising and associated messaging, particularly that "zero" is an unrealistic 
target 

• some of the focus areas, such as the level of speed reduction proposed. 

Given these challenges, the Ministry has started reviewing the approach to road safety. We are 
preparing more in-depth advice on the impacts that different initiatives will have on reducing deaths 
and serious injuries to assist you as you consider the strategic direction you wish to take for road 
safety. The Ministry would welcome the opportunity to discuss your expectations for road safety, 
including on what interventions you want to see focus applied. 

Rail safety requires clear regulatory frameworks and investment 
Rail safety needs clear regulatory frameworks, strong oversight and investment to provide the 
required level of safety assurance. After recent investment and growth, the risk profile of rail has 
increased. There have been several rail safety incidents involving fatal and serious injuries and 
recent reviews into the Auckland and Wellington metro systems have highlighted the need for 
system improvement and the need for the rail regulator to rigorously address risks. 

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency has primary regulatory responsibility for rail safety in 
New Zealand. Waka Kotahi has a critical regulatory role in assuring stakeholders and the public 
that the country's rail networks are being managed safely. This is achieved through regulation of 
the rail industry in accordance with the Railways Act 2005. 

There will be opportunities over this term to consider how to continue to improve the legislation, 
regulation and oversight of rail safety, and to align New Zealand's rail safety approach with 
international best practice. 
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Drones and emerging aviation technologies require fit-for-purpose 
regulations to improve safety 
The Ministry has a role in both the safe regulation of emerging aviation technology and enabling 
more innovative applications of drone. New Zealand's long-term objective is the safe integration of 
drones and other emerging aviation technologies into the civil aviation system. 

Increasingly innovative uses of these technologies offer potential economic, environmental and 
social benefits. This includes lifting productivity and wages through innovation, lowering emissions 
and improving other environmental outcomes. New Zealand needs to cater for growth of the drone 
sector and ensure that appropriate levels of aviation safety and security in the aviation system are 
maintained. 

New and fit-for-purpose regulatory tools are necessary to enable advanced operations of drones 
within airspace shared with conventional aircraft, while maintaining or improving safety standards, 
and addressing any problems caused by drone use, such as noise and privacy implications. 

The rapidly growing drone sector has challenged aviation safety and security. Drone operators are 
finding more novel and sophisticated ways to use technology. As a result, the challenges to safety 
and security are becoming increasingly difficult to manage. 

The Ministry and other agencies have explored new policy initiatives and a developed a series of 
complementary regulatory measures to support drone integration and we will provide you with 
further advice on the proposed package of measures. 

Maritime safety and security are important to people, the economy 
and the environment 
Maritime transport is a critical part of our economy, with most of our imports and exports moving by 
sea. As an island nation, New Zealand relies on ferries to transport commuters, tourists, and Kiwi 
travellers between islands. Boating is also an important part of Kiwi culture with over 1.9 million 
people taking part in recreational boating in 2020. 

Maritime activity is inherently dangerous. Since 2015, an average of 16 recreational boating 
fatalities have occurred every year. Fatalities occur throughout the country, and most are 
associated with falls overboard, a vessel capsizing or flooding. Many Transport Accident 
Investigation Commission and coroner reports have found that fatalities might have been 
prevented if lifejackets had been worn. 

Safe navigation is as critical in the marit ime space as on land. Maritime incidents not only 
endanger human lives, but also the environment and the economy, as the Rena disaster 
demonstrated. The accessibility of the sea to recreational boating means recreational boating and 
commercial shipping operate in very close proximity to each other. 

Maritime legislation needs to be reviewed 
The Ministry and Maritime New Zealand have started a review of primary maritime legislation. 
Changes could be made to make the system safer, while ensuring the maritime regulatory system 
supports trade in the face of future emergencies, transnational crime, climate change, 
technological change and other challenges. 
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As Minister of Transport, you can help to enhance transport safety 
The Ministry can provide you with any further information that you require on these areas of 
transport system safety. You can help to enhance transport safety by: 

• Considering advice on reframing of approaches for road safety 

• Taking a package of drone policy decisions to Cabinet 

• Considering advice on the review of maritime legislation review Maintaining relationships 
across the sectors identified so the perspective of the transport sector is given due weight in 
the Government's wider resilience-related work. 

Using regulation to support transport outcomes 

Regulatory frameworks are being challenged 
Transport regulatory systems are made up of primary and secondary legislation, the Ministry, and 
transport Crown entities who carry out the role of regulators, deliver services, and educate and 
inform people on requirements set out in legislation. 

New Zealand's transport regulatory systems are significantly shaped by international obligations, 
standards and recommended practices. 

A more challenging economic outlook and fiscal position means that there is added emphasis on 
ensuring that all aspects of our regulatory systems deliver value for money and support increased 
productivity. 

Our current regulatory frameworks are being challenged across all modes in areas such as 
driverless vehicles/craft (e.g. unmanned aircraft and autonomous vehicles), different fuel types 
(e.g. sustainable aviation fuel, hydrogen) and different types of craft (e.g. drones). Artificial 
intelligence (Al) is disrupting every industry and will change the way New Zealanders commute and 
the way they use transport infrastructure. 

Regulation is needed to realise the benefits of new technologies 
Introducing new technologies that are often still evolving with unclear trajectories, while minimising 
harm, is a major challenge for policy makers and regulators. The beneficiaries of these 
technologies (the investors, manufacturers and consumers) often do not wear the full costs of their 
risks. Instead the burden is borne by society at large and their governments. 

Therefore, it is crucial to have a regulatory system that appropriately balances safety outcomes 
with innovation, certainty and regulatory efficiency is in place before new transport technologies 
are rolled out at scale. 

Regulation provides the framework and permissible set of conditions under which decisions can be 
made on important features of transport markets such as entry, pricing, access obligations and 
quality or conditions of service. To remain efficient over time, the regulatory framework needs to 
evolve as technological and society changes. Timely and proportionate regulation can support the 
exploitation of promising opportunities while also introduce new constraints to limit harmful trends. 
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future 

For the government, new technologies raise 
issues about when to act. Drones are here and 
regulatory action is being taken. While 
technological innovations, such as driving 
automation technology in vehicles like Electronic 
Stability Control , already contribute to the decline 
in deaths and serious injuries on our roads, the 
deployment of fully automated vehicles at scale 
remains very uncertain. Potential safety benefits 
are high but so are the risks. Safety will be the 
primary consideration before fully automated 
vehicles will be allowed to operate on 
New Zealand roads. In this case, the Ministry has 
carried out preparatory work to identify the issues 
and the regulatory work that might be needed, 
including releasing a Long-Term Insights Briefing 
on the impact of these vehicles on New Zealand's 
roads in 2022. The Ministry will be well placed to 
advise you should the priority of this work need to 
be raised. 

Positioning New Zealand's 
regulatory frameworks for the 

Implementing the new Civil Aviation Act and the review of maritime legislation are all examples of 
work that will bring regulatory systems up to speed with new developments and help to future-proof 
them. The Ministry looks forward to providing you with more information on our regulatory 
stewardship role and the Ministry's work to help position New Zealand for future technological 
developments like drones and automated vehicles. 

30 
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Foreword 

Tena koe Minister, and congratulations on your appointment as Minister of Transport. 

The Ministry has a key role in providing advice to you on the decisions that sustain the transport 
system and to help achieve your transport priorities. 

Transport is about people. We move to go to work or school, to connect with family, friends and 
communities, and to shift materials, goods and services. New Zealand's transport system enables 
the social and economic prosperity of our cities, towns and rural communities. 

The transport system also has negative impacts, including road deaths and serious injuries, air and 
noise pollution that affects the health of the general population, as well as producing a significant 
proportion of New Zealand's greenhouse gas emissions. 

This year we have seen extreme weather events impacting communities and transport networks 
across the country. The Auckland Anniversary floods and Cyclone Gabrielle caused lasting 
damage to communities and vital infrastructure. 

Increasingly, our cities and towns are facing funding pressures, driven by the demand for new or 
replacement infrastructure, of which transport is a major component. We must ensure the transport 
system is fit for future generations and able to withstand the impacts of extreme weather events. 

Addressing these challenges places further pressure on existing funding models. The cost of 
maintaining the transport system, together with the need for repairs to reading and rail networks 
damaged by extreme weather events, will need to be balanced with new investment priorities. 

The Ministry has been investigating the future of transport revenue system, including the role of 
additional funding tools, with the objective of providing more clarity on who should pay for what and 
how to apply a sharper focus on value for money. 

The Ministry works collaboratively with agencies and stakeholders to advance a long-
term, integrated approach to the transport system. To create thriving cities and regions the 
transport sector needs to be more closely joined-up with planning, housing, other infrastructure, 
and broader funding and financing models. 

As a Crown agency, we have an important responsibility to actively improve outcomes for Maori to 
ensure a transport system serves all New Zealanders equitably. A key focus area for everyone at 
the Ministry is our Hei Arataki strategy which seeks to identify issues and opportunities for Maori in 
transport policy design and delivery. 

As Minister of Transport, you can make real differences to the lives of all New Zealanders. In our 
role as system lead, we look forward to giving you the advice and support needed to put your 
priorities in place to help advance the nation's transport system. 

Naku noa, na 

Audrey Sonerson Secretary for Transport and Chief Executive 
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Glossary of terms and abbreviations 
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Part One: He Wakamana i a Aotearoa Kia Momoho I 
Enabling New Zealanders to Flourish 

Transport is critical for New Zealand's economic, social and 
environmental health 
New Zealand's transport system connects us to work and school, to our whanau, to our 
communities and to the rest of the world. The smooth and sustainable movement of people and 
goods throughout the system is critical to our economic, social and environmental health. The 
transport system is an important contributor to productivity and economic growth. The system 
supports other sectors and society's wider goals like better and affordable housing, desirable cities 
that attract skilled and talented people and healthier New Zealanders. The system also has 
negative impacts, including producing a significant proportion of New Zealand's greenhouse gas 
emissions, other air and noise pollution that affects the health of the general population and deaths 
and serious injuries for the people using the system. 

The transport system involves millions of journeys every day on extensive networks of public and 
private infrastructure across New Zealand. These networks connect a population spread-out thinly 
across regions, but also concentrated in cities, who all need to be well served by the transport 
system to meet their social and economic needs. 

These networks are used by a wide array of vehicles every day, and there are competing 
demands, including increasingly for use of street and city spaces. New Zealand's environment and 
geography also mean that our critical transport infrastructure is exposed to a broader and more 
consequential range of potential shocks than many other highly developed countries. 

In New Zealand [sample data only - aviation, martime etc to be added]: 

• there are over 4.5 million registered motor vehicles in New Zealand, which is one of the 
highest rates of vehicle ownership in the world - around 64,000 of these are fully electric 
light vehicles 

• transport produces 39 percent of our domestic carbon dioxide emissions and 17 percent 
of total greenhouse gas emissions 

• around 200,000 New Zealanders (5 percent of the workforce) are employed in transport
related industries. 1 

• 20 million tonnes of freight are caried by rail annually 

• around 34 percent of New Zealanders over 15 used public transport while 80 percent spent 
time travelling by private car 

• 377 people died on our roads in 2022 

• 46.3 billion vehicle kilometres were travelled in 2020 

• approximately 2 million adult New Zealanders participated in recreational boating activities 
in 2022.2 

Based on Statistics NZ Business Demography Statistics, Snapshot at February 2022 

Maritime NZ Survey 
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Growing demands on the transport system are creating new challenges 
As New Zealand has grown and matured, the demands on the transport system have grown 
significantly. In the past, the challenge revolved around efforts to grow capacity as activity 
increased and keeping the system maintained. However, new challenges, especially the need to 
adapt and mitigate the effects of climate change, call for a fundamental shift in the way New 
Zealand's transport system operates. The long-lived networks that underpin the transport system 
need to be planned and funded over the long-term, managed and regulated effectively to support 
the shift needed. 

The land transport system is more expensive to build and maintain 
As the land transport system grows, it becomes more expensive to build, operate and maintain. 
Operating and maintenance costs are making up an increasing share of transport spending. This 
has taken place in the context of a planning and funding system, especially for land transport, that 
works well to signal investment priorities and ambitions but works less well to create incentives to 
spend money efficiently and effectively. 

The increase in costs is driven by a range of factors, including cost inflation across the economy, 
climate events and natural disasters, increased aspiration for investment, a need to consider 
resilience, and an expanded range of activities that are being funded. This has led to increased 
pressure on the available funding and resulted in a range of short-term solutions being put in place, 
including increased Crown funding and debt. 

Ambitions for new investment are growing beyond capacity 

Investment in the transport system is an important way of increasing New Zealand's economic 
growth and meeting many of the social and educational ambitions of New Zealanders. Cities need 
to move people and freight efficiently while the regions need strong connections to well-run ports 
and airports to move their products to market. Still, investment ambitions are running ahead of the 
capacity of the revenue system to meet them or the capacity of the construction sector to deliver 
new projects, especially alongside ambitious programmes in other sectors like water and housing. 
In the land transport system, our approach has historically been a "predict and provide" model 
where investment is made against forecast future demand, within a relatively stable revenue base. 
Increasingly, many places are using a "decide and provide" approach, where the desired future is 
identified and agreed, and transport infrastructure is provided for this future . 

New Zealand's current approach is already unaffordable, with planned expenditure for the next 20 
years nearly double the $1 O billion per annum of current investment, and more than four t imes the 
size of the National Land Transport Fund. These commitments have not been made based on a 
system-wide investment plan and have likely driven inefficiencies in the system. Management 
oversight is also spread very thinly which exacerbates risk. 

Even if this full programme could be funded , it will not deliver the outcomes government and others 
are seeking from the system and there is unlikely to be the construction capacity to deliver it. 
Increasingly, New Zealand is having to look to other tools, such as pricing and demand 
management (e.g. congestion charging), regulatory interventions, use of data, and the way 
transport and land use are considered together. 
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Heavy civil engineering construction 
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Figure 1 Heavy civil engineering - construction 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

-

2025/26 

There is a growing urgency to consider the balance between new expenditure and maintaining the 
system and establish a more certain and sustainable model for funding their transport priorit ies -
both to meet short term needs, but also to establish an enduring model for the next decade and 
beyond. This will involve considering the balance between new expenditure and expenditure to 
maintain the system and how to apply a sharper focus on value for money. 

A new approach to paying for land transport is needed 
In the aviation and maritime sectors, the networks are mostly owned and operated by private 
interests, with some local government investment. In the land transport sector, central government 
has more of a role in how the system is planned and funded. New Zealand's land transport system 
has been reliant on a narrow range of user charges (mainly taxes on fuel and charges on diesel 
and heavy vehicles) to pay for much of our land transport. 

Over the last two decades, Crown contributions and borrowing have increased as the level of 
funding from user charges has fallen behind investment ambitions. This, and other factors, have 
put the system under pressure. Our revenue system does not easily support large, long-term 
investments. Many of these have a scale of cost that needs to be spread over many years. 

We need to decarbonise the transport system 
Transport is one of New Zealand's largest sources of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, producing 
40 percent of our domestic CO2 emissions and 17 percent of total GHG emissions. Most transport 
emissions (92%) come from land transport (primarily light vehicles such as cars, utes and vans at 
64%). 

The Climate Change Commission has identified transport as a sector with the potential to almost 
completely decarbonise by 2050 and make large reductions from the third emissions budget period 
(2031-2035) onwards. Because some other sectors are expected more challenging to decarbonise, 
New Zealand's overall emissions reduction success is likely to rely heavily on transport realising 
this potential. 
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We have started the journey towards net zero transport emissions by 2050. The first Emissions 
Reduction Plan was published in May 2022. The transport chapter sets out the specific actions to 
be taken between 2022 and 2025 to reduce transport emissions in line with the emissions budget 
agreed for this period. The expected emissions reduction from transport will jump significantly in 
the next two emissions budget periods. Work is underway to develop the transport content for the 
second Emissions Reduction Plan, which must contain actions that can both meet transport's 
expected contribution to total emissions reductions between 2026-30, and also set the sector up to 
meet its even more ambitious expectations between 2031-2035. 

New Zealand's international connections are increasingly vulnerable and 
uncertain 
New Zealand's ability to trade and connect with the world is increasingly influenced by geopolitics, 
the international politics of climate change and New Zealand's position as the last stop on many 
international supply chains. Aviation and maritime are emissions intensive industries and, in the 
coming decades, there will be growing global pressure on these sectors to decarbonise. Market 
based measures to reduce emissions in these sectors will be important, but they are likely to 
disproportionately impact New Zealand due to our distance from the rest of the world and a lack of 
viable alternatives. It is therefore important that we work collaboratively with these sectors and 
support them to decarbonise as quickly as possible. These sectors are increasingly seeking 
government leadership, involvement and support for measures to enable and support their 
efficiency and transformation. 

New technologies need to be integrated 

Transport will need to integrate considerable change to technology, including in energies and fuels. 
This brings considerable opportunity but also risk. Managing this quickly and safely will require a 
fit-for-purpose transport regulatory system. There are some challenges and cost in adapting 
current frameworks to regulate new technologies as well as how to fund the infrastructure 
necessary for quick adoption of beneficial new technologies. 

Transport safety and security remains a priority 
Improving transport safety and enhancing security of the transport system remains an issue for 
New Zealand. For example, proportionally more people per capital are killed and seriously injured 
on our roads than most other OECD countries, and approximately 58.7 percent more than in 
Australia. Provisional figures for 2022 saw 377 people killed on the roads. Measures needed to 
improve safety require sustained effort and acceptance from those who may be affected by 
changes. Meanwhile, it is critical that New Zealand continues to effectively implement international 
security obligations for aviation and maritime to ensure New Zealand remains a trusted destination 
for airlines and shipping operators. 

You can guide and shape the system to meet the challenges it faces 

The responses to the challenges and opportunities New Zealand's transport system faces will 
involve many choices. Over the next decade, New Zealand's transport system will need to evolve 
to produce net zero emissions by 2050, significantly reduce road deaths and serious injuries, and 
address the significant disadvantages some groups and individuals face when accessing the 
transport system. The system will also need be ready to adapt to shocks like severe weather, 
future possible pandemics, natural disaster, or economic downturns. 
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While transport decision-making is more demanding than it has been in the past, there are good 
opportunities to achieve change. As Minister, you can shape the system to make sure all New 
Zealanders can use it safely and efficiently, and the Ministry's role is to support you in your efforts. 

As the Government's policy lead and system steward for transport, the Ministry will give you 
robust, evidence-based, future-oriented advice on the policy, investment, and regulatory settings 
that give the best chance of achieving your goals. The Ministry's System 8/M gives further detail 
on the policy tools and levers available to you, including the role of the Ministry's Transport 
Outcomes Framework. 

Short-term policy priorities 
The Ministry believes that there are several short-term priorities for you and your incoming 
Government to consider. The Ministry would like to discuss these with you as soon as possible. 
These priorities include: 

• Finalising and issuing the 2024 Government Policy Statement on Land Transport (GPS). The 
GPS will give effect to your vision and priorities for investing the National Land Transport 
Fund into the land transport system. This will require you to consider how to fund the GPS, 
including progressing work on revenue options (e.g. congestion charging) that can be 
implemented at pace. 

• Alongside the GPS, ensuring a strong focus on improving cost management in the land 
transport system. 

• Confirming your intended direction for a range of major planned infrastructure investments, 
including the rapid transit network in Auckland. 

• Confirming your approach to emissions reductions in the transport sector, including by 
setting priorities for the 2nd Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP2). 

• Restoring the financial sustainability of our transport regulatory agencies, whose revenue 
streams were disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The Ministry looks forward to discussing your objectives and these priorities further with you. 
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Part Two: Strategic Opportunities and Challenges 

Investing in a high quality transport system 

Challenging economic context 
With a challenging economic outlook, existing risks to long-run fiscal sustainability and cost 
pressures, New Zealand must make choices about how the transport system will be developed and 
managed over the next decade and beyond. Government investment, along with other 
interventions, is needed to create a high quality transport system for all New Zealanders. However, 
a good result requires investing in the right things and at the right t ime, with tight cost control. 

New Zealand has been spending more on transport 
New Zealand has been spending more on transport, both on new infrastructure and maintaining 
and operating existing networks. This is driven by a range of factors, including cost inflation across 
the economy, climate events and natural disasters, increased aspiration for investment and an 
expanded range of activities that are being funded. More investment has been going towards 
public transport and rail, in part to meet broader social objectives, such as improving access and 
reducing emissions. Around 60 percent of the funding available through the National Land 
Transport Fund is usually committed to maintenance and providing core services, such as road 
policing, and these activities are becoming increasingly costly 

This situation is leading to an increased pressure on the available funding and has required a 
range of short-term solutions being put in place, including increased Crown funding and debt. In 
addition, existing revenue sources are unlikely to keep pace with these increasing demands, 
unless decisions are taken to significantly increase the amount collected from them. Fuel excise 
duty is a major source of revenue for the transport system, but this revenue source will become 
less certain and unstable over time as vehicles become more fuel efficient and more people 
choose to travel by other modes. 

An ambitious pipeline of projects has either been committed to, or explored, but the funding, 
scoping and phasing of these projects is still largely to be decided. These projects include 
Auckland Light Rail, the Strategic Investment Programme (outlined in the draft GPS 2024), and the 
additional Waitemata Harbour Crossing. If all these projects proceed to construction, the Ministry 
estimates that the total Investment in land transport over 2024 - 2034 will be $125 billion, 
compared to $61 billion in the 10 years from 2013-2023. Analysis from the New Zealand 
Infrastructure Commission, Te Waihanga, suggests that this would materially exceed the capacity 
of the labour market in Auckland, even under optimistic growth assumptions. 
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The Government invests in land transport through the National Land 
Transport Fund and through direct funding 
Central government sets the direction for investment in transport infrastructure and services using 
the Government Policy Statement (GPS), which sets priorities for the National Land Transport 
Fund over a 10-year period. A draft GPS has been out for public consultation and, as a statutory 
document, must be published by 1 July 2024. Finalising the GPS is essential because it drives land 
transport planning and funding decisions made by both Waka Kotahi and local government. 

Waka Kotahi gives effect to the GPS through the 3-yearly National Land Transport Programme, 
which sets out planned activities and projects. Waka Kotahi has statutory authority over what 
activities and projects are included in the National Land Transport Programme and approved for 
funding. Regional Land Transport Plans made by Regional Transport Committees, consisting of 
Waka Kotahi, local government and sometimes KiwiRail, feed into the National Land Transport 
Programme. This process helps reconcile the different priorities of central and local government. 

Separate to the GPS process, the Crown has, at various times, funded additional transport projects 
through the annual Budget process. These have tended to be larger projects, such as those under 
the New Zealand Upgrade Programme (e.g. Melling interchange, Otaki to north of Levin), or the 
Auckland City Rail Link. They may have bespoke delivery and governance arrangements 
depending on the preferences of the Government. Sometimes, these projects have been 
committed to before there is agreement on the scope of the project or the full detail on cost is 
available, leading to a need for subsequent trade-offs in scope or unexpected cost increases. 

GPS 2024 will set the Government's land transport policy 
The draft GPS, which has been consulted on, sets out proposed strategic priorities, the core 
investment required to maintain the system and the funding available from usual sources, as well 
as the suggested funding package to address the gap between them. That funding package 
emphasises the choices to be made in finalising GPS 2024 because it relies on raising FED and 
RUC ($1.4 billion), Crown grants ($2. 7 billion), Crown loans ($3.1 billion) and some non-traditional 
funding sources like the revenue from traffic infringements ($300 million) and the Climate 
Emergency Response Fund ($500 million). 

While the proposed funding package would reduce the pressure over 2024-27, the Ministry 
expects that there will continue to be a gap between expenditure and revenue. The draft GPS 2024 
outlines a $4.4 billion decrease in funding over 2027-30 compared to 2024-27. 

In these circumstances, it will be vital to ensure that investment proposed in the final GPS is 
carefully prioritised, affordable, and meets your objectives. Further, there is a need to make sure 
that cost is better managed in the system through a sharp focus on value for money, strong 
business cases and ensuring there are a broad range of options considered, including options that 
do not involve investment, such as demand management. While there are also choices to generate 
additional revenue through existing tools, and maybe some newer ones, there will be constraints, 
especially in the face of upward pressure on the cost of living. 
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Forecast expenditure and revenue (excluding local Contribution) 
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Figure 2 Forecast expenditure and revenue 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

Ensuring a sustainable land transport revenue system 
The established tools for funding the land transport system, like the distance and weight-based 
Road User Charges system for diesel and heavy vehicles, are still world leading. Fuel Excise Duty 
is an extremely cost-effective and efficient method for collecting revenue from petrol vehicles. 

These forms of funding are not well suited to very large, lumpy investments ( eg mass rapid transit) 
that have wider benefits, such as supporting intensification. Further, there are developing issues 
around inequities and inconsistencies between road users, the charging of externalities and the 
long-term sustainability of Fuel Excise Duty. 
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Average annual transport revenue 
raised by our current tools 
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Figure 3 Average annual revenue raised by New Zealand's current tools 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

The Ministry has been working on the options for building a 
sustainable land transport revenue system 
The Ministry has been investigating what is needed to enhance the transport revenue system, 
including the role for additional tools and providing more clarity on who should pay for what. There 
are longer-term and shorter-term elements to this work. In the long term, there are opportunities to 
look at the balance between who should bear the costs of the transport system amongst users, 
ratepayers, taxpayers and other beneficiaries. What ever approach is chosen, it will need to be 
predictable, stable and have good levels of public buy-in, as transport costs affect every New 
Zealander and every New Zealand business. The consequences of choosing the wrong solution, or 
implementing a good solution poorly, are significant. 

While some changes would need to be implemented over the longer-term, there are revenue 
options that should be progressed in the shorter-term, including: 

• value-capture mechanisms 

• congestion charging 

• tolling (under current rules or new rules) 
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• greater use of private capital. 

These tools will help provide additional revenue. However, they are unlikely to generate enough 
revenue to fi ll expected gaps over the next decade and each option comes with its own risks and 
challenges. 

The Ministry will provide advice on the role of Crown funding and on a 
transition to wider-spread use of RUC 
Crown funding or debt can play a useful role in meeting transport funding needs. However, 
practices have varied and this can lead to a lack of clarity about when it should be used and for 
what. Taking a more principled and transparent approach will help manage Crown cost and will 
provide more certainty and predictability for Waka Kotahi and cities and regions. 

A transition towards RUC is already underway, with RUC generated revenue now almost 
equivalent to FED generated revenue [[check], and with electric vehicles joining the RUC system 
from 1 April 2024. The RUC system overcomes the fuel efficiency issues with FED, and it may 
enable a more sustainable stream of funding over time. There are options for extending RUC, 
including moving all vehicles on to the system or more sophisticated charging approaches that 
would add time and location based charging. 

There are fiscal constraints in Budget 2024 

The Budget process is your opportunity to seek new investment for the Transport sector, to 
progress your priorities and meet pressing cost pressures. 

s 9(2)(f)(fv} --

As part of the announced Fiscal Sustainability and Effectiveness Programme (FSEP), Vote 
Transport must develop a permanent two percent ($15.23 million) savings proposal , based on an 
eligible baseline of $761 million. The eligible baseline broadly excludes funding in Permanent 
Legislative Authorities (including the National Land Transport Fund) and regulatory fees and 
charges. Almost all other Vote Transport operating funding is in scope. 

The Ministry will meet you soon to discuss your investment and 
revenue priorities 
The Ministry will seek to meet with you as soon as possible to discuss your priorities in these 
areas, including next steps for GPS 2024 and how it is funded and for Budget 2024. Clarifying your 
expectations early will ensure that agencies do not commit resources to developing bids that are 
unlikely to be supported. 
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More information on shorter term revenue tools 

Value capture mechanisms 
Value capture3 tools are under utilised in New Zealand compared to other countries. There are a 
range of levy4 and uplift-based 5 methods available to both central and local government. 

Work undertaken to date has highlighted the potential for value capture but also the operational 
complexities of implementing these mechanisms. 

Congestion charging 
Congestion charging is a method for managing demand, so revenue generation is not its primary 
aim. This type of charging sets a higher cost for travelling at peak times, and encourages some 
users to change the time, route, or way that they travel. This can reduce congestion by spreading 
out use over time and defer the cost of new capacity because better use is made of existing 
capacity. Congestion charging has been successfully implemented to reduce congestion in cities 
around the world, for example, London and Singapore. However, schemes have also failed when 
there were low levels of public acceptability, in part due to concern about equity and a perception 
that congestion charging is only about raising revenue. 

There is interest from several of the large metro councils in congestion charging, both to reduce 
congestion by managing traffic and potentially raise revenue for transport projects. The Ministry 
expects them to seek your support for legislation. Draft legislation has been developed so could be 
advanced quickly although the underlying policy would need to be confirmed with you. 

Tolling 
As Minister of Transport, you are responsible for approving tolling schemes under the Land 
Transport Management Act. 9(2)(f){iv} 
s9(2)(f}(iv} 

Tolling settings are relatively permissive but tolls can only be applied to "new roads". As well, 
New Zealand's low traffic volumes, the high administrative costs of collecting tolls and a lack of 
public acceptance, may limit the widespread use of tolling. 

Within these constraints, tolling is being rolled out where a case can be made. However, there are 
options for new tolling approaches, including variable pricing or tolling existing roads, but these 
would require amending the Land Transport Management Act. For example, Waka Kotahi has 
been working with Tauranga City and Eastern Bay of Plenty on a proof-of-concept study for 
variable road pricing. 

Here we are defining Value capture as the recovering or 'capturing' of an amount of the incremental benefit that landowners 
(either residential and or commercial) receive from investments in public infrastructure (and the resulting urban development and 
amenity), usually reflected in higher property (land and building) values 

4 i.e., a one-off charge based on property value increases due to the infrastructure. 
5 i.e,, a proportion of any capital value uplift is taxed . 

. 9(2)(f}(rv) ~--------------------
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A NET-ZERO TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

Tolling options also need to be considered alongside other arrangements, such as congestion 
charges at a network level. In the longer term, shifting to a distance-based system will provide 
greater scope to implement variable charging across the network that could be used to manage 
demand more effectively. 

Making greater use of private capital 
In the past, Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) have been used with varying degree of success but 
have delivered some important lessons. There are two roads that have been delivered under the 
PPP model: Transmission Gully and P0hoi to Warkworth. 7 Compared to other types of PPPs, 
reading projects are riskier and more complex, largely due to ground and environmental factors, 
including weather and storm damage. 

The ability for PPP consortia to manage risk is critical for the success of the model. How this is 
done, when procurement processes are heavily weighted towards a low price, will affect the 
degree to which PPPs are used for reading projects in the future. 

If implemented well, there is potential for PPPs to improve services and deliver new infrastructure. 
Using private finance means that more projects can be built sooner than through the conventional 
"pay as you go" public sector procurement. However, the current model spreads out the costs of 
these projects over a longer period, which must be managed as a first call against the National 
Land Transport Fund. Alternatively, Government could consider whether there is benefit in 
changing the contracting model for reading PPPs to transfer more risk to the operator (e.g. through 
demand-based tolling arrangements). 

You can also choose to involve private equity in the delivery of transport infrastructure. Under this 
arrangement, the investor will take an ownership stake in an asset and is likely to seek greater 
control over design, construction and operation. However, they may also be prepared to take on a 
wider range of risks. Investors such as ACC and the NZ Super Fund have shown an interest in 
these arrangements which may be a good way of approaching wider packages of development in 
cities. Equity-based arrangements would challenge the transport system's existing ways of 
operating and may raise concerns with the public if there are perceptions of offshore ownership, 
and will require a change to an approach that provides longer term certainty around planning and 
funding, and the ability for private sector investors to work with Crown agencies (among others) 
earlier and have real influence on design choices and delivery arrangements. 

A net-zero transport system 

The Climate Change Response Act 2002 sets New Zealand's 
framework for reducing emissions 
When New Zealand ratified the Paris Agreement in 2016, we committed to playing our part in 
global efforts to limit temperature rise to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. In 2019, Parliament 

s 9(2)(f){iv) 
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A NET-ZERO TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

amended the Climate Change Response Act 2002 (CCRA) setting the target of reaching net zero 
Greenhouse Gas (GhG) emissions by 2050. 

The CCRA sets out the strategic framework for the Government's approach to reducing emissions 
in line with our international commitments. Key components of the framework include: 

• domestic GHG emissions reduction targets to reduce net emissions of all GHG (except 
biogenic methane) to zero by 2050 

• a system of progressively reducing five-yearly emissions budgets to act as stepping stones 
towards the long-term target 

• a requirement for the Government to develop and implement policies to achieve the budgets 

• establishment of an independent Climate Change Commission to provide expert advice and 
monitoring to help keep successive governments on track to meeting long-term goals. 

In 2022, the Government set and gazetted the first three emissions budgets as outlined in the table 
below. These largely followed the emissions levels recommended by the Commission. The 
Commission is due to advise the Government on the level of the fourth budget, covering the period 
2036-2040, by 31 December 2024. 

Time period 
Level of permitted emissions {carbon dioxide 
equivalent, all sectors) 

Emissions budget 1: 2022-2025 290 Megatons CO2-e 

Emissions budget 2: 2026-2030 305 Megatons CO2-e 

Emissions budget 3: 2031-2035 240 Megatons CO2-e 

Transport has the potential to almost fully decarbonise by 205 0 , and 
significant reductions are required 
As well as recommending the first three emissions budgets, the Commission's first advice to 
Government included a "demonstration pathway" that outlines how New Zealand could stay within 
the emissions budgets and successfully reach net zero by 2050. This demonstration pathway 
informed the development expected contributions, or sub-sector targets, from different parts of the 
economy. While not legislated, the Government adopted these as sub-sector targets to enable 
sectors to track progress and manage 'unders and overs' between sectors while staying on track to 
meet the overall target. 

Transport is one of New Zealand's largest sources of GHG emissions, producing 40 percent of our 
domestic CO2 emissions and 17 percent of total GHG emissions. Between 1990 and 2019, 
transport emissions rose approximately 80 percent, faster than any other sector. The Commission 
identified transport as a sector with the potential to almost completely decarbonise by 2050 and 
make large reductions from the third emissions budget period (2031-2035) onwards. 
New Zealand's overall emissions reduction success is likely to rely heavily on transport realising 
this potential. 
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A NET-ZERO TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

Figure 11.1: Additional emissions reductions needed relative to the baseline to meet sector sub

targets in the Government's first emission reduction plan. 
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Figure 4 Additional emissions reduction needed 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
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We are a year and a half into the first emissions budget period and 
officials are working to deliver on the first Emissions Reduction Plan 
We have started the journey towards net zero transport emissions by 2050. The first Emissions 
Reduction Plan (ERP1 ) was published in May 2022 and set out the Government's approach to 
emissions reduction and the specific actions to be taken between 2022 and 2025 to meet the first 
emissions budget. ERP1 sets focus areas, targets and specific actions to reduce transport 
emissions in line with the transport sub-sector target. 

Officials are working to implement the actions in the ERP1 by the end of 2025. 

Based on committed policies, and assuming the work underway to reduce transport emissions 
continues, current estimates suggest transport is likely to stay within its sub-sector target and meet 
its expected contribution to reducing emissions during the first emissions budget period. However, 
these estimates incorporate data that reflects a lower-than-expected level of travel. This decline is 
not fully understood and a range of factors are likely to have contributed, including migration, cost 
of living, and changing patterns in a post-COVID-19 environment. Caution should be applied when 
assuming this trend will continue. Changes to the actions in ERP1 may affect New Zealand's ability 
to meet the first three emissions budgets, and evidence from monitoring and reporting on ERP1 to 
date suggests achieving New Zealand's statutory climate change goals will require greater 
urgency. 
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A NET-ZERO TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

Work is underway to develop the second Emissions Reduction Plan 
A considerable jump is required in emissions reductions from transport from the first to second 
emissions budget period. Work is underway at both the cross-government and sector-specific level 
to develop content for the second Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP2), which is due to be published 
by the end of 2024. ERP2 must contain actions that can meet the gazetted emissions budget for 
the second emissions budget period, from 2026-2030. 

Based on committed policies, and assuming the work underway to reduce transport emissions 
continues, current estimates suggest transport is likely to stay within its sub-sector target and meet 
its expected contribution to reducing emissions during the second budget period. As stated above 
there is considerable uncertainty associated with the estimations and whether recently observed 
trends will continue. Meeting the second emissions budget is reliant on what is still an ambitious 
set of actions in ERP1 and will also depend to a large extent on what actions the Government 
decides to include in ERP2. Planning a buffer to achieve an emissions budget can help to account 
for some of the uncertainty. 

In December 2023, you will receive initial cross-agency advice about key opportunities and 
challenges for ERP2 and some indicative content about what could be included. Cabinet will make 
decisions about the draft and final content for ERP2 in 2024. 

ERP2 will also need to factor in the third emissions budget 
There is an even more significant jump in required emissions reductions from transport from the 
second to the third emissions budget (2031-2035). Our current modelling suggests that meeting 
the third budget for transport will require significant additional effort beyond currently committed 
policies. In its draft advice to inform the strategic direction of ERP2, the Commission advised that 
ERP2 will need to include many actions that set the transport sector up for the third emissions 
budget period, as well as those that can help transport meet the second emissions budget. 
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Figure 5 Transport emissions reduction by emissions budget period 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
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MAINTAINING ANO GROWING NEW ZEALAND'S INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIVITY 

The next steps for ERP1 and ERP2 

Aligning ERP1 with your strategic objectives 
We can provide you with more detail about the focus areas, targets, and actions for transport in 
ERP1 and advise you on the impact of any changes you may wish to make to the remaining 
actions to be delivered in the first budget period. 

Ensuring ERP2 meets your strategic objectives 
Setting strategic priorities for ERP2 with your Cabinet colleagues and deciding what actions will be 
included for transport to meet its expected contribution will be some of the biggest strategic 
decisions you will make as Minister of Transport in the next 12 months. The Ministry will support 
you with advice to inform these decisions. 

In December 2023, along with your Ministerial colleagues in other climate portfolios, you will 
receive a package of preliminary advice about the long-term pathways to net zero by 2050 and 
indicative advice about what these mean for ERP2. This advice is likely to seek your direction on 
some key strategic priorities, risks, benefits sought, and potential trade-offs, to inform the 
development of detailed options for inclusion in ERP2. The Ministry will provide you with additional 
transport-specific advice to supplement this interagency advice. 

Maintaining and growing New Zealand's international 
connectivity 

New Zealand's prosperity is heavily reliant on its connections to the 
world 
International connectivity enables people and goods to move across our borders and is an 
important contributor to New Zealand's prosperity and well-being. 

Most of our imports and exports move by sea - 99.7 percent of New Zealand's export goods by 
volume, and 80.9 percent of its exports by value. This makes the maritime sector vital to New 
Zealand's interests, including ports and the connections to them. The aviation system also delivers 
economic and social benefits of staying connected to each other and the global community. Air 
transport underpins key sectors in the New Zealand economy, including tourism, international 
education and high-value freight. 

New Zealand's international connections face a changing environment 
The gee-political environment is becoming less rules based and more volatile, and there is growing 
risk around the international politics of climate change. This is presenting some risk to 
New Zealand as a distant trade reliant economy. The emissions from the aviation and maritime 
sectors are subject to increasingly tighter international standards and we need to be well engaged 
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DEVELOPING THRIVING CITIES AND REGIONS 

to ensure these support New Zealand's carbon emissions and connectivity objectives while not 
disadvantaging our connectivity to the world. The international security environment has also 
become more complex. 

Government can help promote efficient supply chains 
After COVI D-19 demonstrated vulnerabilities in our supply chains, a role for government was 
identified . A National Freight and Supply Chain Strategy was issued on 18 August 2023 following 
extensive engagement with supply chain stakeholders. Industry stakeholders especially called for: 

• better signalling of government's long-term plans for supply chain infrastructure 

• better consenting and spatial planning that protects key logistic routes and nodes 

• a review of the current port system 

• improved data collection and availability 

• improved ability to transfer across transport modes 

• building the workforce for the supply chain of the future. 

It is crucial that the thinking for the future supply chain that underpins the Strategy is translated into 
action. The next step proposed for the Strategy was the development of an action plan. Work 
priorities were identified around ports and their connections, road freight decarbonisation, freight 
data, and international connections. 

Proposed actions for progress on international connectivity and supply 
chain issues 
Key actions that we will look to progress are: 

• Taking forward actions to better collaborate with the private sector, so New Zealand has 
future supply chains that are zero emission, resilient, productive, efficient, safe and 
sustainable. This is likely to involve work on ports and their connections to road and rail, the 
transition to low emission heavy vehicles and improving freight data collection. A private 
partnership has already begun to accelerate decarbonisation of the aviation sector. 

• Working across government and the aviation sector to develop a national policy statement 
for aviation and provide a joined-up view on how best to embrace opportunities and address 
challenges in the sector. 

• Initiating a review of maritime legislation to ensure that our regulatory frameworks support an 
innovative, productive, safe and secure maritime sector. 

We will discuss these potential actions further with you. 

Developing thriving cities and regions 

High quality transport is a basic requirement for cities and regions 
Cities and regions depend on high quality transport systems to have strong economies and good 
social connections. Regions require resilient and safe reading connections because they enable 
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DEVELOPING THRIVING CITIES AND REGIONS 

their communities to participate in society and connect our primary producers to their overseas 
markets. Well targeted road investment and effective maintenance is critical. Traditional public 
transport services are often less useful in rural areas. Meanwhile cities need to be able to move 
many people around their networks on roads and public transport while allowing freight to move 
eff ciently. 

Transport should be well-integrated with other sectors 
An important way to deliver good transport, either in cities or regions, is to make sure transport 
planning, funding, and delivery are aligned with land use planning, housing and utility provision, 
and broader funding and financing approaches. 

This need for integration is clearest in our largest cities, where there is a need to build more 
housing, improve economic productivity, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become more 
resilient to natural hazards. 

One way to address these challenges is to deliver more medium and high-density, mixed-use 
developments in places where people have a good range of transport options. Making a wider 
range of travel options available will allow more people to live and work in our cities and to choose 
from a greater range of housing and transport options, without increasing traffic, congestion, and 
emissions. New developments in greenfield locations also need to be well-designed and well
connected with multi-modal transport networks. The transport, housing, and planning systems 
need to be well-aligned to achieve these outcomes. 

In the past, cross-portfolio Ministerial forums have been used for urban development and 
infrastructure to encourage government agencies to work together on policy development and 
delivery. For example, increasing the supply of public transport is only effective if it is accompanied 
by high quality developments. 

Spatial planning is an important tool to support better integration 
Spatial planning can provide tong-term (30 years+), high-level, strategic direction for how cities and 
regions need to grow to achieve national and regional priorities. Integrated planning with other 
sectors like housing and water is critical to delivering long-term plans that retain support and can 
serve as a foundation for communities to develop well. Good Spatial planning can also allow 
national transport priorities to be integrated, alongside other national priorities, with regional 
priorities. 

There is an ad-hoc approach to spatial planning in New Zealand. Only Auckland is legally required 
to deliver a regional spatial plan (the Auckland Plan). Four other high-growth cities have developed 
spatial plans under Urban Growth Partnerships between central government and local government. 
These spatial plans are at sub-regional levels and focus on high-growth areas in their regions. 

Integrated planning across transport and other sectors will deliver much better outcomes and 
greater planning certainty but this is hard to achieve due to the numbers of decision-makers 
involved and the depth of issues involved. A structured approach is needed to make it possible. 
The Spatial Planning Act 2023 enacted by the last Parliament was an effort to achieve this. This 
Act requires all regions to develop a regional spatial plan, in partnership between councils , central 
government, and mana whenua. 
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STRONG AUCKLAND, STRONG NEW ZEALAND 

City and regional deals provide a potential mechanism to support 
spatial planning [t .b.c] 
A shift to regional spatial planning raises questions about funding and financing major 
infrastructure projects that feature in these plans. For example, all the existing spatial plans 
developed through the Urban Growth Partnerships include rapid transit services and high
frequency public transport networks to provide the backbone for future large-scale urban 
developments. There is no funding pathway to deliver most of these projects. 

Given the constrained funding environment, and the substantial costs of delivering large-scale 
transport projects, it is important to explore innovative new funding and financing models to deliver 
major projects. It is also important to make better use of existing transport networks (e.g. by using 
transport pricing tools, and by encouraging more efficient use of road space). 

'City deals' and 'regional deals' provide a potential way for central and local government to 
coordinate the funding streams that would be required to fund the large investment in infrastructure 
that many cities will require. These deals reflect approaches used in other countries, including the 
United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia to support integrated programme delivery. They involve 
long-term partnerships between local and central government, with packages of funding and 
decision-making powers. 

The Ministry can provide further advice on spatial planning and city 
and regional deals 
The Ministry can provide you with further information and advice on opportunities for Ministerial 
collaboration, spatial planning and city and regional deals. As these deals require the input of 
different portfolios, substantial work would be needed with other Ministers to determine their 
viability and potential effectiveness in a New Zealand context. 

Strong Auckland, strong New Zealand 

Tamaki Makaurau is critical to achieving New Zealand's goals 
Tamaki Makaurau is home to one third of New Zealand's population, contributes 38 percent of the 
nations GDP and is projected to account for around 60 percent of New Zealand's population 
growth between 2013 and 2043. 

Over recent years Auckland has accounted for 30 percent of the National Land Transport Fund 
spend and increasingly Crown funding is required to complement the National Land Transport 
Fund and Auckland Council funding. 

While there have been successes in both reading and public transport projects, Auckland's 
transport challenges remain significant. An efficient and effective transport system in Auckland is 
essential to achieving national goals of increasing productivity and reducing emissions. Auckland is 
expected to deliver 48 percent of the national reduction in transport emissions. 
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STRONG AUCKLAND, STRONG NEW ZEALAND 

Auckland continues to need a large investment in its transport 
networks 
Auckland requires transport investment in roads, public transport and active transport. Along with 
investment, interventions such as congestion pricing and better integration of transport and land
use are required to achieve outcomes and manage affordability. Congestion pricing in Auckland is 
unlikely to raise significant revenue but its value is improved productivity and potentially deferring 
some road maintenance and capital spend. 

The strategic reading network in Auckland is almost complete. Penlink is underway and a preferred 
option for Mill Road as part of the package of investment in south Auckland needs to be 
determined. While there is scope to improve aspects of the roading network in Auckland, more 
roading capacity will mean that public transport in Auckland will need to contribute more to 
emissions reduction. 

Rapid public transport is integral to improving Tamaki Makaurau's 
public transport network 
Auckland's future public transport network will have to be much larger than it is today, and rapid 
transit will be needed to move people in a fast, frequent and reliable manner. While there have 
been some setbacks with the rail rebuild and bus driver shortages, public transport patronage has 
increased significantly in Auckland (was at 100 million boardings at the end of 2019, up from 
84 million in 2016). There are gains to be made with increasing frequency and reliability on the 
current bus network as well as by extending coverage, particularly to some of the lower income 
areas where access to public transport is poor. Successes to date have been the northern busway 
and passenger rail , post electrification. The City Rail Link and Eastern busway are well into 
construction and will support further growth in the short term. Work on a 30-year plan for rail 
investment in Auckland is also well advanced. 

Business case work is underway on a range of major projects including on the northwest and city 
centre to Mangere corridors, as well an additional crossing over Waitemata harbour. There is a 
lack of consensus on the best way to proceed with these projects, and how work should be 
prioritised and sequenced. Our view is that it is not feasible to progress with all of these projects as 
planned from both a funding and construction capacity perspective. Within the limited funding and 
delivery capacity that is available, you will want to consider striking the right balance between high 
volume and high-cost options, such as light or heavy rail, and lower volume but faster to deliver 
options such as busways. The Ministry's advice is that these should be considered in the context of 
the type of overall network that should be available in future, and in turn the nature and scale of 
development that is desired for Auckland. 

Reaching agreement with Auckland Council on the sequencing of investments in Auckland over 
the longer-term is a priority. This can be achieved by continuing to work through the Auckland 
Transport Alignment Project (ATAP). Since around 2017, ATAP has been New Zealand's most 
mature 'city deal' . The Minister of Transport and Mayor of Auckland are political sponsors of ATAP 
and a Governance Group of Chief Executives provides oversight and governance. 
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STRONG AUCKLAND, STRONG NEW ZEALAND 

The Tamaki Makaurau Transport Plan needs to be completed 
The Tamaki Makaurau Transport Plan, a long-term integrated plan has been the key piece of work 
progressed under the A TAP structure over recent months. It is currently paused and it will be 
important for you to meet with the Mayor of Auckland to agree on the next steps for completing the 
Plan. Your priorities will guide the next phase of work and the sequencing and phasing work noted 
above is key to the Plan's completion. 

s (2)(g)(i} 

Several major Auckland transport projects are underway 

There are pressing choices to be made about investments in Auckland over the 10 and 30-year 
horizons. Affordability and the ability to deliver need attention as a programme, encompassing 
investments to run and maintain the current network, expand public transport services and 
progress major projects, is completed. 

City Rail Link (CRL) 
Most CRL construction work is now complete, and the focus is on integrating with the Auckland 
network and testing readiness for day one operations. The Ministry monitors the work of the 
delivery company, City Rail Link Company (CRLL) and advises on broader investments needed to 
bring the benefits of the project. CRL is funded 50:50 by the Crown and Auckland Council. You are 
a joint sponsor of the work along with the Minister of Finance and Auckland Council, represented 
by Mayor Brown. 

Auckland Light Rail (ALR) 
ALR is an integrated urban and transport project along the city centre to Mangere corridor. 
Auckland Light Rail Limited (ALRL) is working on a detailed business case. The Ministry monitors 
the work of the company, provides policy advice on the project and supports the project's 
Sponsors. You chair the Sponsors Group and it will be a priority to provide direction to the project. 

Waitemata Harbour Connections 
Waka Kotahi is developing an indicative business case on a recommended option including 
reading , rapid transit and cycling connections. This is scheduled to be considered by the Waka 
Kotahi Board in early 2024. The Ministry's feedback to date has been that significant work is 
required before moving to a decision-making process, including on lower-cost options. You have a 
role in setting direction for the work and ultimately deciding whether to take the project forward 
through Cabinet. 

Northwest 
The Northwest corridor has consistently been identified as a high-priority rapid transit corridor for 
Auckland. Interim improvements are underway including new bus stops, interchange 
enhancements, and extended bus lanes on SH 16. Waka Kotahi is commencing a detailed 
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BUILDING A RESILIENT TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

business case on a permanent rapid transit system. This corridor is a priority for the Mayor of 
Auckland and the Ministry expects it to be raised as part of your discussions on the Tamaki 
Makaurau Transport Plan 

The Ministry will seek your direction on Auckland's transport 
priorities 
The Ministry will seek your direction on completing work on the Tamaki Makaurau Transport Plan 
and on the next steps for some of the planned projects in Auckland. 

Building a resilient transport system 

The transport system connects New Zealanders but is vulnerable to 
shocks and disruptions 
The transport system is vulnerable to shocks and disruptive events (either natural or human). 
New Zealand's 'tyranny of topography' has led to transport corridors being constructed in steep 
valleys, alongside coastlines, and across rivers and floodplains. Many communities are in remote 
areas or have limited routes connecting them to the rest of New Zealand. This creates increased 
vulnerabilities for communities and business. In recent years, New Zealand has started to 
experience the effects of climate change through severe weather events like Cyclone Gabrielle and 
natural disasters like the Christchurch and Kaikoura in 2011 and 2016 earthquakes respectively. 

Transport operations can also be disrupted by other vulnerabilities. Parts of the transport system 
rely on highly trained workforces which are susceptible to staff shortages, for example maritime 
pilots, air traffic controllers, ground handlers, airport rescue fire services, and bus and train drivers. 
The aviation system relies on imported jet fuel, which if it fails quality testing on arrival into the 
country results in disruptions to aviation operations. We also need to manage the transport 
system's susceptibility to security threats from malicious actors. 

A lack of resilience drives extra costs into the transport system 
Being resilient is the ability to anticipate and manage disruptive events, minimise their impacts, and 
respond and recover effectively. A transport system that is not resilient increases the costs and 
time to reinstate critical transport connectivity to affected communities. Shocks from natural 
disasters such as the Christchurch and Kaikoura earthquakes, alongside the increasing frequency 
and severity of weather events caused by climate change, result in significant social and economic 
costs to restore transport networks. 

The Ministry is working to enhance the resilience of the transport 
system 

The Ministry uses its leadership and system stewardship role across strategic policy and 
operational work to build transport system resilience into wider system reforms and work 
programmes. The Ministry works to ensure a broader 'New Zealand Inc' perspective is applied to 
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managing transport system risks and in building better transport system resilience. This includes 
using an agreed national framework, together with the transport Crown entities, to manage risks. 

Resilience work includes: 

• Involvement in the National Security System reforms, and membership of the Counter
Terrorism Coordination Committee, Major Events Security Committee, and the National 
Security Board (as the Strategic Coordination Agency for maritime security). 

• Involvement in the Emergency Management System reforms, including emergency and 
catastrophic planning, and the current emergency management and the DPMC-led Crit ical 
National Infrastructure work programme. 

• Involvement in climate change work programmes, including the Resource Management 
System Reforms, National Adaptation Plan, Emissions Reduction Plan, and membership of 
the Cl imate Change Interdepartmental Executive Board. 

• Connecting the transport system into operational readiness, response, and recovery activity 
through its role as Chair of the interagency Transport Response Team, which is the Sector 
Coordinating Entity for the transport system in an emergency. 

As the Minister of Transport, you can play an important role to 
enhance transport system resilience 
You can play a role in enhancing the resilience of the transport system by: 

• Maintaining relationships across the sectors identified so the perspective of the transport 
sector is given due weight in government's wider resilience-related work. 

• Engaging with your Ministerial colleagues on legislative programmes which cut across the 
transport system, such as the Emergency Management reforms, Climate Adaptation Bill , and 
Resource Management reforms. 

• Engaging with other Ministers to address specific resilience issues (for example, the 
availability of RNZAF Base Ohakea and jet fuel supply chains). 

• Making decisions on further investments via the National Resilience Plan. 

Safer and more secure transport 

Travel throughout the transport system needs to be safe and secure 
Travel needs to be as safe and secure as it can be, whether by road, rail, aviation or maritime. 
People should not be harmed when using transport and should be confident when using the 
system. Confidence is important, so New Zealand can unlock the benefits of new technology, such 
as drones and e-scooters. 

Different modes have different attributes which mean that safety and security outcomes are 
achieved in different ways in each of those sectors. 

For aircraft and ships that operate internationally, safety and security settings are driven by 
international standards. Aviation and maritime also have greater inherent risk of catastrophic harm 
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events. New Zealand needs to continue to engage internationally with the relevant bodies, in 
particular, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) and with other jurisdictions so New Zealand stays up to date with global 
developments and can influence international settings. 

The maritime security environment has become increasingly complex. The effective delivery of the 
Maritime Security Strategy requires strong leadership and alignment across government. The 
Ministry has a key role to play as we chair the Maritime Security Officials Committee (MSOC). 

Road crashes killed 376 people last year and cause $8 billion of harm 
each year 
Roads are used by just about everyone in New Zealand, and usually on a daily basis. As at 5 
October 2023, 374 people died in road crashes in 2022, with 2,470 people suffering permanent 
life-changing injuries9. Social cost of road trauma is estimated to be as much as $8 billion a year. 
Our rate of road deaths is also significantly higher than that of many other jurisdictions New 
Zealand compares itself to, as indicated in Figure 1 below. 

·.; 
Australia 4 .6 

.., 
NSW 3.6 Victoria 3.7 

Figure 6 Road deaths per 1000,00 inhabitants ( 2022) 
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Sustained effort is required to reduce the number of people dying or being seriously injured on our 
roads. 

Evidence suggests interventions are required across all parts of the 
system to improve road safety 
New Zealand has followed the Safe System approach in recent years, which has become the 
internationally accepted best practice for road safety. A Safe System means improving the safety 
of all parts of the system - roads and roadsides, speeds, vehicles and road user behaviour - so 
that if one part fails, other parts will still protect the people if they are involved in a crash. 

Safe System approach [placeholder] 

Serious injuries are defined as fractures, concussions, internal injuries, crushings, severe cuts and lacerations, severe general 
shock necessitating medical treatment and any other injury involving removal to and detention in hospital. 
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Figure 7 Safe System approach 

Progress in all areas is sti ll needed to reduce deaths and serious injuries on our roads. However, 
you can choose to place more emphasis on interventions in some areas than others. 

New Zealand has made progress in some areas, but there are 
significant opportunities for improvement 
The current Road to Zero road safety strategy has targets for reductions in deaths and serious 
injuries. There has been progress in some areas. For example, Police have increased their 
enforcement activity in the last 12 months, with an additional one million alcohol breath tests 
conducted than in the previous year. 

Some of the interventions set out in the strategy have been found to be highly effective. For 
example, changes to speed limits on State Highway 6 Blenheim to Nelson has seen the number of 
deaths and serious injuries reduce by approximately 80 percent in first two years, while the 
average journey time has increased by approximately four minutes over the 110km road length. 
Installation of median barriers at SH2 Waipukurau in 2020 has seen a 100 percent reduction in 
deaths and serious injuries in the two years since. 

COVID-19 slowed delivery of initiatives and there have been other challenges, which have 
impacted the scale and pace of change. 

Public acceptance of some of the actions under the strategy has been limited, in particular, 
concern has been expressed about: 

• the public advertising and associated messaging, particularly that "zero" is an unrealistic 
target 

• some of the focus areas, such as the level of speed reduction proposed. 

Given these challenges, the Ministry has started reviewing the approach to road safety. We are 
preparing more in-depth advice on the impacts that different initiatives will have on reducing deaths 
and serious injuries to assist you as you consider the strategic direction you wish to take for road 
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safety. The Ministry would welcome the opportunity to discuss your expectations for road safety, 
including on what interventions you want to see focus applied. 

Rail safety requires clear regulatory frameworks and investment 
Rail safety needs clear regulatory frameworks, strong oversight and investment to provide the 
required level of safety assurance. After recent investment and growth, the risk profile of rail has 
increased. There have been several rail safety incidents involving fatal and serious injuries and 
recent reviews into the Auckland and Wellington metro systems have highlighted the need for 
system improvement and the need for the rail regulator to rigorously address risks. 

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency has primary regulatory responsibility for rail safety in 
New Zealand. Waka Kotahi has a critical regulatory role in assuring stakeholders and the public 
that the country's rail networks are being managed safely. This is achieved through regulation of 
the rail industry in accordance with the Railways Act 2005. 

There will be opportunities over this term to consider how to continue to improve the legislation, 
regulation and oversight of rail safety, and to align New Zealand's rail safety approach with 
international best practice. 

Drones and emerging aviation technologies require fit-for-purpose 
regulations to improve safety 
The Ministry has a role in both the safe regulation of emerging aviation technology and enabling 
more innovative applications of drone. New Zealand's long-term objective is the safe integration of 
drones and other emerging aviation technologies into the civil aviation system. 

Increasingly innovative uses of these technologies offer potential economic, environmental and 
social benefits. This includes lifting productivity and wages through innovation, lowering emissions 
and improving other environmental outcomes. New Zealand needs to cater for growth of the drone 
sector and ensure that appropriate levels of aviation safety and security in the aviation system are 
maintained. 

New and fit-for-purpose regulatory tools are necessary to enable advanced operations of drones 
within airspace shared with conventional aircraft, while maintaining or improving safety standards, 
and addressing any problems caused by drone use, such as noise and privacy implications. 

The rapidly growing drone sector has challenged aviation safety and security. Drone operators are 
finding more novel and sophisticated ways to use technology. As a result, the challenges to safety 
and security are becoming increasingly difficult to manage. 

The Ministry and other agencies have explored new policy initiatives and a developed a series of 
complementary regulatory measures to support drone integration. As well as improving safety, the 
package is intended to support the growth of the aerospace industry, by supporting an environment 
where aircraft without pilots on board can safely operate in the same airspace as traditional 
manned aircraft. We will provide you with further advice on the proposed package of measures. 
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Maritime safety and security are important to people, the economy 
and the environment 
Maritime transport is a critical part of our economy, with most of our imports and exports moving by 
sea. As an island nation, New Zealand relies on ferries to transport commuters, tourists, and Kiwi 
travellers between islands. Boating is also an important part of Kiwi culture with over 1.9 million 
people taking part in recreational boating in 2020. 

Maritime activity is inherently dangerous. Since 2015, an average of 16 recreational boating 
fatalities have occurred every year. Fatalities occur throughout the country, and most are 
associated with falls overboard, a vessel capsizing or flooding. Many Transport Accident 
Investigation Commission and coroner reports have found that fatalities might have been 
prevented if lifejackets had been worn. 

Safe navigation is as critical in the maritime space as on land. Maritime incidents not only 
endanger human lives, but also the environment and the economy, as the Rena disaster 
demonstrated. The accessibility of the sea to recreational boating means recreational boating and 
commercial shipping operate in very close proximity to each other. 

Maritime legislation needs to be reviewed 
The Ministry and Maritime New Zealand have started a review of primary maritime legislation. 
Changes could be made to make the system safer, while ensuring the maritime regulatory system 
supports trade in the face of future emergencies, transnational crime, climate change, 
technological change and other challenges. 

As Minister of Transport, you can help to enhance transport safety 
The Ministry can provide you with any further information that you require on these areas of 
transport system safety. You can help to enhance transport safety by: 

• Considering advice on reframing the approach to road safety 

• Taking a package of drone policy decisions to Cabinet 

• Considering advice on the review of maritime legislation review. 

Using regulation to support transport outcomes and 
improve productivity 

Regulatory frameworks are being challenged 
Transport regulatory systems are made up of primary and secondary legislation, the Ministry, and 
transport Crown entities who carry out the role of regulators, deliver services, and educate and 
inform people on requirements set out in legislation. 

New Zealand's transport regulatory systems are significantly shaped by international obligations, 
standards and recommended practices. 
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A more challenging economic outlook and fiscal position means that there is added emphasis on 
ensuring that all aspects of our regulatory systems deliver value for money and support increased 
productivity. For example, out-of-date regulatory requirements impose unnecessary costs on firms 
and individuals, which harms New Zealand's productivity. 

Our current regulatory frameworks are being challenged across all modes in areas, such as 
driverless vehicles/craft (e.g. unmanned aircraft and autonomous vehicles), different fuel types 
(e.g. sustainable aviation fuel, hydrogen) and different types of craft (e.g. drones). Artificial 
intelligence (Al) is disrupting every industry and will change the way New Zealanders commute and 
the way they use transport infrastructure. 

Regulation is needed to realise the benefits of new technologies 
Introducing new technologies that are often still evolving with unclear trajectories, while minimising 
harm, is a major challenge for policy makers and regulators. The beneficiaries of these 
technologies (the investors, manufacturers and consumers) often do not wear the full costs of their 
risks. Instead, the burden is borne by society at large and their governments, which must take 
action to address the risks. 

Therefore, it is crucial to have a regulatory system that appropriately balances safety outcomes 
with innovation, certainty and regulatory efficiency is in place before new transport technologies 
are rolled out at scale. 

Regulation provides the framework and permissible set of conditions under which decisions can be 
made on important features of transport markets such as entry, pricing, access obligations and 
quality or conditions of service. To remain efficient over time, the regulatory framework needs to 
evolve as technological and society changes. Timely and proportionate regulation can support the 
exploitation of promising opportunities while also introduce new constraints to limit harmful trends. 
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For government, new technologies raise issues about 
when to act. Drones are here and regulatory action is 
being taken. While technological innovations, such as 
driving automation technology in vehicles like Electronic 
Stability Control, already contribute to the decline in 
deaths and serious injuries on our roads, the 
deployment of fully automated vehicles at scale remains 
very uncertain. Potential safety benefits are high but so 
are the risks. Safety will be the primary consideration 
before fully automated vehicles will be allowed to 
operate on New Zealand roads. In this case, the 
Ministry has carried out preparatory work to identify the 
issues and the regulatory work that might be needed, 
including releasing a Long-Term Insights Briefing on the 
impact of these vehicles on New Zealand's roads in 
2022. The Ministry will be well placed to advise you 
should the priority of this work need to be raised 

Positioning New Zealand's regulatory frameworks for the future 

Implementing the new Civil Aviation Act and the review of marit ime legislation are all examples of 
work that will bring regulatory systems up to speed with new developments and help to future-proof 
them. The Ministry looks forward to providing you with more information on our regulatory 
stewardship role and the Ministry's work to help position New Zealand for future technological 
developments like drones and automated vehicles. 
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Foreword 

Tēnā koe Minister, and congratulations on your appointment as Minister of Transport. 

The Ministry has a key role to provide you advice on the decisions to sustain the transport system 
and to help achieve your transport priorities. 

Transport is about people. We move to go to work or school, to connect with family, friends and 
communities, and to shift materials, goods and services. New Zealand’s transport system enables 
the social and economic prosperity of our cities, towns and rural communities.  

The transport system also has negative impacts, including road deaths and serious injuries  air and 
noise pollution that affects the health of the general population, as well as producing a significant 
proportion of New Zealand’s greenhouse gas emissions. 

This year, we have seen extreme weather events impacting communities and transport networks 
across the country. The Auckland Anniversary floods and Cyclone Gabrielle caused lasting 
damage to communities and vital infrastructure. 

Increasingly, our cities and towns are facing funding pressures, driven by he demand for new or 
replacement infrastructure, of which transport is a major component. We must ensure the transport 
system is fit for future generations and able to withstand the impacts of extreme weather events.  

Addressing these challenges places further pressure on existing funding models. The cost of 
maintaining the transport system, together with the need for repairs to roading and rail networks 
damaged by extreme weather events, will need to be balanced with new investment priorities.  

The Ministry has been investigating the future of transport revenue system, including the role of 
additional funding tools, with the objective of prov ding more clarity on who should pay for what and 
how to apply a sharper focus on value for money  

The Ministry works collaboratively with agencies and stakeholders to advance a long-
term, integrated approach to the transport system. To create thriving cities and regions the 
transport sector needs to be more closely joined-up with planning, housing, other infrastructure, 
and broader funding and financing models.  

As a Crown agency, we have an important responsibility to actively improve outcomes for Māori to 
ensure a transport system serves all New Zealanders equitably. A key focus area for everyone at 
the Ministry is our He  Arataki strategy which seeks to identify issues and opportunities for Māori in 
transport policy design and delivery.  

As Minister of Transport, you can make real differences to the lives of all New Zealanders. In our 
role as system lead, we look forward to giving you the advice and support needed to put your 
priorities in place to help advance the nation’s transport system.  

Nāku noa, nā 

 

 

 

Audrey Sonerson Secretary for Transport and Chief Executive 
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Part One: He Wakamana i a Aotearoa Kia Momoho | 
Enabling New Zealanders to Flourish 

Transport is critical for New Zealand’s economic, social and 
environmental health 
New Zealand’s transport system connects us to work and school, to our whānau, to our 
communities and to the rest of the world. The smooth and sustainable movement of people and 
goods throughout the system is critical to our economic, social and environmental health. The 
transport system is an important contributor to productivity and economic growth. The system 
supports other sectors and society’s wider goals like better and affordable housing, desirable cities 
to attract skilled and talented people and healthier New Zealanders. The system also has negative 
impacts, including producing a significant proportion of New Zealand’s greenhouse gas emissions, 
other air and noise pollution that affects the health of the general population and deaths and 
serious injuries for the people using the system. 

The transport system involves millions of journeys every day on extensive networks of public and 
private infrastructure across New Zealand. These networks connect a population spread-out thinly 
across regions, but also concentrated in cities, who all need to be well served by the transport 
system to meet their social and economic needs. 

These networks are used by a wide array of vehicles every day, and there are competing 
demands, including increasingly for use of street and city spaces. New Zealand’s environment and 
geography also mean our critical transport infrastructure is exposed to a broader and more 
consequential range of potential shocks than many other highly developed countries. 

Some facts about New Zealand’s transport system 

• There are over 4.5 million registered motor vehicles, which is one of the highest rates of 
vehicle ownership in the world – around 64,000 are fully electric light vehicles 

• Transport produces 39% of our domestic carbon dioxide emissions and 17% of total 
greenhouse gas emissions 

• Around 200,000 New Zealanders (5% of the workforce) are employed in transport-related 
industries.1  

• Around 34% New Zealanders aged 15 or more used public transport in the past year, while 
36% aged 3 or more used a bike.  

_______________ 
1  Based on Statistics NZ Business Demography Statistics, Snapshot at February 2022 
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• Each year, more than half of New Zealander’s total travel time (58%) is spent driving, and a 
further quarter is spent as passengers in private vehicles. Vehicles travelled a total of 
48.8 billion kilometres on New Zealand roads in 2022/232 

• 377 people died on our roads in 2022 

• Trucks, trains, ships and airplanes carried about 280 million tonnes of freight around New 
Zealand in 2017/18 - 90% was carried by road.3 

• KiwiRail operates around 40,400 mainline freight departures each year – replacing around 
1 million truck trips.4  

• 9.7 million passengers arrived or departed from New Zealand in 2022/23 – 70% of pre-
COVID levels in 2018/195. 

• There were 2208 overseas ship voyages to New Zealand in 2022 – an 18% reduction from 
the peak in 2017. 6 

• 1.6 million full containers (TEU) were imported or exported from New Zealand – 46% 
entered through Ports of Auckland and 52% left through the Port of Tauranga.7 

• Approximately 2 million adult New Zealanders participated in recreational boating activities 
in 2022.8 

 

Growing demands on the transport system are creating new challenges 
As New Zealand has matured, the demands on the transport system have grown significantly. In 
the past, the challenge revolved around efforts to grow capacity as activity increased and keeping 
the system maintained. However, new challenges, especially the need to adapt and mitigate the 
effects of climate change, call for a fundamental shift in the way New Zealand’s transport system 
operates. The long-lived networks underpinning the transport system need to be planned and 
funded over the long-term, managed and regulated effectively to support the shift needed. 

The land transport system is more expensive to build and maintain  

As the land transport system grows, it becomes more expensive to build, operate and maintain. 
Operating and maintenance costs are making up an increasing share of transport spending. This 
has taken place in the context of a planning and funding system, especially for land transport, that 
works well to signal investment priorities and ambitions but works less well to create incentives to 
spend money efficiently and effectively. 

_______________ 
2  Waka Kotahi, data published September 2023 
3  National Freight Demand Study, 2017/18  
4  KiwiRail Integrated Report 2023, p 10 and  
5  Statistics NZ, International Travel and Migration – total passenger movements by travel mode 
6  Freight Information Gathering System Data – Overseas ship visits 
7  Freight Information Gathering System Data - Containers 
8  Maritime NZ Survey 
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The increase in costs is driven by a range of factors, including cost inflation across the economy, 
climate events and natural disasters, increased aspiration for investment, a need to consider 
resilience, and an expanded range of activities being funded. This has led to increased pressure 
on the available funding and resulted in a range of short-term solutions being put in place, 
including increased Crown funding and debt. 

Ambitions for new investment are growing beyond capacity 
Investment in the transport system is an important way of increasing New Zealand's economic 
growth and meeting many of the social and educational ambitions of New Zealanders. Cities need 
to move people and freight efficiently while the regions need strong connections to well-run ports 
and airports to move their products to market. Still, investment ambitions are running ahead of the 
capacity of the revenue system to meet them or the capacity of the construction sector to deliver 
new projects, especially alongside ambitious programmes in other sectors like water and housing. 

Planned expenditure for the next 20 years is nearly double the $10 billion per annum of current 
investment, and more than four t imes the size of the National Land Transport Fund. These 
commitments have not been made based on a system-wide investment plan and have likely driven 
inefficiencies in the system. Management oversight is also spread very thinly which exacerbates 
risk. 

Heavy Civil construction employment 
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Figure 1 Heavy Civil construction employment 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
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There is a growing urgency to consider the balance between new expenditure and maintaining the 
system and establish a more certain and sustainable model for funding their transport priorities to 
meet short term needs and to establish an enduring model for the next decade and beyond. This 
will involve considering the balance between new expenditure and expenditure to maintain the 
system and how to apply a sharper focus on value for money. New Zealand must also look to other 
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tools, such as pricing and demand management (eg, congestion charging), regulatory 
interventions, use of data, and the way transport and land use are considered together. 

A new approach to paying for land transport is needed 

In the aviation and maritime sectors, the networks are mostly owned and operated by private 
interests, with some local government investment. However, in the land transport sector, central 
government plays a lead role in how the system is planned and funded. New Zealand’s land 
transport system has been reliant on a narrow range of user charges (mainly taxes on fuel and 
charges on diesel and heavy vehicles) to pay for much of our land transport. 

Over the last two decades, Crown contributions and borrowing have increased as the level of 
funding from user charges has fallen behind investment ambitions. This  and other factors, have 
put the system under pressure. Our revenue system does not easily support large, long-term 
investments. Many of these have a scale of cost that needs to be spread over many years. 

We need to decarbonise the transport system 

Transport is one of New Zealand’s largest sources of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, producing 
40% of our domestic CO2 emissions and 17% of total GHG emissions  Most transport emissions 
(92%) come from land transport (primarily light vehicles such as cars, utes and vans at 64%).  

The Climate Change Commission has identified transport as a sector with the potential to almost 
completely decarbonise by 2050 and make large reductions from the third emissions budget period 
(2031-2035) onwards. Because some other sectors are expected to be more challenging to 
decarbonise, New Zealand’s overall emissions reduction success is likely to rely heavily on 
transport realising this potential. 

New Zealand’s international connections are increasingly vulnerable and 

uncertain 

New Zealand’s ability to trade and connect with the world is increasingly influenced by geopolitics, 
the international politics of climate change and New Zealand’s position as the last stop on many 
international supply chains. Aviation and maritime are emissions intensive industries and, in the 
coming decades, there will be growing global pressure on these sectors to decarbonise. Market 
based measures to reduce emissions in these sectors will be important, but they are likely to 
disproportionately impact New Zealand due to our distance from the rest of the world and a lack of 
viable alternatives. It is therefore important we work collaboratively with these sectors and support 
them to decarbonise as quickly as possible. These sectors are increasingly seeking government 
leadership, involvement and support for measures to enable and support their efficiency and 
transformation. 

New technologies need to be integrated 

Transport will need to integrate new advances in technology, including novel craft and new types of 
fuel. This brings considerable opportunity but also risk. Managing this quickly and safely will 
require some changes to the transport regulatory system. These changes will help ensure that 
regulation enables the use of this new technology in a way that does not impose unnecessary 
costs. Government will also need to continue to work closely with the private sector on how to fund 
the infrastructure necessary to adopt new technologies. For example, airports need to consider the 
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infrastructure investment required for aircraft which might be electrified or use hydrogen as a fuel 
source. Electrification of aircraft at scale will also have significant implications for the supply of 
electricity needed from the grid.  

Transport safety and security remains a priority 

Improving transport safety and enhancing security of the transport system remains an issue for 
New Zealand. For example, proportionally more people per capita are killed on our roads than 
most other OECD countries. The death rate in Australia per 100,000 people was 4.6 while, for New 
Zealand, it was 7.3 or approximately 58.7% more. Provisional figures for 2022 saw 377 people 
killed on the roads. Measures needed to improve road safety require sustained effort from 
government agencies and social acceptance from those who may be affected by changes  
Meanwhile, it is critical New Zealand continues to effectively implement international security 
obligations for aviation and maritime to ensure New Zealand remains a trusted destination for 
airlines and shipping operators. 

You can guide and shape the system to meet present and future 
challenges 
The responses to the challenges and opportunities New Zealand’s transport system faces will 
involve many choices. Over the next decade, New Zealand’s transport system will need to evolve 
to produce net zero emissions by 2050, significantly reduce road deaths and serious injuries, and 
address identified challenges some groups and individuals face when accessing the transport 
system. The system will also need to further adapt to shocks like severe weather, future possible 
pandemics, natural disaster, or economic downturns  

While transport decision-making is more demanding than it has been in the past, there are good 
opportunities to achieve change  As Minister, you can shape the system to make sure all New 
Zealanders can access safe and efficient transport options, and the Ministry’s role is to support you 
in your efforts.  

As the Government’s policy lead for transport, the Ministry commits to giving you robust, evidence-
based, future-focused advice on the policy, investment, and regulatory settings that provide the 
best opportunity to achieve your goals. The Ministry’s System BIM gives further detail on the policy 
tools and levers available to you, including the role of the Ministry’s Transport Outcomes 
Framework. 

Short-term policy priorities  
There are several short-term priorities for you and your incoming Government to consider. The 
Ministry would like to discuss these with you as soon as possible. These priorities include: 

• Finalising and issuing the 2024 Government Policy Statement on Land Transport (GPS). The 
GPS will give effect to your vision and priorities for investing the National Land Transport 
Fund into the land transport system. This will require you to consider how to fund the GPS, 
including progressing work on revenue options (eg, congestion charging) that can be 
implemented at pace.  

• Alongside the GPS, ensuring a stronger focus on cost management in the land transport 
system given cost pressures.  
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• Confirming your intended direction for a range of major planned infrastructure investments, 
including the rapid transit network in Auckland. 

• Confirming your approach to emissions reductions in the transport sector, including by 
setting priorities for the 2nd Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP2). 

• Restoring the financial sustainability of our transport regulatory agencies, whose revenue 
streams were disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The Ministry looks forward to discussing your objectives and these priorities further with you. 
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Part Two: Strategic Opportunities and Challenges 
 

Investing in a high-quality transport system 

Challenging economic context 
With a challenging economic outlook, increasing risks to long-run fiscal sustainability and cost 
pressures, New Zealand must make choices about how the transport system will be developed and 
managed over the next decade and beyond. Government investment, along with other 
interventions, is needed to create a high-quality transport system for all New Zealanders. However, 
a good result requires investing in the right things and at the right time, with tight cost control. 

New Zealand has been spending more on transport 
New Zealand has been spending more on transport, both on new infrastructure and to sustain 
existing networks. This is driven by a range of factors, including cost inflation across the economy, 
climate events and natural disasters, increased aspiration for investment and an expanded range 
of activities being funded. More investment has been going towards public transport and rail, in 
part to meet broader objectives, such as improving access and reducing emissions. Around 60% of 
the funding available through the National Land Transport Fund is usually committed to 
maintenance and providing core services, such as road policing, and these activities are becoming 
increasingly costly. 

With increased pressure on existing funding models, a range of short-term solutions are being put 
in place, including increased Crown funding and debt. Existing revenue sources are unlikely to 
keep pace with demands, unless decisions are taken to increase the amount collected. Fuel excise 
duty is a major source of revenue for the transport system, but will become less certain over time 
as vehicles become more fuel efficient and more people choose to travel by other modes. 

An ambitious pipeline of projects has either been committed to, or explored, but the funding, 
scoping and phasing of these projects is still largely to be decided. These projects include 
Auckland Light Rail  the Strategic Investment Programme (outlined in the draft GPS 2024), and the 
additional Waitematā Harbour Crossing. If all these projects proceed to construction, the Ministry 
estimates the total Investment in land transport from 2024 to 2034 will be $125 billion, compared to 
$61 billion in the 10 years from 2013-2023. Analysis from the New Zealand Infrastructure 
Commission, Te Waihanga, suggests this would materially exceed the capacity of the labour 
market in Auckland, even under optimistic growth assumptions. 

The Government invests in land transport through the National Land 
Transport Fund and through direct funding 
The Government Policy Statement (GPS) sets the Government’s priorities for the National Land 
Transport Fund over a 10-year period. A draft GPS has been out for public consultation and, as a 
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statutory document, must be published by 1 July 2024. Finalising the GPS is essential to drive land 
transport planning and funding decisions made by both Waka Kotahi and local government. 

Waka Kotahi gives effect to the GPS through the 3-yearly National Land Transport Programme, 
which sets out planned activities and projects. Waka Kotahi has statutory authority over what 
activities and projects are included in the National Land Transport Programme and approved for 
funding. Regional Land Transport Plans made by Regional Transport Committees, consisting of 
Waka Kotahi, local government and sometimes KiwiRail, feed into the National Land Transport 
Programme. This process helps reconcile the different priorities of central and local government. 

Separate to the GPS process, the Crown has, at various times, funded additional transport projects 
through the annual Budget process. These have tended to be larger projects, such as those under 
the New Zealand Upgrade Programme (eg, Melling interchange, Ōtaki to north of Levin), or the 
Auckland City Rail Link. These projects may have bespoke delivery and governance arrangements 
depending on the preferences of the Government. Sometimes, these projects are committed 
before the final scope of the project or the full costs are fixed, leading to subsequent trade-offs in 
scope or unexpected cost increases. 

GPS 2024 will set the Government’s land transport policy 
As well as setting out proposed strategic priorities, the draft GPS outlines the core investment 
required to maintain the system, the funding available from usual sources, as well as the 
suggested funding package to address the gap between them. That funding package emphasises 
the choices to be made in finalising GPS 2024 because it relies on raising FED and RUC 
($1.4 billion), Crown grants ($2.7 billion), Crown loans ($3.1 billion) and some non-traditional 
funding sources like the revenue from traffic infringements ($300 million) and the Climate 
Emergency Response Fund ($500 million). 

While the proposed funding package would reduce the pressure over 2024-27, the Ministry 
expects there will continue to be a gap between expenditure and revenue. The draft GPS 2024 
outlines a $4.4 billion decrease in funding over 2027-30 compared to 2024-27. 

In these circumstances, the investment proposed in the final GPS must be carefully prioritised, be 
affordable, and meet your objectives. Cost must also be better managed and demonstrate value 
for money. This includes strong business cases and ensuring there are a broad range of options 
considered, including options that do not involve investment, such as demand management. While 
there are also choices to generate additional revenue through existing tools, and maybe some 
newer ones, there will be constraints, especially in the face of upward pressure on the cost of 
living. 
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Total Forecast expenditure and revenue (excluding Local 
Contribution) 

------- ' ' A a..............~ - - - --- _________ ,_. 

2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 

- Forecast spend - - Forecast revenue (GPS 24 funding package) - Forecast revenue 

Figure 2 Forecast expenditure and revenue (Crown and National Land Transport Fund) 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

There are fiscal constraints in Budget 2024 

The Budget process is your opportunity to seek new investment for the Transport sector to 
progress your priorities and meet pressing cost pressures. 

With Budget 2024 allowances likely to be constrained, funding is likely be insufficient to meet cost 
pressures and fund new spending proposals. While the position might differ under a new 
government, the Ministry is investigating opportunities to repriorit ise existing funding towards new, 
higher priority init iatives and find savings. 

Ensuring a sustainable land transport revenue system 
The existing tools for funding the land transport system, like the distance and weight-based Road 
User Charges system for diesel and heavy vehicles, are still world leading. Fuel Excise Duty is also 
an extremely cost-effective and efficient method for collecting revenue from petrol vehicles. 

However, these forms of funding are not well suited to very large, lumpy infrastructure investments 
(eg, mass rapid transit) that have social wider benefits, such as supporting intensification. Further, 
there are developing issues around inequities and inconsistencies between road users, the 
charging of externalities and the long-term sustainability of Fuel Excise Duty. 

Crown funding or debt can play a useful role in meeting transport funding needs. However, 
practices have varied and this can lead to a lack of clarity about when Crown funding should be 
used and for what. A more principled and transparent approach would help manage Crown cost 
and will provide more certainty and predictability for Waka Kotahi and cities and regions. 
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Figure 3  Average annual 
revenue raised by New 
Zealand’s current tools 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
 

The Ministry has 
been working on a 
sustainable land 
transport revenue 
system 
The Ministry has been working 
on what is needed to enhance 
the transport revenue system, 
including the potential role of 
additional tools and providing 
more clarity on who should pay 
for what. There are longer-term 
and shorter-term elements to this 
work. In the long term, there are 
opportunities to look at the 
balance between who should 
bear the costs of the transport 

system amongst users, ratepayers, taxpayers and other beneficiaries. What ever approach is 
chosen, it will need to be predictable, stable and have good levels of public buy-in, as transport 
costs affect every New Zealander and every New Zealand business. The consequences of 
choosing the wrong solution, or implementing a good solution poorly, are significant. 

A transition towards RUC uptake is already underway. The RUC system overcomes the fuel 
efficiency issues with FED, and it may enable a more sustainable stream of funding over time. 
There are options for extending RUC, including moving all vehicles on to the system or more 
sophisticated charging approaches that would add time and location based charging.  

While some changes would need to be implemented over the longer-term, there are revenue 
options that can be progressed in the shorter-term. While such tools would help provide additional 
revenue, they are unlikely to generate enough revenue to fill expected gaps over the next decade 
and each option comes with its own risks and challenges. These revenue options include: 

Value capture mechanisms 

Value capture is under utilised in New Zealand compared to other countries. Value capture 
involves recovering or ‘capturing’ the incremental benefit residential or commercial landowners 
receive from investments in public infrastructure and the resulting urban development and amenity. 
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This benefit is usually reflected in higher property (land and building) values. There are a range of 
levy9 and uplift-based10 methods available to both central and local government. 

Work to date has highlighted the potential for value capture but also the operational complexities of 
implementing these mechanisms. 

Congestion charging 
Congestion charging is a method for managing demand, so revenue is not its primary aim. This 
type of charging sets a higher cost for travelling at peak times, and encourages some users to 
change the time, route , or way they travel. This can reduce congestion by spreading out use over 
time and defer the cost of new capacity because better use is made of existing capacity. 
Congestion charging has been successfully implemented to reduce congestion in cities around the 
world, for example, London and Singapore. However, schemes have also failed when there were 
low levels of public acceptability, in part due to concern about equity and a perception congestion 
charging is only about raising revenue. 

There is interest from several of the large metro councils in congestion charging, both to reduce 
congestion by managing traffic and potentially raise revenue for transport projects. The Ministry 
expects them to seek your support for legislation. Draft legislation has been developed so could be 
advanced quickly although the underlying policy would need to be confirmed with you. 

Tolling 
As Minister of Transport, you are responsible for approving tolling schemes under the Land 
Transport Manaqement Act 2003. 9C2)(f)(iv 
!f(2)(f)(iv) 

Tolling settings are relatively permissive but tolls can only be applied to "new roads". As well , 
New Zealand's low traffic volumes, the high administrative costs of collecting tolls and a lack of 
public acceptance, may limit the widespread use of tolling. 

Within these constraints, tolling is being rolled out where a case can be made. However, there are 
options for new tolling approaches, including variable pricing or tolling existing roads, but these 
would require amending the Land Transport Management Act. For example, Waka Kotahi has 
been working with Tauranga City and Eastern Bay of Plenty on a proof-of-concept study for 
variable road pricing. 

Tolling options also need to be considered alongside other arrangements, such as congestion 
charges at a network level. In the longer term, shifting to a distance-based RUC system could 
provide greater scope to implement variable charging across the network to manage demand more 
effectively. 

9 i.e., a one-off charge based on property value increases due to the infrastructure. 

10 i.e~ p roportion of any capital valuec..=u,~l=ift=is'-"tax= edc;;.. ___________________ _ 
s 9(2RfRiv 1 
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Making greater use of private capital 

In the past, Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) have been used with varying degree of success but 
have delivered some important lessons. Two roads have been delivered under the PPP model: 
Transmission Gully and Pūhoi to Warkworth.12 Compared to other types of PPPs, roading projects 
are riskier and more complex, largely due to ground and environmental factors, including weather 
and storm damage.  

The ability for PPP consortia to manage risk is critical for the success of the model. How this is 
done, when procurement processes are heavily weighted towards a low price, will affect the 
degree to which PPPs are used for roading projects in the future. 

If implemented well, there is potential for PPPs to improve services and deliver new infrastructure. 
Using private finance means more projects can be built sooner than through the conventional “pay 
as you go” public sector procurement. However, the current PPP model spreads out the costs of 
these projects over a longer period, which must be managed as a first call against the National 
Land Transport Fund. Alternatively, Government could consider whether there is benefit in 
changing the contracting model for roading PPPs to transfer more risk to the operator (eg, through 
demand-based tolling arrangements). 

You can also choose to involve private equity in the delivery of transport infrastructure. Under this 
arrangement, the investor would take an ownership stake in an asset and would seek greater 
control over design, construction and operation. However, they may also be prepared to take on a 
wider range of risks. Investors such as ACC and the NZ Super Fund have shown an interest in 
these arrangements which may be a good way of approaching wider packages of development in 
cities. Equity-based arrangements would challenge the transport system’s existing ways of 
operating and may raise concerns with the public if there are perceptions of offshore ownership. 
This approach requires longer-term planning and funding certainty, with private sector investors 
able to work with Crown agencies (among others) earlier so they can influence design choices and 
delivery arrangements. 

The Ministry will meet you soon to discuss your investment and 
revenue priorities 
The Ministry will seek to meet with you as soon as possible to discuss your priorities and the next 
steps for GPS 2024, Budget 2024, and the Ministry’s revenue work. Clarifying your expectations 
early will ensure agencies do not commit resources to developing bids unlikely to be supported. 

 

s 9(2)(g)(i)
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A net-zero transport system 

The Climate Change Response Act 2002 sets New Zealand's 
framework for reducing emissions 
When New Zealand ratified the Paris Agreement in 2016, it committed to joining a global effort to 
limit temperature rise to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. In 2019, Parliament amended the 
Climate Change Response Act 2002 (CCRA) setting the target of reaching net zero GHG 
emissions by 2050. 

In 2022, the first three emissions budgets were gazetted as outlined in Table 1 below. The Climate 
Change Commission is due to advise the Government on the level of the fourth budget, covering 
the period 2036-2040, by 31 December 2024. 

Table 1 Emissions budgets 

Time period 
Level of permitted emissions (carbon dioxide 
equivalent, all sectors) 

Emissions budget 1: 2022-2025 290 Megatons CO2-e 

Emissions budget 2: 2026-2030 305 Megatons CO2-e 

Emissions budget 3: 2031-2035 240 Megatons CO2-e 

New Zealand's overall emissions reduction success is likely to rely on 
transport meeting its potential to almost fully decarbonise by 2050 

As well as recommending the first three emissions budgets, the Commission's analysis included a 
"demonstration pathway" outlining how New Zealand could stay within the emissions budgets and 
successfully reach net zero by 2050. This pathway informed the development of expected 
contributions from different parts of the economy. While not legislated, the Government adopted 
these as sub-sector targets to enable sectors to track progress and manage 'unders and overs' 
between sectors while staying on track to meet the overall target. 

Transport is one of New Zealand's largest sources of GHG emissions, producing 40% of our 
domestic CO2 emissions and 17% of total GHG emissions. Between 1990 and 2019, transport 
emissions rose approximately 80% faster than any other sector. The Commission identified 
transport as a sector with the potential to almost completely decarbonise by 2050 and make large 
reductions, especially from the third emissions budget period (2031-2035) onwards. New Zealand's 
overall emissions reduction success is likely to rely heavily on transport realising this potential. 
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Figure 4  Additional emissions reduction needed 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
 

The transport sector is delivering on the first Emissions Reduction 
Plan (ERP1) 
The Government’s approach to emissions reduction in the first emissions budget period was set 
out in the Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP1) published in May 2022. ERP1 sets focus areas, 
targets and specific actions to be taken between 2022 and 2025 to reduce transport emissions in 
line with the transport sub-sector target. 

Officials are working to implement the actions in the ERP1 by the end of 2025. 

Current estimates suggest transport is likely to stay within its sub-sector target and meet its 
expected contribution to reducing emissions during the first emissions budget period. However, 
these estimates assume work underway to reduce transport emissions continues and incorporate 
data reflecting lower-than-expected rates of travel. This decline in travel is not fully understood and 
a range of factors are likely to have contributed, including migration, cost of living, and changing 
travel patterns in a post-COVID-19 environment. Therefore, caution should be applied when 
assuming this trend will continue.  

Changes to the actions in ERP1 may affect New Zealand’s ability to meet the first three emissions 
budgets.  
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Work is underway to develop the second Emissions Reduction Plan 
(ERP2) 
As shown in Figure 4 above, a considerable jump is required in emissions reductions from 
transport from the first to second emissions budget period, and again from the second to the third. 

Work is underway at the cross-government and sector-specific levels to develop the second 
Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP2}, which is due by the end of 2024. ERP2 will need to contain 
actions that can meet the gazetted emissions budget for the second emissions budget period, from 
2026-2030. 

Meeting the second emissions budget is reliant on what is still an ambitious set of actions in ERP1 
and will also depend on what actions the Government decides to include in ERP2. A buffer can 
help to account for some of the uncertainty. 

In its draft advice to inform the strategic direction of ERP2, the Commission has also advised 
ERP2 will need to include actions that set the transport sector up for the third emissions budget 
period. 

In December 2023, you will receive initial cross-agency advice about key opportunities and 
challenges for ERP2 and some indicative content about what could be included. Cabinet will make 
decisions about the draft and final content for ERP2 in 2024. 

Meeting the third emissions budget and beyond require significant 
system changes 
Current modelling suggests meeting the third budget for transport will require significant additional 
effort beyond currently committed policies as shown in Figure 5. 
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-15,000 

-20,000 

-25,000 

-30,000 

Transport emissions reductions by emissions budget 
period {AR5 Kt C02-e) 

2022-2025 2026-2030 2031-2035 

■ CCC - Demonstration path ■ Latest Baseline 

Figure s Transport emissions reduction by emissions budget period 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

ERP1 placed particular emphasis on rapidly transitioning the vehicle fleet to low- or zero-emissions 
vehicles because it is one the few ways to significantly reduce transport emissions that can be set 
in motion quickly. By the time we progress to the third emissions budget, we will need to have 
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made much more significant changes to the transport system including large scale public transport 
improvements, significant uptake of low emissions heavy vehicles and land use patterns that 
support low emissions transport options in urban areas.  

These changes are challenging to deliver in the time available and, once implemented, it can be 
years before they begin to deliver significant emissions reductions. It will be necessary to prepare 
for, invest in, and implement sufficient actions now to ensure transport emissions continue to trend 
down during all three gazetted budget periods to 2035 and beyond. 

With such systemic changes in place, transport emissions reductions could accelerate rapidly from 
around 2030 onwards (often referred to as ‘bending the curve’). This can be observed in the 
Commission’s demonstration path in Figure 6. 

However, as Figure 6 also shows, these systemic changes are not factored into current investment 
plans for transport. Our latest baseline projection, shown in yellow, reflects expected transport 
emissions based on committed and funded actions, and suggests more investment and ambition 
will be required in ERP2 to successfully ‘bend the curve’ and meet our long-term targets. 
 

 
Figure 6  Timeseries comparison of (emissions reduction) projections 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
 

The next steps for ERP1 and ERP2 

Aligning ERP1 with your strategic objectives 

We can provide you with more detail about the focus areas, targets, and actions for transport in 
ERP1 and advise you on the impact of any changes you may wish to make to the remaining 
actions to be delivered in the first budget period. 
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Ensuring ERP2 meets your strategic objectives 

Setting strategic priorities for ERP2 with your Cabinet colleagues and deciding what actions will be 
included for transport to meet its expected contribution will be some of the biggest strategic 
decisions you will make as Minister of Transport in the next 12 months. The Ministry will support 
you with advice to inform these decisions.  

In December 2023, along with your Ministerial colleagues in other climate portfolios, you will 
receive a package of preliminary advice about the long-term pathways to net zero by 2050 and 
indicative advice about what these mean for ERP2. This advice is likely to seek your direction on 
some key strategic priorities, risks, benefits sought, and potential trade-offs, to inform the 
development of detailed options for inclusion in ERP2. The Ministry will provide you with additional 
transport-specific advice to supplement this interagency advice. 

 

Maintaining and growing New Zealand’s international 
connectivity 

New Zealand’s prosperity is heavily reliant on its connections to the 
world 
International connectivity enables people and goods to move across our borders and is an 
important contributor to New Zealand s prosperity and well-being.  

Most of our imports and exports move by sea - 99.7% of New Zealand’s export goods by volume, 
and 80.9% of its exports by value  This makes the maritime sector vital to New Zealand’s interests, 
including ports and the connections to them. The aviation system also delivers economic and 
social benefits of staying connected to each other and the global community. Air transport 
underpins key sectors in the New Zealand economy, including tourism, international education and 
high-value freight  

New Zealand’s international connections face a changing environment 
The geo-political environment is becoming less rules based and more volatile, and there is growing 
risk around the international politics of climate change. This presents some risk to New Zealand as 
a distant trade reliant economy. The emissions from the aviation and maritime sectors are subject 
to increasingly tighter international standards and we need to be well engaged to ensure these 
support New Zealand’s carbon emissions and connectivity objectives while not disadvantaging our 
connectivity to the world. The international security environment has also become more complex. 

Government can help promote efficient supply chains 
After COVID-19 highlighted vulnerabilities in our supply chains, the Ministry conducted extensive 
engagement with supply chain stakeholders to develop a National Freight and Supply Chain 
Strategy, which was issued on 18 August 2023. Industry stakeholders especially called for:  

• better signalling of government’s long-term plans for supply chain infrastructure  
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• better consenting and spatial planning that protects key logistic routes and nodes  

• a review of the current port system 

• improved data collection and availability 

• improved ability to transfer across transport modes  

• building the workforce for the supply chain of the future.  

It is important the Strategy, which supports a stronger and more resilient supply chain, is translated 
into action. The next step proposed for the Strategy was the development of an action plan. Work 
priorities were identified around ports and their connections, road freight decarbonisation, freight 
data, and international connections. 

Proposed actions for progress on international connectivity and supply 
chain issues 
Key actions we will look to progress are: 

• Taking forward actions to better collaborate with the private sector, so New Zealand has 
future supply chains that are zero emission, resilient, productive, efficient, safe and 
sustainable. This is likely to involve work on ports and their connections to road and rail, the 
transition to low emission heavy vehicles and improving freight data collection. 

• Working across government and the aviation sector to develop a national policy statement 
for aviation and provide a joined-up view on how best to embrace opportunities and address 
challenges in the sector. A private partnership has already begun to accelerate 
decarbonisation of the aviation sector. 

• Initiating a review of maritime legislat on to ensure our regulatory frameworks support an 
innovative, productive, safe and secure maritime sector.  

We will discuss these potential actions further with you.  

Developing thriving cities and regions 

High quality transport is a basic requirement for cities and regions  
Cities and regions depend on high quality transport systems to have strong economies and good 
social connections. Regions need resilient and safe roading connections to enable communities to 
participate in society and connect our primary producers to their overseas markets. Well targeted 
road investment and effective maintenance is critical to sustain connectivity. Traditional public 
transport services are often less useful in rural areas. Meanwhile cities need to be able to move 
many people around their networks on roads and public transport while allowing freight to move 
efficiently. 
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Transport should be well-integrated with other sectors 
An important way to deliver good transport, either in cities or regions, is to make sure transport 
planning, funding, and delivery are aligned with land use planning, housing and utility provision, 
and broader funding and financing approaches.  

This need for integration is clearest in our largest cities, where there is a need to build more 
housing, improve economic productivity, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become more 
resilient to natural hazards.  

One way to address these challenges is to deliver more medium and high-density, mixed-use 
developments in areas where people have a good range of transport options. Making a w der 
range of travel options available will allow more people to live and work in our cities and to choose 
from a greater range of housing and transport options, without increasing traffic, congestion, and 
emissions. New developments in greenfield locations also need to be well-designed and well-
connected with multi-modal transport networks. The transport, housing, and planning systems 
need to be well-aligned to achieve these outcomes.  

In the past, cross-portfolio Ministerial forums have been used for urban development and 
infrastructure to encourage government agencies to work together on policy development and 
delivery. For example, increasing the supply of public transport is only effective if it is accompanied 
by high quality developments.  

Spatial planning is an important tool to support better integration 
Spatial planning can provide long-term (30 years+), high-level, strategic direction for how cities and 
regions need to grow to achieve national and regional priorities. Integrated planning with other 
sectors like housing and water is critical to delivering long-term plans that retain support and can 
serve as a foundation for communities to develop well. Good spatial planning can also allow 
national transport priorities to be integrated, alongside other national priorities, with regional 
priorities. 

There is an ad-hoc approach to spatial planning in New Zealand. Only Auckland is legally required 
to deliver a regional spatial plan (the Auckland Plan). Four other high-growth cities have developed 
spatial plans under Urban Growth Partnerships between central government and local government. 
These spatial plans are at sub-regional levels, focusing on high-growth areas.  

Integrated planning across transport and other sectors will deliver much better outcomes and 
greater planning certainty but this is hard to achieve due to the numbers of decision-makers 
involved and the depth of issues involved. A structured approach is needed to make it possible. 
The Spatial Planning Act 2023 enacted by the last Parliament was an effort to achieve this. This 
Act requires all regions to develop a regional spatial plan, in partnership between councils, central 
government, and mana whenua. 

City and regional deals provide a potential mechanism to support 
spatial planning 
A shift to regional spatial planning raises questions about funding and financing the major 
infrastructure projects that feature in these plans. For example, all the existing spatial plans 
developed through the Urban Growth Partnerships include rapid transit services and high-
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frequency public transport networks to provide the backbone for future large-scale urban 
developments. There is no funding pathway to deliver most of these projects.  

Given the constrained funding environment, and the substantial costs of delivering large-scale 
transport projects, it is important to explore innovative new funding and financing models to deliver 
major projects. It is also important to make better use of existing transport networks (eg, by using 
transport pricing tools, and by encouraging more efficient use of road space).  

‘City deals’ and ‘regional deals’ provide a potential way for central and local government to 
coordinate the funding streams required to fund the large investment in infrastructure that many 
cities need. These deals reflect approaches used in other countries, including the United Kingdom, 
Canada, and Australia to support integrated programme delivery. They involve long-term 
partnerships between local and central government, with packages of funding and decision-making 
powers.  

The Ministry can provide further advice on spatial planning and city 
and regional deals 
The Ministry can provide you with further information and advice on opportunities for Ministerial 
collaboration, spatial planning and city and regional deals  As these deals require the input of 
different portfolios, substantial work would be needed with other Ministers to determine their 
viability and potential effectiveness in a New Zealand context.  

Strong Auckland, strong New Zealand 

Auckland is critical to achieving New Zealand’s goals 
Auckland is home to one third of New Zealand’s population, contributes 38% of the nations GDP 
and is projected to account for around 60% of New Zealand's population growth between 2013 and 
2043.   

Over recent years Auckland has accounted for 30% of the National Land Transport Fund spend 
and increasingly Crown funding is required to complement the National Land Transport Fund and 
Auckland Council funding  

While there have been successes in both roading and public transport projects, Auckland’s 
transport challenges remain significant. An efficient and effective transport system in Auckland is 
essential to achieving national goals of increasing productivity and reducing emissions. The city is 
also expected to deliver 48% of the national reduction in transport emissions. 

Auckland continues to need a large investment in its transport 
networks 
Auckland requires transport investment in roads, public transport and active transport. Along with 
investment, interventions such as congestion pricing and better integration of transport and land-
use are required to achieve outcomes and manage affordability. Congestion pricing in Auckland is 
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unlikely to raise significant revenue but its value is improved productivity and potentially deferring 
some road maintenance and capital spend. 

The strategic roading network in Auckland is almost complete. Penlink is underway and a preferred 
option for Mill Road as part of the package of investment in south Auckland needs to be 
determined. While there is scope to improve aspects of the roading network in Auckland, more 
roading capacity will mean public transport in Auckland will need to contribute more to emissions 
reduction. 

Rapid public transport is integral to improving Auckland’s public 
transport network 

Auckland’s future public transport network will have to be much larger than it is today, and rapid 
transit will be needed to move people in a fast, frequent and reliable manner. While there have 
been some setbacks with the rail rebuild and bus driver shortages, public transport patronage has 
increased significantly in Auckland. Patronage increased from 84 million boardings in 2016 to 100 
million boardings at the end of 2019. This can be further improved by increasing frequency and 
reliability on the current bus network and extending coverage, particularly to some of the lower 
income areas where access to public transport is poor. Successes to date have been the northern 
busway and passenger rail, post electrification. The City Rail Link and Eastern busway are well into 
construction and will support further growth in the short term. Work on a 30-year plan for rail 
investment in Auckland is also well advanced. 

Business case work is underway on a range of major projects including on the northwest and city 
centre to Māngere corridors, as well an additional crossing over Waitematā harbour. There is a 
lack of consensus on the best way to proceed with these projects, and how work should be 
prioritised and sequenced. Our view is it is not feasible to progress with all of these projects as 
planned from both a funding and construction capacity perspective. Within the limited funding and 
delivery capacity available, you will want to consider striking the right balance between high 
volume and high-cost options, such as light or heavy rail, and lower volume but faster to deliver 
options such as busways. The Ministry’s advice is these should be considered in the context of the 
type of overall network that should be available in future, and the nature and scale of development 
desired for Auckland. 

Reaching agreement with Auckland Council on the sequencing of investments in Auckland over 
the longer-term is a priority. This can be achieved by continuing to work through the Auckland 
Transport Alignment Project (ATAP). Since around 2017, ATAP has been New Zealand’s most 
mature ‘city deal’. The Minister of Transport and Mayor of Auckland are political sponsors of ATAP 
and a Governance Group of Chief Executives provides oversight and governance.  
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Figure 7  Auckland 
Commuter Rail 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
 

The joint 
Government/Auckland 
Council Tāmaki 
Makaurau Transport 
Plan needs to be 
completed 

The Tāmaki Makaurau Transport 
Plan, a long-term integrated plan has 

been the key piece of work progressed under the ATAP structure over recent months. It is paused 
and it will be important for you to meet with the Mayor of Auckland to agree on the next steps for 
completing the Plan. Your priorities will guide the next phase of work and the sequencing and 
phasing work noted above is key to the Plan’s completion  

Several major Auckland transport projects are underway 
There are pressing choices to be made about investments in Auckland over the 10 and 30-year 
horizons. Affordability and delivery capacity need to be considered as an investment programme, 
which includes sustaining the current network, expanding public transport services and progressing 
major projects, is completed.  

City Rail Link (CRL) 

Most construction work is now complete, and the focus is on integrating CRL with the Auckland 
network and testing readiness for operations. The Ministry monitors the work of the delivery 
company, City Rail Link Company (CRLL) and advises on broader investments needed to realise 
the benefits of the project. CRL is funded 50:50 by the Crown and Auckland Council. You are a 
joint sponsor of the work along with the Minister of Finance and Auckland Council, represented by 
Mayor Brown. 

Auckland Light Rail (ALR) 

ALR is an integrated urban and transport project along the city centre to Māngere corridor. 
Auckland Light Rail Limited (ALRL) is working on a detailed business case. The Ministry monitors 

s 9(2)(g)(i)
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the work of the company, provides policy advice on the project and supports the project’s 
Sponsors. You chair the Sponsors Group and it will be a priority to provide direction to the project. 

Waitematā Harbour Connections 

Waka Kotahi is developing an indicative business case on a recommended option including 
roading, rapid transit and cycling connections. This is scheduled to be considered by the Waka 
Kotahi Board in early 2024. The Ministry’s feedback is significant work is required before moving to 
a decision-making process, including on lower-cost options. You have a role in setting direction for 
the work and ultimately deciding whether to take the project forward through Cabinet.  

Northwest  

The Northwest corridor has consistently been identified as a high-priority rapid transit corridor for 
Auckland. Interim improvements are underway including new bus stops, interchange 
enhancements, and extended bus lanes on SH16. Waka Kotahi is starting a detailed business 
case on a permanent rapid transit system. This corridor is a priority for the Mayor of Auckland and 
the Ministry expects it to be raised as part of your discussions on the Tāmaki Makaurau Transport 
Plan  

The Ministry will seek your direction on Auckland’s transport 
priorities 
The Ministry will seek your direction on completing work on the Tāmaki Makaurau Transport Plan 
and on the next steps for some of the planned projects in Auckland. 

Building a resilient transport system 

The transport system connects New Zealanders but is vulnerable to 
shocks and disruptions 
The transport system and our communities and businesses are vulnerable to shocks and disruptive 
events (either natural or human). New Zealand has transport corridors in steep valleys, alongside 
coastlines, and across rivers and floodplains. Many communities are in remote areas or have 
limited routes connecting them to the rest of New Zealand. In recent years, New Zealand has 
experienced climate change related severe weather events like Cyclone Gabrielle and natural 
disasters like the Christchurch and Kaikōura earthquakes in 2011 and 2016 respectively. 

Transport operations can also be disrupted by other vulnerabilities. Parts of the transport system 
rely on highly trained workforces which are susceptible to staff shortages, for example, maritime 
pilots, air traffic controllers, ground handlers, airport rescue fire services, and bus and train drivers. 
The aviation system relies on imported jet fuel, which if it fails quality testing on arrival into the 
country results in disruptions to aviation operations. We also need to manage the transport 
system’s susceptibility to security threats from malicious actors. 
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A lack of resilience drives extra costs into the transport system 
Being resilient is the ability to anticipate and manage disruptive events, minimise their impacts, and 
respond and recover effectively. A transport system that is not resilient increases the costs and 
time to reinstate critical transport connectivity to affected communities. Shocks from natural 
disasters such as the Christchurch and Kaikōura earthquakes, alongside the increasing frequency 
and severity of weather events caused by climate change, result in significant social and economic 
costs to restore transport networks.  

The Ministry is working to enhance the resilience of the transport 
system 
The Ministry uses its leadership role across strategic policy and operational work to build transport 
system resilience into wider system reforms and work programmes. The Ministry works to ensure a 
broader ‘New Zealand Inc’ perspective is applied to managing transport system risks and in 
building better transport system resilience. This includes using an agreed national framework, 
together with the transport Crown entities, to manage risks. 

Resilience work includes: 

• Involvement in the National Security System reforms, and membership of the Counter-
Terrorism Coordination Committee, Major Events Security Committee, and the National 
Security Board (as the Strategic Coordination Agency for maritime security).  

• Involvement in the Emergency Management System reforms, including emergency and 
catastrophic planning, and the current emergency management and the DPMC-led Critical 
National Infrastructure work programme.  

• Involvement in climate change work programmes, including the Resource Management 
System Reforms, National Adaptation Plan, Emissions Reduction Plan, and membership of 
the Climate Change Interdepartmental Executive Board. 

• Connecting the transport system into operational readiness, response, and recovery activity 
through its role as Chair of the interagency Transport Response Team, which is the Sector 
Coordinating Entity for the transport system in an emergency. 

As the Minister of Transport, you can play an important role to 
enhance transport system resilience 
You can play a role in enhancing the resilience of the transport system by: 

• Maintaining relationships across the sectors identified so the perspective of the transport 
sector is given due weight in government's wider resilience-related work. 

• Engaging with your Ministerial colleagues on legislative programmes which cut across the 
transport system, such as the Emergency Management reforms, Climate Adaptation Bill, and 
Resource Management reforms. 

• Engaging with other Ministers to address specific resilience issues (eg, the availability of 
RNZAF Base Ohakea and jet fuel supply chains). 

• Making decisions on further investments via the National Resilience Plan. 
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Safer and more secure transport 

Travel throughout the transport system needs to be safe and secure 
Travel needs to be as safe and secure as it can be, whether by road, rail, aviation or maritime. 
People should not be harmed when using transport and should be confident when using the 
system. Confidence is important, so New Zealand can unlock the benefits of new technology, such 
as drones and e-scooters. 

Different transport modes have different attributes which mean that safety and security outcomes 
are achieved in different ways in each of those sectors.  

For aircraft and ships that operate internationally, safety and security settings are driven by 
international standards. Aviation and maritime also have greater inherent risk of catastrophic harm 
events. New Zealand engages internationally with the relevant bodies, in particular, the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
and with other jurisdictions so we stay up to date with global developments and can influence 
international settings.  

The maritime security environment has become increasingly complex. The effective delivery of the 
Maritime Security Strategy requires strong leadership and alignment across government. The 
Ministry has a key role to play as we chair the Maritime Security Officials Committee (MSOC). 

Road crashes killed 376 people last year and cause $8 billion of harm 
each year 
Roads are used by just about everyone in New Zealand, and usually on a daily basis. Provisional 
figures show, 377 people died in oad crashes in 2022, with 2,470 people suffering permanent life-
changing injuries13. Social cost of road rauma is estimated to be as much as $8 billion a year. Our 
rate of road deaths is also significantly higher than many other jurisdictions New Zealand 
compares itself to, as indicated in Figure 1 below. 
 

 
Figure 8  Road deaths per 1000,00 inhabitants (2022) 
 

Sustained effort is required to reduce the number of people being killed or seriously injured on our 
roads. 

_______________ 
13 Serious injuries are defined as fractures, concussions, internal injuries, crushings, severe cuts and lacerations, severe general 

shock necessitating medical treatment and any other injury involving removal to and detention in hospital. 
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Evidence suggests interventions are required across all parts of the 
system to improve road safety 
New Zealand has followed the safe system approach in recent years, which is the internationally 
accepted best practice for road safety. A safe system means improving the safety of all parts of the 
system – roads and roadsides, speeds, vehicles and road user behaviour – so that if one part fails, 
other parts will work to protect people if they are involved in a crash.  
 

Progress in all areas is still needed to reduce deaths and serious injuries on our roads. However, 
you can choose to place more emphasis on interventions in some areas rather than others. 

New Zealand has made progress in some areas, but there are 
significant opportunities for improvement 
The current Road to Zero road safety strategy has targets for reductions in deaths and serious 
injuries. There has been progress in all areas. For example, Police have increased their 
enforcement activity in the last 12 months, with an additional one million a cohol breath tests 
conducted than in the previous year. 

The interventions set out in the strategy that have been delivered have been proven to be highly 
effective in the New Zealand context. For example, changes to speed limits on State Highway 6 
Blenheim to Nelson has seen the number of deaths and serious injuries reduce by approximately 
80% in first two years, while the average journey time has increased by approximately four minutes 
over the 110km road length. Installation of median barriers at SH2 Waipukurau in 2020 has seen a 
100% reduction in deaths and serious injuries in the two years since. 

COVID-19 slowed delivery of initiatives and there have been other challenges, which have 
impacted the scale and pace of implementation. 

Public acceptance of some of the actions under the strategy has been limited, in particular, 
concern has been expressed about: 

• the public advertising and associated messaging, particularly how “zero” is unrealistic 

• some of the focus areas, such as the extent of speed management proposed. 

Given these challenges, the Ministry has started reviewing the approach to road safety. We are 
preparing more in depth advice on the impacts different initiatives will have on reducing deaths and 
serious injuries to assist you as you consider the strategic direction you wish to take for road 
safety. The Ministry would welcome the opportunity to discuss your expectations for road safety, 
including on the interventions you want to focus on. 

Rail safety requires clear regulatory frameworks and investment 
Rail safety needs clear regulatory frameworks, strong oversight and investment to provide the 
required level of safety assurance. After recent investment and growth, the risk profile of rail has 
increased. There have been several rail safety incidents involving fatal and serious injuries and 
recent reviews into the Auckland and Wellington metro systems have highlighted the need for 
system improvement and the need for the rail regulator to rigorously address risks.  
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Waka Kotahi has primary regulatory responsibility for rail safety in New Zealand. Waka Kotahi has 
a critical regulatory role in assuring stakeholders and the public that the country’s rail networks are 
being managed safely. This is achieved through regulation of the rail industry in accordance with 
the Railways Act 2005. 

There will be opportunities over this term to consider how to continue to improve the legislation, 
regulation and oversight of rail safety, and to align New Zealand’s rail safety approach with 
international best practice. 

Emerging aviation technology require updated regulation 
The Ministry is responsible for providing advice on how existing regulatory frameworks can be 
adapted to enable the safe use of emerging aviation technology so that they can be safely 
integrated into the aviation system. Examples of this emerging technology are drones and other 
uncrewed aircraft, which need to be able to operate safely in the same airspace as traditional 
manned aircraft. 

Increasingly innovative uses of these technologies offer potential economic, environmental and 
social benefits. This includes ensuring that New Zealand provides an enabling environment for 
innovators, supporting the growth of the aerospace industry, lifting productivity through innovation, 
lowering emissions and improving other environmental outcomes.  

The Ministry has developed an Enabling Drone Integration (EDI) package to enhance the 
regulatory framework for drone operations, and as a building block for supporting autonomous 
operations. We will provide you with further advice on the proposed package of measures. 

Maritime safety and security are important to people, the economy 
and the environment 
Maritime transport is a critical part of our economy, with most of our imports and exports moving by 
sea. As an island nation, New Zealand relies on ferries to transport commuters, tourists, and 
domestic travellers between islands. Boating is also an important part of our culture with over 1.9 
million people taking part in recreational boating in 2020.  

Maritime activity can be dangerous. Since 2015, an average of 16 recreational boating fatalities 
have occurred every year  Fatalities occur throughout the country, and most are associated with 
falls overboard, a vessel capsizing or flooding. Many Transport Accident Investigation Commission 
and coroner reports have found fatalities might have been prevented if lifejackets had been worn.  

Safe navigation is as critical in the maritime space as on land. Maritime incidents not only 
endanger human lives, but also the environment and the economy, as the Rena disaster 
demonstrated. The accessibility of the sea to recreational boating means recreational boating and 
commercial shipping operate in very close proximity to each other. 

Maritime legislation needs to be reviewed 
The Ministry and Maritime New Zealand have started a review of primary maritime legislation. 
Changes could be made to make the system safer, while ensuring the maritime regulatory system 
supports trade in the face of future emergencies, transnational crime, climate change, 
technological change and other challenges. 
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As Minister of Transport, you can help to enhance transport safety 
The Ministry can provide you with any further information you require on these areas of transport 
system safety. You can help to enhance transport safety by: 

• Considering advice on reframing the approach to road safety 

• Taking a package of drone policy decisions to Cabinet 

• Considering advice on the review of maritime legislation. 

Using regulation to support transport outcomes and 
improve productivity 

Regulatory frameworks are generally fit-for-purpose but require some 
refinements 
Transport regulatory systems are made up of primary and secondary legislation, the Ministry, and 
transport Crown entities who carry out the role of regulators, deliver services, and educate and 
inform people on requirements set out in legislation.  

New Zealand’s transport regulatory systems are s gnificantly shaped by international obligations, 
standards and recommended practices. 

A more challenging economic outlook and fiscal position means there is added emphasis on 
ensuring all aspects of our regulatory systems deliver value for money and support increased 
productivity. For example, out-of-date regulatory requirements impose unnecessary costs on firms 
and individuals, which harms New Zealand s productivity. 

Our current regulatory frameworks are generally fit-for-purpose and contribute well to our transport 
outcomes. However, some parts of these frameworks need to be updated if we want to ensure that 
regulation does not impose unnecessary costs and enables novel technology, such as driverless 
vehicles/craft (eg, unmanned aircraft and autonomous vehicles), different fuel types (eg, 
sustainable aviation fuel, hydrogen) and different types of craft (eg, drones). In addition, artificial 
intelligence (AI) is disrupting every industry and will change the way New Zealanders commute and 
the way they use transport infrastructure. 

Regulation is needed to realise the benefits of new technologies 
Introducing sti l evolving technologies, while minimising harm, is a major challenge for policy 
makers and regulators. The beneficiaries of these technologies (the investors, manufacturers and 
consumers) often do not wear the full costs of their risks. Instead, the burden is borne by society at 
large and their governments, which must take action to address the risks.  

Therefore, it is crucial to have a regulatory system that balances safety with innovation, certainty 
and efficiency before new transport technologies are rolled out at scale.  

Regulation provides the framework and permissible set of conditions under which decisions can be 
made on important features of transport markets such as entry, pricing, access obligations and 
quality or conditions of service. The regulatory framework needs to evolve as technological and 
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society changes. Timely and proportionate regulation can support the exploitation of promising 
opportunities while also limit harmful trends.  

 

 

 For government, new technologies raise issues about 
when to act. Drones are here and regulatory action is 
being taken. While technological innovations, such as 
driving automation technology in vehicles like Electronic 
Stability Control, already contribute to the decline in 
deaths and serious injuries on our roads, the 
deployment of fully automated vehicles at scale remains 
very uncertain. Potential safety benefits are high but so 
are the risks. Safety will be the primary consideration 
before fully automated vehicles will be allowed to 
operate on New Zealand roads. In this case, the 
Ministry has carried out preparatory work to identify the 
issues and the regulatory work needed, including 
releasing a Long-Term Insights Briefing on the impact of 
these vehicles on New Zealand’s roads in 2022. The 
Ministry will be well placed to advise you should the 
priority of this work need to be raised 

 

Positioning New Zealand’s regulatory frameworks for the future 
Implementing the new Civil Aviation Act and the proposed review of maritime legislation are all 
examples of work to bring regulatory systems up to speed with new developments and help to 
future-proof them. The Ministry looks forward to providing you with more information on our 
regulatory activities and the Ministry’s work to help position New Zealand for future technological 
developments like drones and automated vehicles.  
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Foreword 

Tēnā koe Minister, and congratulations on your appointment as Minister of Transport. 

The Ministry has a key role to provide you advice on the decisions to sustain the transport system 
and to help achieve your transport priorities. 

Transport moves people to work or school to connect them with family, friends and communities, 
and shifts materials, goods and services. New Zealand’s transport system enables the social and 
economic prosperity of our cities, towns and rural communities.  

The transport system also has negative impacts, including road deaths and serious injuries  air and 
noise pollution that affects the health of the general population, as well as producing a significant 
proportion of New Zealand’s greenhouse gas emissions. 

This year, we have seen extreme weather events impacting communities and transport networks 
across the country. The Auckland Anniversary floods and Cyclone Gabrielle caused lasting 
damage to communities and vital infrastructure. 

Increasingly, our cities and towns are facing funding pressures, driven by he demand for new or 
replacement infrastructure, of which transport is a major component. We must ensure the transport 
system is fit for future generations and able to withstand the impacts of extreme weather events.  

Addressing these challenges places further pressure on existing funding models. The cost of 
maintaining the transport system, together with the need for repairs to roading and rail networks 
damaged by extreme weather events, will need to be balanced with new investment priorities.  

The Ministry has been working on the future of transport revenue system, including the role of 
additional funding tools, with the objective of prov ding advice on who should pay for what and how 
to apply a sharper focus on value for money. 

The Ministry works collaboratively with agencies and stakeholders to advance a long-
term, integrated approach to the transport system. To create thriving cities and regions the 
transport sector needs to be more closely joined-up with planning, housing, other infrastructure, 
and broader funding and financing models.  

As a Crown agency, we have an important responsibility to actively improve outcomes for Māori to 
ensure a transport system serves all New Zealanders equitably. A key focus area for everyone at 
the Ministry is our He  Arataki strategy which seeks to identify issues and opportunities for Māori in 
transport policy design and delivery.  

As Minister of Transport, you can make real differences to the lives of all New Zealanders. We look 
forward to giving you the advice and support needed to put your priorities in place to help advance 
the nation’s transport system.  

Nāku noa, nā 

 

 

 

Audrey Sonerson Secretary for Transport and Chief Executive 
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Part One: He Wakamana i a Aotearoa Kia Momoho | 
Enabling New Zealanders to Flourish 

Transport is critical for New Zealand’s economic, social and 
environmental health 
New Zealand’s transport system connects us to work and school, to our whānau, to our 
communities and to the rest of the world. The smooth and sustainable movement of people and 
goods throughout the system is critical to our economic, social and environmental health. The 
transport system is an important contributor to productivity and economic growth. The system 
supports other sectors and society’s wider goals like better and affordable housing, desirable cities 
to attract skilled and talented people and healthier New Zealanders. The system also has negative 
impacts, including producing a significant proportion of New Zealand’s greenhouse (GHG) gas 
emissions, other air and noise pollution that affects the health of the general population and deaths 
and serious injuries for the people using the system. 

The transport system involves millions of journeys every day on extensive networks of public and 
private infrastructure across New Zealand. These networks connect a population spread-out thinly 
across regions, but also concentrated in cities, who all need to be well served by the transport 
system to meet their social and economic needs. 

These networks are used by a wide array of vehicles every day, and there are competing 
demands, including increasingly for use of street and city spaces. New Zealand’s environment and 
geography also mean our critical transport infrastructure is exposed to a broader and more 
consequential range of potential shocks than many other highly developed countries. 

Growing demands on the transport system are creating new challenges 
As New Zealand has matured, the demands on the transport system have grown significantly. In 
the past, the challenge revolved around efforts to grow capacity as activity increased and keeping 
the system maintained. However  new challenges, especially the need to adapt and mitigate the 
effects of climate change, call for a fundamental shift in the way New Zealand’s transport system 
operates. The long-lived networks underpinning the transport system need to be planned and 
funded over the long-term, managed and regulated effectively to support the shift needed. 

The land transport system is more expensive to build and maintain  

As the land transport system grows, it becomes more expensive to build, operate and maintain. 
Operating and maintenance costs are making up an increasing share of transport spending. This 
has taken place in the context of a planning and funding system, especially for land transport, that 
works well to signal investment priorities and ambitions but works less well to create incentives to 
spend money efficiently and effectively. 

The increase in costs is driven by a range of factors, including cost inflation across the economy, 
climate events and natural disasters, increased aspiration for investment, a need to consider 
resilience, and an expanded range of activities being funded. This has led to increased pressure 
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on the available funding and resulted in a range of short-term solutions being put in place, 
including increased Crown funding and debt. 

Ambitions for new investment are growing beyond capacity 
Investment in the transport system is an important way of increasing New Zealand's economic 
growth and meeting many of the social and educational ambitions of New Zealanders. Cities need 
to move people and freight efficiently while the regions need strong connections to well-run ports 
and airports to move their products to market. Still, investment ambitions are running ahead of the 
capacity of the revenue system to meet them or the capacity of the construction sector to deliver 
new projects, especially alongside ambitious programmes in other sectors like water and housing. 

Planned expenditure for the next 20 years is nearly double the $10 billion per annum of current 
investment, and more than four t imes the size of the National Land Transport Fund. These 
commitments have not been made based on a system-wide investment plan and have likely driven 
inefficiencies in the system. The scale of the investment also stretches management capacity. 
Reduced oversight can exacerbate the risk of cost overruns or delivery failures. 

Heavy Civil construction employment 
80,000 
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50,000 
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Actual workforce 

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 
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Figure 1 Heavy Civil construction employment 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

Forecast based on 
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Forecast transport employment 

2026/27 

There is a growing urgency to consider the balance between new expenditure and maintaining the 
system and establish a more certain and sustainable model for funding their transport priorities to 
meet short term needs and to establish an enduring model for the next decade and beyond. This 
will involve considering the balance between new expenditure and expenditure to maintain the 
system and how to apply a sharper focus on value for money. New Zealand must also look to other 
tools, such as pricing and demand management (eg, congestion charging), regulatory 
interventions, use of data, and the way transport and land use are considered together. 
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A new approach to paying for land transport is needed 

In the aviation and maritime sectors, the networks are mostly owned and operated by private 
interests, with some local government investment. However, in the land transport sector, central 
government plays a lead role in how the system is planned and funded. New Zealand’s land 
transport system has been reliant on a narrow range of user charges (mainly taxes on fuel and 
charges on diesel and heavy vehicles) to pay for much of our land transport. 

Over the last two decades, Crown contributions and borrowing have increased as the level of 
funding from user charges has fallen behind investment ambitions. This, and other factors, have 
put the system under pressure. Our revenue system does not easily support large, long-term 
investments. Many of these have a scale of cost that needs to be spread over many years  

We need to decarbonise the transport system 

Transport is one of New Zealand’s largest sources of GHG emissions, producing 40% of domestic 
CO2 emissions and 17% of total GHG emissions. Most transport emissions (92%) come from land 
transport, with 64% from light vehicles (cars, utes and vans)   

The Climate Change Commission has identified transport as a sector with the potential to almost 
completely decarbonise by 2050 and make large reductions from the third emissions budget period 
(2031-2035) onwards. Because some other sectors are expected to be more challenging to 
decarbonise, New Zealand’s overall emissions reduction success is likely to rely heavily on 
transport realising this potential. 

New Zealand’s international connections are increasingly vulnerable and 

uncertain 

New Zealand’s ability to trade and connect with the world is increasingly influenced by geopolitics, 
the international politics of climate change and New Zealand’s position as the last stop on many 
international supply chains  Aviation and maritime are emissions intensive industries and, in the 
coming decades, there will be growing global pressure on these sectors to decarbonise. Market 
based measures to reduce emissions in these sectors will be important, but they are likely to 
disproportionately impact New Zealand due to our distance from the rest of the world and a lack of 
viable alternatives  It is therefore important we work collaboratively with these sectors and support 
them to decarbonise as quickly as possible. These sectors are increasingly seeking government 
leadership, involvement and support for measures to enable and support their efficiency and 
transformation. 

New technologies need to be integrated 

Transport will need to integrate new advances in technology, including novel craft and new types of 
fuel. This brings considerable opportunity but also risk. Managing this quickly and safely will 
require some changes to the transport regulatory system. These changes will help ensure that 
regulation enables the use of this new technology in a way that does not impose unnecessary 
costs. Government will also need to continue to work closely with the private sector on how to fund 
the infrastructure necessary to adopt new technologies. For example, airports need to consider the 
infrastructure investment required for aircraft which might be electrified or use hydrogen as a fuel 
source. Electrification of aircraft at scale will also have significant implications for the supply of 
electricity needed from the grid.  
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Transport safety and security remains a priority 

Improving transport safety and enhancing security of the transport system remains an issue for 
New Zealand. For example, proportionally more people per capita are killed on our roads than 
most other OECD countries. The death rate in Australia per 100,000 people was 4.6 while, for New 
Zealand, it was 7.3 or approximately 58.7% more. Provisional figures for 2022 saw 377 people 
killed on the roads. Measures needed to improve road safety require sustained effort from 
government agencies and social acceptance from those who may be affected by changes. 
Meanwhile, it is critical New Zealand continues to effectively implement international security 
obligations for aviation and maritime to ensure New Zealand remains a trusted destination for 
airlines and shipping operators. 

You can guide and shape the system to meet present and future 
challenges 
The responses to the challenges and opportunities New Zealand’s transpor  system faces will 
involve many choices. Over the next decade, New Zealand’s transport system will need to evolve 
to produce net zero emissions by 2050, significantly reduce road deaths and serious injuries, and 
address identified challenges some groups and individuals face when accessing the transport 
system. The system will also need to further adapt to shocks like severe weather, future possible 
pandemics, natural disaster, or economic downturns. 

While transport decision-making is more demanding than it has been in the past, there are good 
opportunities to achieve change. As Minister  you can shape the system to make sure all New 
Zealanders can access safe and efficient transport options, and the Ministry’s role is to support you 
in your efforts.  

As the Government’s policy lead for transport, the Ministry commits to giving you robust, evidence-
based, future-focused advice on the policy, investment, and regulatory settings that provide the 
best opportunity to achieve your goals  The Ministry’s System BIM gives further detail on the policy 
tools and levers available to you, including the role of the Ministry’s Transport Outcomes 
Framework. 

Getting your policy priorities in place 
The Ministry looks forward to working with you to get your priorities in place. We would like to meet 
with you as soon as possible to discuss a range of key decisions and critical issues. These include 
your manifesto priorities especially for the first 100 days of your administration, legislative 
requirements, and other priority issues. We will provide you with a list of these issues before our 
first meeting. 
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Part Two: Strategic Opportunities and Challenges 
 

Investing in a high-quality transport system 

Challenging economic context 
With a challenging economic outlook, increasing risks to long-run fiscal sustainability and cost 
pressures, New Zealand must make choices about how the transport system will be developed and 
managed over the next decade and beyond. Government investment, along with other 
interventions, is needed to create a high-quality transport system for all New Zealanders. However, 
a good result requires investing in the right things and at the right time, with tight cost control. 

New Zealand has been spending more on transport 
New Zealand has been spending more on transport, both on new infrastructure and to sustain 
existing networks. This is driven by a range of factors, including cost inflation across the economy, 
climate events and natural disasters, increased aspiration for investment and an expanded range 
of activities being funded. More investment has been going towards public transport and rail, in 
part to meet broader objectives, such as improving access and reducing emissions. Around 60% of 
the funding available through the National Land Transport Fund is usually committed to 
maintenance and providing core services, such as road policing, and these activities are becoming 
increasingly costly. 

With increased pressure on existing funding models, a range of short-term solutions are being put 
in place, including increased Crown funding and debt. Existing revenue sources are unlikely to 
keep pace with demands, unless decisions are taken to increase the amount collected. Fuel excise 
duty is a major source of revenue for the transport system, but will become less certain over time 
as vehicles become more fuel efficient and more people choose to travel by other modes. 

An ambitious pipeline of projects has either been committed to, or explored, but the funding, 
scoping and phasing of these projects is still largely to be decided. These projects include 
Auckland Light Rail  the Strategic Investment Programme (outlined in the draft GPS 2024), and the 
additional Waitematā Harbour Crossing. If all these projects proceed to construction, the Ministry 
estimates the total Investment in land transport from 2024 to 2034 will be $125 billion, compared to 
$61 billion in the 10 years from 2013-2023. Analysis from the New Zealand Infrastructure 
Commission, Te Waihanga, suggests this would materially exceed the capacity of the labour 
market in Auckland, even under optimistic growth assumptions. 

The Government invests in land transport through the National Land 
Transport Fund and through direct funding 
The Government Policy Statement (GPS) sets the Government’s priorities for the National Land 
Transport Fund over a 10-year period. A draft GPS has been out for public consultation and, as a 
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statutory document, must be published by 1 July 2024. Finalising the GPS is essential to drive land 
transport planning and funding decisions made by both Waka Kotahi and local government. 

Waka Kotahi gives effect to the GPS through the 3-yearly National Land Transport Programme, 
which sets out planned activities and projects. Waka Kotahi has statutory authority over what 
activities and projects are included in the National Land Transport Programme and approved for 
funding. Regional Land Transport Plans made by Regional Transport Committees, consisting of 
Waka Kotahi, local government and sometimes KiwiRail, feed into the National Land Transport 
Programme. This process helps reconcile the different priorities of central and local government. 

Separate to the GPS process, the Crown has, at various times, funded additional transport projects 
through the annual Budget process. These have tended to be larger projects, such as those under 
the New Zealand Upgrade Programme (eg, Melling interchange, Ōtaki to north of Levin), or the 
Auckland City Rail Link. These projects may have bespoke delivery and governance arrangements 
depending on the preferences of the Government. Sometimes, these projects are committed 
before the final scope of the project or the full costs are fixed, leading to subsequent trade-offs in 
scope or unexpected cost increases. 

GPS 2024 will set the Government’s land transport policy 
As well as setting out proposed strategic priorities, the draft GPS outlines the core investment 
required to maintain the system, the funding available from usual sources, as well as the 
suggested funding package to address the gap between them. That funding package emphasises 
the choices to be made in finalising GPS 2024 because it relies on raising FED and RUC 
($1.4 billion), Crown grants ($2.7 billion), Crown loans ($3.1 billion) and some non-traditional 
funding sources like the revenue from traffic infringements ($300 million) and the Climate 
Emergency Response Fund ($500 million). 

While the proposed funding package would reduce the pressure over 2024-27, the Ministry 
expects there will continue to be a gap between expenditure and revenue. The draft GPS 2024 
outlines a $4.4 billion decrease in funding over 2027-30 compared to 2024-27. 

In these circumstances, the investment proposed in the final GPS must be carefully prioritised, be 
affordable, and meet your objectives. Cost must also be better managed and demonstrate value 
for money. This includes strong business cases and ensuring there are a broad range of options 
considered, including options that do not involve investment, such as demand management. While 
there are also choices to generate additional revenue through existing tools, and maybe some 
newer ones, there will be constraints, especially in the face of upward pressure on the cost of 
living. 
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Total Forecast expenditure and revenue (excluding Local 
Contribution) 

------- ' ' A ............... ~ - - - ... __________ ,_. 

2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 2031/32 2032/33 2033/34 

- Forecast spend - - Forecast revenue (GPS 24 funding package) - Forecast revenue 

Figure 2 Forecast expenditure and revenue (Crown and National Land Transport Fund) 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

There are fiscal constraints in Budget 2024 

With Budget 2024 allowances likely to be constrained, the Ministry is investigating opportunities to 
reprioritise existing funding towards higher priority initiatives and to find savings. 

Ensuring a sustainable land transport revenue system 
The existing tools for funding the land transport system, like the distance and weight-based Road 
User Charges system for diesel and heavy vehicles, are still world leading. Fuel Excise Duty is also 
an extremely cost-effective and efficient method for collecting revenue from petrol vehicles. 

However, these forms of funding are not well suited to very large, lumpy infrastructure investments 
(eg, mass rapid transit) that have social wider benefits, such as supporting intensification. 

Crown funding or debt can play a useful role in meeting transport funding needs. However, 
practices have varied and this can lead to a lack of clarity about when Crown funding should be 
used and for what. A more principled and transparent approach would help manage Crown cost 
and will provide more certainty and predictability for Waka Kotahi and cities and regions. 
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Figure 3  Average annual 
revenue raised by New 
Zealand’s current tools 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
 

The Ministry has been working 
on what is needed to enhance 
the transport revenue system, 
including the potential role of 
additional tools and providing 
more clarity on who should pay 
for what  There are longer-term 
and shorter-term elements to this 
work. In the long term, there are 
opportunities to look at the 
balance between who should 
bear the costs of the transport 
system amongst users, 
ratepayers, taxpayers and other 
beneficiaries. What ever 
approach is chosen, it will need 
to be predictable, stable and 
have good levels of public buy-in, 
as transport costs affect every 
New Zealander and every New 

Zealand business. 

A transition towards RUC uptake is already underway. The RUC system overcomes the fuel 
efficiency issues with FED  and it may enable a more sustainable stream of funding over time. 
There are options for extending RUC, including moving all vehicles on to the system or more 
sophisticated charging approaches that would add time and location based charging.  

While some changes would need to be implemented over the longer-term, there are revenue 
options that can be progressed in the shorter-term. While such tools would help provide additional 
revenue, they are unlikely to generate enough revenue to fill expected gaps over the next decade 
and each option comes with its own risks and challenges. These revenue options include: 

Value capture mechanisms 

Value capture is under utilised in New Zealand compared to other countries. Value capture 
involves recovering or ‘capturing’ the incremental benefit residential or commercial landowners 
receive from investments in public infrastructure and the resulting urban development and amenity. 
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This benefit is usually reflected in higher property (land and building) values. There are a range of 
levy1 and uplift-based2 methods available to both central and local government. 

Work to date has highlighted the potential for value capture but also the operational complexities of 
implementing these mechanisms. 

Congestion charging 
Congestion charging is mainly used for managing demand, so revenue is not its primary aim. This 
type of charging sets a higher cost for travelling at peak times, and encourages some users to 
change the time, route, or way they travel. This can reduce congestion by spreading out use over 
time and defer the cost of new capacity because better use is made of existing capacity. 
Congestion charging has been successfully implemented to reduce congestion in cities around the 
world, for example, London and Singapore. However, schemes have also failed when there were 
low levels of public acceptability, in part due to concern about equity and a perception congestion 
charging is only about raising revenue. 

There is interest from several of the large metro councils in congestion charging, both to reduce 
congestion by managing traffic and potentially raise revenue for transport projects. The Ministry 
expects them to seek your support for legislation. Draft legislation has been developed so could be 
advanced quickly although the underlying policy would need to be confirmed with you. 

Tolling 
As Minister of Transport, you are responsible for approving tolling schemes under the Land 
Transport Management Act 2003. 9(2J(f)"{iv) 

9(2)(fY(ivT 

Tolling settings are relatively permissive but tolls can only be applied to "new roads". As well , 
New Zealand's low traffic volumes, the high administrative costs of collecting tolls and a lack of 
public acceptance, has limited the widespread use of tolling. 

Within these constraints, tolling is being rolled out where a case can be made. However, there are 
options for new tolling approaches, including variable pricing or tolling existing roads, but these 
would require amending the Land Transport Management Act. For example, Waka Kotahi has 
been working with Tauranga City and Eastern Bay of Plenty on a proof-of-concept study for 
variable road pricing. 

Tolling options also need to be considered alongside other arrangements, such as congestion 
charges. In the longer term, shifting to a distance-based RUC system could provide scope to 
implement variable charging across the network to manage demand more effectively. 

Making greater use of private capital 
In the past , Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) have been used with varying degree of success but 
have delivered some important lessons. Two roads have been delivered under the PPP model: 

i.e., a one-off charge based on property value increases due to the infrastructure. 

i.e., a proportion of any capital value uplift is taxed. 
s 9(2)(f)(iv) 
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Transmission Gully and Pūhoi to Warkworth.4 Compared to other types of PPPs, roading projects 
are riskier and more complex, largely due to ground and environmental factors, including weather 
and storm damage.  

The ability for PPP consortia to manage risk is critical for the success of the model. How this is 
done, when procurement processes are heavily weighted towards a low price, will affect the 
degree to which PPPs are used for roading projects in the future. 

If implemented well, there is potential for PPPs to improve services and deliver new infrastructure. 
Using private finance means more projects can be built sooner than through the conventional “pay 
as you go” public sector procurement. However, the current PPP model spreads out the costs of 
these projects over a longer period, which must be managed as a first call against the National 
Land Transport Fund. Alternatively, Government could consider whether there is benefit in 
changing the contracting model for roading PPPs to transfer more risk to the operator (eg, through 
demand-based tolling arrangements). 

You can also choose to involve private equity in the delivery of transport infrastructure. Under this 
arrangement, the investor would take an ownership stake in an asset and would seek greater 
control over design, construction and operation. However, they may also be prepared to take on a 
wider range of risks. Investors such as ACC and the NZ Super Fund have shown an interest in 
these arrangements which may be a good way of approaching wider packages of development in 
cities. Equity-based arrangements would challenge the transport system’s existing ways of 
operating. This approach requires longer-term planning and funding certainty, with private sector 
investors able to work with Crown agencies (among others) earlier so they can influence design 
choices and delivery arrangements. 

The Ministry will meet you soon to discuss your investment and 
revenue priorities 
The Ministry will seek to meet with you as soon as possible to discuss your priorities and the next 
steps for GPS 2024, Budget 2024, and the Ministry’s revenue work. Clarifying your expectations 
early will ensure agencies do not commit resources to developing bids unlikely to be supported. 

 

A net-zero transport system 

The Climate Change Response Act 2002 sets New Zealand’s 
framework for reducing emissions 
When New Zealand ratified the Paris Agreement in 2016, it committed to joining a global effort to 
limit temperature rise to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. In 2019, Parliament amended the 

s 9(2)(g)(i)
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Climate Change Response Act 2002 (CCRA) setting the target of reaching net zero GHG 
emissions by 2050. 

In 2022, the first three emissions budgets were gazetted as outlined in Table 1 below. The Climate 
Change Commission is due to advise the Government on the fourth budget by 31 December 2024. 
This budget will cover 2036 to 2040. 

Table 1 Emissions budgets 

Time period 
Level of permitted emissions (carbon dioxide 
equivalent, all sectors) 

Emissions budget 1: 2022-2025 290 Megatons CO2-e 

Emissions budget 2: 2026-2030 305 Megatons CO2-e 

Emissions budget 3: 2031-2035 240 Megatons CO2-e 

New Zealand's overall emissions reduction success is likely to rely on 
transport meeting its potential to almost fully decarbonise by 2050 

As well as recommending the first three emissions budgets, the Commission's analysis included a 
"demonstration pathway". This outlinines how New Zealand could stay within the emissions 
budgets and successfully reach net zero by 2050. This pathway informed the development of 
expected contributions from different parts of the economy. While not legislated, the Government 
adopted these as sub-sector targets to enable sectors to track progress and manage 'unders and 
overs' between sectors while staying on track to meet the overall target. 

Transport is one of New Zealand's largest sources of GHG emissions, producing 40% of domestic 
CO2 emissions and 17% of total GHG emissions. Between 1990 and 2019, transport emissions 
rose approximately 80% faster than any other sector. The Commission identified transport as a 
sector with the potential to almost fully decarbonise by 2050 and make large reductions, especially 
from the third emissions budget period (2031-2035) onwards. New Zealand's overall emissions 
reduction success is likely to rely heavily on transport realising this potential. 
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Figure 4  Additional emissions reduction needed 

Source: Ministry for the Environment 
 

The transport sector is delivering on the first Emissions Reduction 
Plan (ERP1) 
The Government’s approach to emissions reduction in the first emissions budget period was set 
out in the Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP1) published in May 2022. ERP1 sets focus areas, 
targets and specific actions to be taken between 2022 and 2025 to reduce transport emissions in 
line with the transport sub-sector target. 

Officials are working to implement the actions in the ERP1 by the end of 2025. 

Current estimates suggest transport is likely to stay within its sub-sector target and meet its 
expected contribution to reducing emissions during the first emissions budget period. However, 
these estimates assume work underway to reduce transport emissions continues and incorporate 
data reflecting lower-than-expected rates of travel. This decline in travel is not fully understood and 
a range of factors are likely to have contributed, including migration, cost of living, and changing 
travel patterns post-COVID-19. Therefore, caution should be applied when assuming this trend will 
continue.  
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A NET-ZERO TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

Work is underway to develop the second Emissions Reduction Plan 
(ERP2) 
As shown in Figure 4 above, a considerable jump is required in emissions reductions from 
transport from the first to second emissions budget period, and again from the second to the third. 

Work is underway within the Ministry and across government to develop the second Emissions 
Reduction Plan (ERP2), which is due by the end of 2024. ERP2 will need to contain actions that 
meet the gazetted emissions budget for the second emissions budget period from 2026-2030. 

In its draft advice to inform the strategic direction of ERP2, the Commission also advised ERP2 will 
need to include actions that set the transport sector up for the third emissions budget period. 

In December 2023, you will receive initial cross-agency advice about key opportunities and 
challenges for ERP2 and some indicative content about what could be included. Cabinet is 
expected to make decisions about the draft and final content for ERP2 in 2024. 

Meeting the third emissions budget and beyond require significant 
system changes 
Current modelling suggests meeting the third budget for transport will require significant additional 
effort beyond currently committed policies as shown in Figure 5. 

Transport emissions reductions by emissions budget 
period (ARS Kt C02-e) 

-5,000 

-10,000 

-15,000 

-20,000 

-25,000 

-30,000 
2022-2025 2026-2030 
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Figure 5 Transpo1t emissions reductions by emissions budget period 

Source: Ministry of Transport 

2031-2035 

ERP1 placed particular emphasis on rapidly transitioning the vehicle fleet to low- or zero-emissions 
vehicles because it is one the few ways to significantly reduce transport emissions that can be set 
in motion quickly. By the time we reach the third emissions budget, we will need to have made 
much more significant changes to the transport system including large scale public transport 
improvements, significant uptake of low emissions heavy vehicles and land use patterns that 
support low emissions transport options in urban areas. 
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With such systemic changes in place, transport emissions reductions could accelerate rapidly from 
around 2030 onwards (often referred to as ‘bending the curve’). This can be observed in the 
Commission’s demonstration path in Figure 6. 

However, as Figure 6 also shows, these systemic changes are not factored into current investment 
plans for transport. Our latest baseline projection, shown in yellow, reflects expected transport 
emissions based on committed and funded actions, and suggests more investment and ambition 
will be required in ERP2 to successfully ‘bend the curve’ and meet our long-term targets. 
 

 
Figure 6  Timeseries comparison of (emissions reduction) projections 

Source: Ministry of Transport 
 

The next steps for ERP1 and ERP2 

Aligning ERP1 with your strategic objectives 

We can provide you with more detail about the focus areas, targets, and actions for transport in 
ERP1 and advise you on the impact of any changes you may wish to make to the remaining 
actions to be delivered in the first budget period. 

Ensuring ERP2 meets your strategic objectives 

Setting strategic priorities for ERP2 with your Cabinet colleagues and deciding what actions will be 
included for transport to meet its expected contribution will be some of the biggest strategic 
decisions you will make as Minister of Transport in the next 12 months. The Ministry will support 
you with advice to inform these decisions.  

In December 2023, along with your Ministerial colleagues in other climate portfolios, you will 
receive a package of preliminary advice about the long-term pathways to net zero by 2050 and 
indicative advice about what these mean for ERP2. This advice is likely to seek your direction on 
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some key strategic priorities, risks, benefits sought, and potential trade-offs, to inform the 
development of detailed options for inclusion in ERP2. The Ministry will provide you with additional 
transport-specific advice to supplement this interagency advice. 

 

Maintaining and growing New Zealand’s international 
connectivity 

New Zealand’s prosperity is heavily reliant on its connections to the 
world 
International connectivity enables people and goods to move across our borders and is an 
important contributor to New Zealand’s prosperity and well-being.  

Most of our imports and exports move by sea - 99.7% of New Zealand’s export goods by volume, 
and 80.9% of its exports by value. This makes the maritime sector vital to New Zealand’s interests, 
including ports and the connections to them. The aviation system also delivers economic and 
social benefits of staying connected to each other and the global community. Air transport 
underpins key sectors in the New Zealand economy, including tourism, international education and 
high-value freight. 

New Zealand’s international connections face a changing environment 
The geo-political environment is becoming less rules based and more volatile, and there is growing 
risk around the international politics of climate change. This presents some risk to New Zealand as 
a distant trade reliant economy. The emissions from the aviation and maritime sectors are subject 
to increasingly tighter international standards and we need to be well engaged to ensure these 
support New Zealand’s carbon emissions and connectivity objectives while not disadvantaging our 
connectivity to the world. The international security environment has also become more complex. 

Government can help promote efficient supply chains 
After COVID-19 highlighted vulnerabilities in our supply chains, the Ministry conducted extensive 
engagement with supply chain stakeholders to develop a National Freight and Supply Chain 
Strategy, which was issued on 18 August 2023. Industry stakeholders especially called for:  

• better signalling of government’s long-term plans for supply chain infrastructure  

• better consenting and planning that protects key logistic routes and nodes  

• a review of the current port system 

• improved data collection and availability 

• improved ability to transfer across transport modes  

• building the workforce for the supply chain of the future.  
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It is important the Strategy, which supports a stronger and more resilient supply chain, is translated 
into action. The next step proposed for the Strategy was the development of an action plan. Work 
priorities were identified around ports and their connections, road freight decarbonisation, freight 
data, and international connections. 

Proposed actions for progress on international connectivity and supply 
chain issues 
Key actions we will look to progress are: 

• Better collaboration with the private sector, so New Zealand has future supply chains that are 
low emission, resilient, productive, efficient, safe and sustainable. This is likely to involve 
work on ports and their connections to road and rail, the transition to low emission heavy 
vehicles and improving freight data collection. 

• Working across government and the aviation sector to develop a national policy statement 
for aviation and provide a joined-up view on how best to embrace opportunities and address 
challenges in the sector. A private partnership initiative has already begun to accelerate 
decarbonisation of the aviation sector. 

• Initiating a review of maritime legislation to ensure our regulatory frameworks support an 
innovative, productive, safe and secure maritime sector.  

We will discuss these potential actions further with you.  

Developing thriving cities and regions 

Resilient, safe and well-connected transport networks are a basic 
requirement for cities and regions  
Cities and regions depend on resilient, safe and well connected transport networks to have strong 
economic and social opportunities. These networks enable people to travel to and from work, 
access services and amenities, as well as allowing businesses to be productive and connect to a 
range of markets. 

Regions need resilient and safe transport networks to enable communities to participate in society 
and connect our primary producers to their overseas markets. Well targeted road investment and 
effective maintenance is critical to sustain connectivity. Meanwhile, cities need well-connected 
transport networks to be able to move people while allowing goods and services, including freight, 
to move efficiently. 

Well targeted transport investment, both capital and operational, is critical to sustain these 
networks. This investment can unlock better safety outcomes, grow the economy and increase 
productivity benefits for all New Zealanders. 
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Alignment between transport planning and delivery, land use and 
infrastructure planning is essential 
Delivering effective and efficient transport in cities and regions requires the alignment of transport 
planning, funding, and delivery with land use, regulation, urban development, housing and 
infrastructure provision. Transport solutions in cities require multiple interventions, including 
measures from outside the transport system itself. Given the shared regulatory responsibilities for 
delivery between central and local government, the tension between national and local priorities 
often need reconciliation to help meet statutory requirements, realise shared goals, and improve 
certainty. 

Improving long-term, integrated planning across transport and other sectors will deliver better 
outcomes and greater planning certainty. However, there are challenges in achieving this 
integration due to several complication factors, such as the numbers of decision-makers involved, 
the planning horizons for delivering transport solutions, and the complexity of the projects. 

To provide greater certainty and to better prepare for and manage growth, high-growth cities and 
regions have developed spatial plans under Urban Growth Partnerships5. These partnerships 
include local government alongside central government agencies and mana whenua. They are 
also a mechanism for long-term thinking and integration of transport and other infrastructure 
projects, as well as stakeholder engagement and involvement.  

Spatial planning has been a critical tool for supporting integration of transport with the provision of 
other infrastructure. However, the challenge with spatial plans is that there is no guaranteed 
pathway between the major projects shown in spatial plans, nor do they guarantee funding. Once 
identified, transport and infrastructure projects often need to use existing statutory funding 
mechanisms and decision-making processes to make progress. This often requires decision-
makers to make trade-offs between competing investment priorities, and ensure benefits are equal 
to the level of required funding.  

For example, all the Urban Growth Partnership spatial plans include rapid transit services and 
high-frequency public transport networks. These look to provide a backbone for future large-scale 
urban developments. However, there is currently no funding pathway, firm timeframes and clear 
prerequisites (such as the inclusion of intensification along the proposed rapid transit corridors) to 
deliver most of these projects. This uncertainty means there are risks around the ability of the 
these projects to deliver their projected public benefits. 

City and regional deals are a potential way to deliver integrated 
transport solutions 
City and regional deals offer a potential way for central and local government, mana whenua and 
the private sector to provide greater certainty on transport and other priorities for a city or region, 
but this will likely be challenging given the constrained funding environment. Exploring innovative 
new funding and financing models to deliver major projects (including through transport pricing 
tools), using long-term planning instruments to provide certainty and improve integration between 
land-use and transport, and making better use of existing funding and financing tools and past 

_______________ 
5 The Urban Growth Partnerships have developed spatial plans for Auckland, Wellington, Hamilton, Tauranga, Christchurch, and 

Queenstown 
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transport investments will be essential. Independent monitoring should ensure accountability, and 
clarity in governance structures enables shared understanding of roles and responsibilities. For 
example, this may require differentiating between operational and strategic arrangements. 
including the roles of investment and other initiatives that can get better use out of existing 
networks, such as congestion pricing.  

City and regional deals can also serve to coordinate the multiple planning, funding, and regulatory 
approval streams necessary to advance the investment in urban development, transport and 
infrastructure often required to fund large investments in infrastructure our high-growth cities need. 
This includes considering ways to incentivise partners to invest in necessary transport networks 
and associated infrastructure and other developments, while also working together to address he 
risks the partners face from entering long-term funding commitments.  

given constrained funding and the substantial costs of delivering large-scale transport projects, 
innovative funding and financing models can be explored to deliver major projects as the deals are 
being developed.  

New Zealand has built up some experience with these types of multi- party funding arrangements 
as they relate to transport and associated urban development from which lessons can be learned., 
including the Auckland Transport Alignment Project (ATAP) and Let’s Get Wellington Moving. 
Lessons can also be found internationally as these deals are used in other countries, including the 
United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia to support integrated programme delivery. They involve 
long-term partnerships between local and central government and private businesses based on a 
clear set of outcomes, with packages of funding and decision-making powers. Experience from 
other recent transport-based partnerships between central and local government has also 
underscored the importance of clarity on funding, roles and responsibilities, and governance 
arrangements. 

The Ministry can provide further advice on urban development and 
city and regional deals 
The Ministry can provide you with further information and advice on opportunities for Ministerial 
collaboration, better planning, and city and regional deals. As these agreements require the input 
of different portfolios, substantial work would be needed with other Ministers to determine their 
viability and potential effectiveness in a New Zealand context. In the past, cross-portfolio Ministerial 
forums for urban development and infrastructure have encouraged government agencies to work 
together on policy development and delivery and ensure joint accountability. 

Strong Auckland, strong New Zealand 

Auckland is critical to achieving New Zealand’s goals 
Auckland is home to one third of New Zealand’s population, contributes 38% of the nations GDP 
and is projected to account for around 60% of New Zealand's population growth between 2013 and 
2043.   

Over recent years, Auckland has accounted for 30% of the National Land Transport Fund spend 
and increasing Crown funding along with Auckland Council funding. 
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Auckland continues to need a large investment in its transport 
networks 
Auckland requires transport investment in roads, public transport and active transport. Along with 
investment, interventions such as congestion pricing and better integration of transport and land-
use are required to achieve outcomes and manage affordability. Congestion pricing in Auckland 
will raise  some revenue but its value is in improved productivity and potentially deferring some 
road costs and capital spending. 

The strategic roading network in Auckland is almost complete. Penlink is underway and a preferred 
option for Mill Road as part of the package of investment in south Auckland needs to be 
determined. 

Rapid public transport is integral to improving Auckland’s public 
transport network 

Auckland’s future public transport network will have to be much larger than it is today, and rapid 
transit will be needed to move people in a fast, frequent and reliable manner. While there have 
been some setbacks with the rail rebuild and bus driver shortages, public transport patronage has 
increased significantly in Auckland. Patronage increased from 84 million boardings in 2016 to 100 
million boardings at the end of 2019. This can be further improved by increasing frequency and 
reliability on the current bus network and extending coverage, particularly to some of the lower 
income areas where access to public transport is poor. Successes to date have been the northern 
busway and passenger rail, post electrification. The City Rail Link and Eastern busway are well into 
construction and will support further growth in the short term. Work on a 30-year plan for rail 
investment in Auckland is also well advanced. 

Business case work is underway on a range of major projects including on the northwest and city 
centre to Māngere corridors, as well an additional crossing over Waitematā harbour. There is a 
lack of consensus on the best way to proceed with these projects, and how work should be 
prioritised and sequenced. Our view is it is not feasible to progress with all of these projects as 
planned from both a funding and construction capacity perspective. Within the limited funding and 
delivery capacity available, you may want to consider the balance between high volume and high-
cost options, such as light or heavy rail, and lower volume but faster to deliver options such as 
busways. The Ministry’s advice is these should be considered in the context of the type of overall 
network that should be available in future, and the nature and scale of development desired for 
Auckland. 

Reaching agreement with Auckland Council on the sequencing of investments in Auckland over 
the longer-term is a priority. One way to achieve this is by continuing to work on the Auckland 
Transport Alignment Project (ATAP). Since 2017, ATAP has been New Zealand’s most mature ‘city 
deal’. The Minister of Transport and Mayor of Auckland are political sponsors of ATAP and a 
Governance Group of Chief Executives provides oversight and governance.  
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The joint Government/Auckland Council Tāmaki Makaurau Transport 
Plan needs to be completed 

The Tāmaki Makaurau Transport Plan, a long-term integrated plan has been the key piece of work 
progressed under the ATAP structure over recent months. It is paused and we will seek your 
guidance on the next steps for completing the Plan. 

Several major Auckland 
transport projects are 
underway 
There are pressing choices to be 
made about investments in Auckland 
over the 10 and 30-year horizons. 
Affordability and delivery capacity 
need to be considered as an 
investment programme, which 
includes sustaining the current 
network, expanding public transport 
services and progressing major 
projects, is completed.  

City Rail Link (CRL) 

Most construction work is now 
complete, and the focus is on 
integrating CRL with the Auckland 
network and testing readiness for 

operations. The Ministry monitors the work of the delivery company, City Rail Link Company 
(CRLL) and advises on broader investments needed to realise the benefits of the project. CRL is 
funded 50:50 by the Crown and Auckland Council. You are a joint sponsor of the work along with 
the Minister of Finance and Auckland Council, represented by Mayor Brown. 

Auckland Light Rail (ALR) 

ALR is an integrated urban and transport project along the city centre to Māngere corridor. 
Auckland Light Rail Limited (ALRL) is working on a detailed business case. The Ministry monitors 
the work of the company, provides policy advice on the project and supports the project’s 
Sponsors  You chair the Sponsors Group and it will be a priority to provide direction to the project. 

Waitematā Harbour Connections 

Waka Kotahi is developing an indicative business case on a recommended option including 
roading, rapid transit and cycling connections. This is scheduled to be considered by the Waka 
Kotahi Board in early 2024. The Ministry’s feedback is significant work is required before moving to 
a decision-making process, including on lower-cost options. You have a role in setting direction for 
the work and ultimately deciding whether to take the project forward through Cabinet.  

Auckland Commuter Rail 
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Northwest  

The Northwest corridor has consistently been identified as a high-priority rapid transit corridor for 
Auckland. Interim improvements are underway including new bus stops, interchange 
enhancements, and extended bus lanes on SH16. Waka Kotahi is starting a detailed business 
case on a permanent rapid transit system. This corridor is a priority for the Mayor of Auckland and 
the Ministry expects it to be raised as part of your discussions on the Tāmaki Makaurau Transport 
Plan  

The Ministry will seek your direction on Auckland’s transport 
priorities 
The Ministry will seek your direction on completing work on the Tāmaki Makaurau Transport Plan 
and on the next steps for some of the planned projects in Auckland  

Building a resilient transport system 

The transport system connects New Zealanders but is vulnerable to 
shocks and disruptions 
The transport system and our communities and businesses are vulnerable to shocks and disruptive 
events (either natural or human). New Zealand has transport corridors in steep valleys, alongside 
coastlines, and across rivers and floodplains. Many communities are in remote areas or have 
limited routes connecting them to the rest of New Zealand. In recent years, New Zealand has 
experienced climate change related severe weather events like Cyclone Gabrielle and natural 
disasters like the Christchurch and Kaikōura earthquakes in 2011 and 2016 respectively. 

Transport operations can also be disrupted by other vulnerabilities. Parts of the transport system 
rely on highly trained workforces which are susceptible to staff shortages, for example, maritime 
pilots, air traffic controllers, ground handlers, airport rescue fire services, and bus and train drivers. 
The aviation system relies on imported jet fuel, which if it fails quality testing on arrival into the 
country results in disruptions to aviation operations. We also need to manage the transport 
system’s susceptibility to security threats from malicious actors. 

A lack of resilience drives extra costs into the transport system 
Being resilient is the ability to anticipate and manage disruptive events, minimise their impacts, and 
respond and recover effectively. A transport system that is not resilient increases the costs and 
time to reinstate critical transport connectivity to affected communities. Shocks from natural 
disasters such as the Christchurch and Kaikōura earthquakes, alongside the increasing frequency 
and severity of weather events caused by climate change, result in significant social and economic 
costs to restore transport networks.  
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The Ministry is working to enhance the resilience of the transport 
system 
The Ministry uses its leadership role across strategic policy and operational work to build transport 
system resilience into wider system reforms and work programmes. The Ministry works to ensure a 
broader ‘New Zealand Inc’ perspective is applied to managing transport system risks and in 
building better transport system resilience. This includes using an agreed national framework, 
together with the transport Crown entities, to manage risks. 

Resilience work includes: 

• Involvement in the National Security System reforms, and membership of the Counter-
Terrorism Coordination Committee, Major Events Security Committee, and the National 
Security Board (as the Strategic Coordination Agency for maritime security).  

• Involvement in the Emergency Management System reforms  including emergency and 
catastrophic planning, and the current emergency management and the DPMC-led Critical 
National Infrastructure work programme.  

• Involvement in climate change work programmes, including the Resource Management 
System Reforms, National Adaptation Plan, Emissions Reduction Plan, and membership of 
the Climate Change Interdepartmental Executive Board. 

• Connecting the transport system into operational readiness, response, and recovery activity 
through its role as Chair of the interagency Transport Response Team, which is the Sector 
Coordinating Entity for the transpo t system in an emergency. 

As the Minister of Transport, you have an important role in enhancing 
transport system resilience 
You can play a role in enhancing the resilience of the transport system by: 

• Maintaining relationships across the sectors identified so the perspective of the transport 
sector is given due weight in government's wider resilience-related work. 

• Engaging with your Ministerial colleagues on legislative programmes which cut across the 
transport system  such as the Emergency Management reforms, Climate Adaptation Bill, and 
Resource Management reforms. 

• Engaging with other Ministers to address specific resilience issues (eg, the availability of 
RNZAF Base Ohakea and jet fuel supply chains). 

• Making decisions on further investments via the National Resilience Plan. 
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A productive, safe and secure transport system 

Travel needs to be safe and secure, and 
incorporate new technology 
Travel needs to be as safe and secure as it can be, whether 
by road, rail, aviation or maritime. People should not be 
harmed when using transport and should be confident when 
using the system. 

Our regulatory frameworks are generally fit-for-purpose and 
contribute well to our transport outcomes like safety. Those 
frameworks and systems are significantly shaped by 
international obligations, standards and recommended 
practices. However, some parts of these frameworks need to 
be updated if we want to ensure that regulation continues to 
deliver the desired outcomes and does not impose 
unnecessary costs   

A more challenging economic outlook and fiscal position 
means there is added emphasis on ensuring all aspects of our 
regulatory systems deliver value for money and support 
increased productivity  For example, out-of-date regulatory 
requirements impose unnecessary costs on firms and 
individuals, which harms New Zealand’s productivity. 

The frameworks must also enable novel technology, such as driverless vehicles/craft (eg, 
unmanned aircraft and autonomous vehicles), different fuel types (eg, sustainable aviation fuel, 
hydrogen) and different types of craft (eg  drones). Introducing still evolving technologies is a major 
challenge for policy makers and regulators. The beneficiaries of these technologies (the investors, 
manufacturers and consumers) often do not wear the full costs of their risks, which is borne by 
society at large. Appropriate regulatory approaches can help build the confidence of consumers to 
use new technology and encourage firms to invest in their development and deployment. 

Therefore, it is crucial to have a regulatory system that provides the framework and permissible set 
of conditions under which decisions can be made on important features of transport markets such 
as entry, pricing, access obligations and quality or conditions of service. 

Improved road safety requires interventions across all parts of the 
system  
Roads are used by just about everyone in New Zealand, and usually on a daily basis. Provisional 
figures show, 377 people died in road crashes in 2022, with 2,470 people suffering permanent life-
changing injuries6. Social cost of road trauma is estimated to be as much as $8 billion a year. Our 

_______________ 
6 Serious injuries are defined as fractures, concussions, internal injuries, crushings, severe cuts and lacerations, severe general 

shock necessitating medical treatment and any other injury involving removal to and detention in hospital. 
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rate of road deaths is also significantly higher than many other jurisdictions New Zealand 
compares itself to, as indicated in Figure 7 below. 
 

 
Figure 7  Road deaths per 100,000 inhabitants (2022) 
 

Sustained effort is required to reduce the number of people being killed or seriously injured on our 
roads. 

New Zealand has followed the safe system approach in recent years, which is the internationally 
accepted best practice for road safety. A safe system means improving the safety of all parts of the 
system – roads and roadsides, speeds, vehicles and road user behaviour – so that if one part fails, 
other parts will work to protect people if they are involved in a crash. Progress in all areas is still 
needed to reduce deaths and serious injuries on our roads. However, you can choose to place 
more emphasis on interventions in some areas rather than others. 

New Zealand has made progress in some road safety areas, but there 
are significant opportunities for improvement 
The current Road to Zero road safety strategy has targets for reductions in deaths and serious 
injuries. There has been progress in all areas. For example, Police have increased their 
enforcement activity in the last 12 months, with an additional one million alcohol breath tests 
conducted than in the previous year. 

The interventions set out in the strategy that have been delivered have been proven to be highly 
effective in the New Zealand context. For example, changes to speed limits on State Highway 6 
Blenheim to Nelson has seen the number of deaths and serious injuries reduce by approximately 
80% in first two years  while the average journey time has increased by approximately four minutes 
over the 110km road length. Installation of median barriers at SH2 Waipukurau in 2020 has seen a 
100% reduction in deaths and serious injuries in the two years since. 

COVID-19 slowed delivery of initiatives and there have been other challenges, which have 
impacted the scale and pace of implementation. 

Public acceptance of some of the actions under the strategy has been limited, in particular, 
concern has been expressed about: 

• the public advertising and associated messaging, particularly how “zero” is unrealistic 

• some of the focus areas, such as the extent of speed management proposed. 

Given these challenges, the Ministry has started reviewing the approach to road safety. We are 
preparing more in-depth advice on the impacts different initiatives will have on reducing deaths and 
serious injuries to assist you as you consider the strategic direction you wish to take for road 
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safety. The Ministry would welcome the opportunity to discuss your expectations for road safety, 
including on the interventions you want to focus on. 

Rail safety requires clear regulatory frameworks and investment 
Rail safety needs clear regulatory frameworks, strong oversight and investment to provide the 
required level of safety assurance. After recent investment and growth, the risk profile of rail has 
increased. There have been several rail safety incidents involving fatal and serious injuries and 
recent reviews into the Auckland and Wellington metro systems have highlighted the need for 
system improvement and the need for the rail regulator to rigorously address risks.  

Waka Kotahi has primary regulatory responsibility for rail safety in New Zealand. Waka Kotahi has 
a critical regulatory role in assuring stakeholders and the public that the country’s rai  networks are 
being managed safely. This is achieved through regulation of the rail industry in accordance with 
the Railways Act 2005. 

Emerging aviation technology require updated regulation 
The Ministry is responsible for providing advice on how existing regulatory frameworks can be 
adapted to enable the safe use of emerging aviation technology so that they can be safely 
integrated into the aviation system. Examples of this emerging technology are drones and other 
uncrewed aircraft, which need to be able to operate safely in the same airspace as traditional 
manned aircraft. 

Increasingly innovative uses of these technologies offer potential economic, environmental and 
social benefits. This includes ensuring that New Zealand provides an enabling environment for 
innovators, supporting the growth of the aerospace industry, lifting productivity through innovation, 
lowering emissions and improving other environmental outcomes.  

The Ministry has developed an Enabling Drone Integration (EDI) package to enhance the 
regulatory framework for drone operations, and as a building block for supporting autonomous 
operations. We will provide you with further advice on the proposed package of measures. 

Maritime safety and security are important for people, the economy 
and the environment 
Maritime transport is a critical part of our economy, with most of our imports and exports moving by 
sea. As an island nation, New Zealand relies on ferries to transport commuters, tourists, and 
domestic travellers between islands. Boating is also an important part of our culture with over 1.9 
million people taking part in recreational boating in 2020.  

Maritime activity can be dangerous. Since 2015, an average of 16 recreational boating fatalities 
have occurred every year. Fatalities occur throughout the country, and most are associated with 
falls overboard, a vessel capsizing or flooding. Many Transport Accident Investigation Commission 
and coroner reports have found fatalities might have been prevented if lifejackets had been worn.  

Safe navigation is as critical in the maritime space as on land. Maritime incidents not only 
endanger human lives, but also the environment and the economy, as the Rena disaster 
demonstrated. The accessibility of the sea to recreational boating means recreational boating and 
commercial shipping operate in very close proximity to each other. 
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Maritime legislation could be reviewed 
The Ministry and Maritime New Zealand have started a review of primary maritime legislation. 
Changes could be made to make the system safer, while ensuring the maritime regulatory system 
supports trade in the face of future emergencies, transnational crime, climate change, 
technological change and other challenges. 

Proposed actions to progress transport safety and other regulatory 
issues 
The Ministry can provide you with any further information you require on these areas of transport 
system regulation and safety. In the shorter term, we would like to discuss with you: 

• Our advice on reframing the approach to road safety. 

• Taking a package of drone policy decisions to Cabine.t 

• Advice on a proposed review of maritime legislation 

• Our regulatory activities and the Ministry’s work to help position New Zealand for future 
technological developments like drones and automated vehicles. 
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From: Jane Turner
To: Alec Morrison
Cc: Lorenz Wright; Ella Sparrow; John Edwards
Subject: RE: Draft System BIM
Date: Wednesday, 18 October 2023 5:10:32 pm
Attachments: image002.png

Draft System BIM - 13.10.23 CAA comments.docx

Kia ora anō Alec,

Many thanks for the visibility and opportunity to review the draft Transport System BIM.  It
certainly acts as a useful briefing to tell the high-level story.

Attached is a marked-up version with a few in-line changes and suggestions, including:

Adding sector funding as one of the funding sources in the ‘Investment and
Revenue’ section
Adding a reference to the Crown’s role in funding for CAA and Maritime, both of
whom are largely sector-funded, in the ‘Crown funds can supplement revenue’
section
Adding a reference to the critical infrastructure protection needs of the wider
system in the ‘Emergency Management’ section.
Amending the outline of the Authority to align with the current approach for
describing the organisation

Lorenz will shortly send through an updated version of the aviation “facts & figures” for the
portfolio snapshot.  We noted that the “time in airport queues” box was omitted in the full
System BIM draft, but we’ve kept it in, as it’s something the new government has already shown
interest in addressing at an early stage.

Ngā mihi,

Jane

From: Alec Morrison <a.morrison@transport.govt.nz> 
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2023 9:08 AM
To: kirstie.hewlett@maritimenz.govt.nz; Keith Manch <Keith.Manch@caa.govt.nz>;
stephen.hunt@metservice.com; James Young <james.young@airways.co.nz>;
martin.sawyers@taic.org.nz; tommy.parker@aucklandlightrail.govt.nz; Helen Rogers
<helen.rogers@kiwirail.co.nz>; David Wood <D.Wood@transport.govt.nz>; Tommy Parker
<tommy.parker@lightrail.co.nz>; Nicole.rosie@nzta.govt.nz; Karen <Karen.Jones@nzta.govt.nz>;
Peter Brunt <Peter.Brunt@maritimenz.govt.nz>
Cc: John Edwards <j.edwards@transport.govt.nz>; Ella Sparrow <E.Sparrow@transport.govt.nz>;
Sarah Carson <S.Carson@transport.govt.nz>; Carmen Mak <C.Mak@transport.govt.nz>; Richard
Cross <r.cross@transport.govt.nz>; Siobhan Routledge <S.Routledge@transport.govt.nz>; Jeff
Trevella <Jeff.Trevella@nzta.govt.nz>; Vanessa Bates <Vanessa.Bates@nzta.govt.nz>; Jane
Turner <Jane.Turner@caa.govt.nz>; Sean Cooper <Sean.Cooper@maritimenz.govt.nz>; Audrey
Sonerson <A.Sonerson@transport.govt.nz>; Brent Johnston <B.Johnston@transport.govt.nz>
Subject: Draft System BIM
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Good morning all

As discussed at TSL this week, please find a draft of the System BIM for your
consideration. As a reminder the System BIM aims to describe how the transport
system works rather than be a decision-making document. The aim is to be as
informative while keeping descriptions relatively high-level in acknowledgement
more detail will follow in subsequent briefings and in your respective BIMs.

The Strategic BIM, which is still in development, aims to provide an overview of the
opportunities and challenges facing the transport system. 

Please let us know if you have any show stopper feedback by COP 18 October 2023.
Feel free to pass the draft onto those looking after your respective BIMs - I have
copied in those I have already been in contact with. In particular, please provide track
changes to any descriptions we have made of your organisation within the
document, especially where we have them listed towards the end  

If you have any questions please feel free to get in touch. We appreciate any
thoughts you might have. 

Kind regards

Alec Morrison (he / his) 
Policy Delivery Lead - Kaiarataki Uruhi Kaupapahere
Rautaki | Strategy
Te Manatū Waka Ministry of Transport

| E: a.morrison@transport.govt.nz | transport.govt.nz

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT

Wellington (Head Office) | Ground Floor, 3 Queens Wharf | PO Box 3175 | Wellington 6011 | NEW
ZEALAND | Tel: +64 4 439 9000 | 

Auckland | NZ Government Auckland Policy Office | 45 Queen Street | PO Box 106238 | Auckland
City | Auckland 1143 | NEW ZEALAND | Tel: +64 4 439 9000 | 

Disclaimer: This email is only intended to be read by the named recipient. It may contain information
which is confidential, proprietary or the subject of legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient
you must delete this email and may not use any information contained in it. Legal privilege is not
waived because you have read this email.

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

s 9(2)(a)
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This e-mail (and its accompanying attachments) is intended for the named recipient only
and may contain information that is provided in confidence and may be subject to legal
privilege. Any classification marking must be adhered to. If you are not the intended
recipient please inform the sender and destroy the message. If you have received this
message in error you must not distribute or copy this e-mail or its attachments. The Civil
Aviation Authority accepts no responsibility for any changes made to this message after
the transmission from the Civil Aviation Authority. Before opening or using attachments,
check them for viruses and other effects. This communication may be accessed or retained
for information assurance and cyber security purposes.
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A snapshot of your portfolio - MOCK UP 

Trucks, trains, ships 
and airplanes carried 

about 280 million 
tonnes of freight 

around New Zealand 
(2017/18) 

Around 200,000 New 
Zealanders (5 % of 
the workforce) are 

employed in transport
related industries 

Transport produces 39 
percent of our domestic 

carbon dioxide emissions 
and 17 percent of total 

greenhouse gas emissions 

26.48 million bags 
screened at aviation 

security 

3 aviation fatalities in 
2022 

(as at August 2023) 
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Shaping our transport system 

Introduction 
This briefing describes your role and responsibilities as Minister of Transport, along with those of Te 
Manata Waka Ministry of Transport (the Ministry}, government transport agencies, State-Owned 
Enterprises, and key stakeholders you will work with. It also outlines the tools available to ~ u for 
influencing the transport system and enabling better outcomes for everyone in New Zeala a. V 
This briefing should be read in conjunction with the Strategic BIM. 

~ "~ The Transport Portfolio .{_ -
The transport system is a significant part of our social and econom~ nfrast ucture, providing the 
links that help establish and sustain our economy and soci~ 

The transport system includes: ~ 

• vehicles that move people and products 

• physical infrastructure (e.g., airports, seaRO ·:s, e rail ne~ , roads, busways, and 

• 
• 

• 

cycleways) ~ 
transport services (e.g., public tra"°~' o!Re- sharing. ride-sharing) 

digital infrastructure (e.g. , sate nfe -oased na igation infrastructure and aids, travel apps, 
communications technologi ). 

institutions and regulato~ S-~ tems ttfatr~iJluence how the transport system functions and 
develops (e.g., througti their managehlen1 practices, rules, policies, and investment tools). 

Transport is a delive~ aQ!l o✓man br..o.a~er government strategies, and many key government 
priorities will not be acnieYed unles . t ansport plays its part: reaching New Zealand's emissions 
targets, growing tne , eoonom~ nd connecting to markets, and enabling economic and social 
mobility in our tow~s and cfties...~ ransport cannot achieve these priorities by itself, but its absence 
can slow or prevent tv ehvery. 

Your role in & ~ stem 
As Transpo~ n~ r you have a range of responsibilities, some of which you must do by law. 
These pri vide;iyou with opportunities to influence the system. Your role as Minister is to set the 
overall dir~e.Ud'n for the transport system, including through: 

• setting the overall direction for investment in the transport system through the Government 
Policy Statement on land transport (GPS). 

• setting the regulatory framework by developing legislation and regulation to influence 
individual and business behaviour 

• appointing board members to the transport Crown entities, setting their expectations and 
overseeing their delivery and performance. 
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• seeking Cabinet's agreement to the rates at which fees, charges, and levies are set. These 
are critical decisions because they determine the resourcing available to the transport 
agencies to deliver their regulatory responsibilities. 

The different parts of the transport system 
Central government is heavily involved in the transport system as a planner, funder, partner, 
enforcer, and regulator. A major part of your role will be working with transport sector agencies that 
help deliver the Government's objectives, these include: ri . 
• Te Manato Waka Ministry of Transport (the Ministry) is a government department. R, V 
• Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi), the Civil Aviation' J uthority (~ 

• 

• 

Maritime New Zealand (MNZ) and the Transport Accident lnvestiga ~ A Comm~ ; r/cTAIC) 
are transport agencies, with TAIC as an independent Crow'){ntify. 

There are three state-owned enterprises (SOEs): KiwiRa~, A~ ays Ci rporat,on of New 
Zealand Ltd (Airways), and Meteorological Services o Ne~ _Zeala'\~(MetService). 

Auckland ~i~ht Rail Limited (~~RL) was_estab_lis~~ i~).~ e ~02~ unl er -Schedule 2 of the 
Crown EntIt1es Act 2004. AddIt1onally, City Ra, l ,n ~1rrnted 1 -e!sole company under 
Schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act, jointly s ijblishe by e Crown and Auckland 
Council to deliver Auckland's City Rail Lin ~ Rt). 

You have different roles and responsibilities in r..e_lation .t each of these agencies. 
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Figure 1 Relationship between you, the Ministry, SO Es and agencies 

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 

Accoumablo fo, perfo ,mance . 
····································· ······················· ····· ··~---··················· . . . . . . . . -- . . ,. 

J Clfll .aMAT 
l,UTM~ 

Thu Mlr,r:.tor:s or St11to Ownud E,,ter prlsvs (SOEi.) arid firi 1mc 

l(JWAll L 

CITY ~ 
r.. 

*The Ministers of T.f_arrs~ an~ (. are jointlv responsible for CRLL and ALRL 

Measuring progressJf~~ n~yfa <tnce 

The Transport Out & ,~ 1 ra aw.wk 
The Transport Outc~ e Framewo, the Framework) (Figure 2) sets out a way of assessing the 
sector's perform nce.Jlnd mea~i.pg progress against a range of outcomes. There are five inter
related outcomes, and the F,lamework is closely aligned with the Treasury's Living Standards 
Framework. The Mint ty~~eloped the Framework with input from sector stakeholders. 

The Framework ~vi{es a consistent approach to assessing the effectiveness of policy proposals 
and delivery. Th ~t amework helps us understand transport's many areas of influence across 
society and t e cdnomy and be more explicit about the trade-offs between the outcomes that are 
sometime/'t~ uired. Because the outcomes are inter-related, they need to be met through a range 
of interve~ s. Different Governments can place their own emphasis across the outcomes and 
there is no single 'right' approach. 

To support the Framework, there is a set of quantitative indicators to track transport's contribution 
against the five outcomes over time. 



Inclusive access 

Enabling all people to participate in 
society through access to social and 
economic opportunities, such as work. 
education, and healthcare. 

Economic prosperity 

Supporting economic activity 
via local, regional, and int ernational 
connect ions, with efficient 
movements of people and products. 

A transport 
system that 

Improves 
wellbelng and 

llveablllty 
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Protecting people from 
transport-related Injuries and harmful 
pollution, and making active travel 
an attractive option. 

, 8l' ainteining or 
iodive ~ity, wat er quality, 

nd air q al ity. 

Minimising and ~ /e rlsks{r~ 
natural and hllij,lSQ._~mj e ha clpatlng 
and adapti1~~°'el'ging th recovering 
effectively " , ulsrupt'?ti 

Figure 2 The Transpo1t Outcomes Frain ~ rk 

Supporting policy developm th 
The Ministry, transport agencie~ g_ OE~ a e access to data and analysis from numerous 
datasets, including vehicle)'eet\s1afistic~ fhtlgl:it movement, and emissions data. This means we 
can offer evidence-based I s1gbt into st(eQ,clS, future projections, and possible impacts of policy 
decisions. / 

We can help you nder$tand he implications of your decisions on the transport system, from 
modelling the im lcts, to ~ r"ng and evaluating the effectiveness of policies and investment in 
infrastructure. For exam~ . tl'le Ministry has developed a National Transport Model (Monty) to 
understand how peoo er:act with the transport system. 

The Ministry's t nspoft Sector Monitoring Framework provides a consistent approach to 
monitoring hoy well services or interventions are being delivered, whether they have been 
delivered in c1t-imely and fiscally responsible way and if outcomes have been achieved .. 

The Tran o Evidence Base Strategy (TEBS) and the Decarbonising Transport Research 
Strategy (DTRS) set out the paths to ensure the transport sector has the right data, information, 
research and evaluation to support policy decisions. Implementing the TEBS and the DTRS is the 
responsibility of transport agencies (e.g., through the Land Transport Sector Research Programme 
managed by Waka Kotahi) and SOEs, working alongside local government and other stakeholders. 
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Key transport responsibilities 

As Minister, you have a range of levers to influence the transport system. There are differences in 
the way the various levers are exercised for each mode, and each mode has its own regulatory 
model. Our advice to you will always focus on how you can make use of these levers to achieve 
your objectives. 

You are responsible for 20 transport Acts which set out: 

• 
• 
• 

the roles and functions of the Ministry, transport agencies, and SO Es n . 
the planning and funding arrangements for land transport ~ V 
the roles and powers of local authorities for transport activities an~ ad controlli~ 
authorities ~ 

• licensing and certification arrangements for transport syste e • nd technology 

the requirements for making transport regulations and~~ ~ 

compliance tools to promote adherence to safety, ,6,t11EY ; r~~ir;onmental requirements 

• 
• 

across transport modes. Q ~ 
Investment and revenue ~ ~ 
Investing in transport infrastructure is a p(ori n ; v~ ent. Investment comes from range 
of funding sources, including the Nati?; La d Tran nd (NL TF) revenue, local authority 
funds, Crown funds, sector funding , n , loa s. T 1 . ent is used to build, operate and 
maintain the network and servic • ifluen e people decide to travel through funding 
alternative travel options. 

The Government ~~ land transport allows you to guide 
investment from 
The GPS outlin~ t -tie Government wants to achieve in land transport, and how it expects to 
see funding allo ecfJ:betw~ ~ , s of activities (for example, reading, public transport and road 
safety) across the and tr~ 'e~ system. Each GPS sets out the priorities for the following 10-year 
period and is reviewe<f'a1~ pdated every three years 

While you can u~J,',s :PS to indicate what types of transport activities you want delivered, you 
cannot speci~~ individual projects are funded using hypothecated NL TF revenue. 

The LandfFa~~port Management Act 2003 (L TMA) requires you to issue a GPS. This statutory 
documen~ ws you to guide investment from the NL TF and can be used both to maintain a level 
of service and drive change on the land transport network, while delivering value for money. This is 
done through applying the Ministry's value for money assessment model in the appraisal and 
evaluation process and establishing funding ranges for activity classes. Each GPS sets out the 
priorities for the following 10-year period and is reviewed and updated every three years. 

The L TMA gives Waka Kotahi statutory independence to select projects for the National Land 
Transport Programme (NL TP). However, the GPS can set an expectation for Waka Kotahi to 
consider government programmes and priorities when allocating funding through the NL TP. 



The NL TF is mainly funded by motor 
vehicle users 
The NL TF is administered by Waka Kotahi and 
collects about $4.2 billion per annum. The main 
sources of revenue for the NL TF are: 

• Fuel Excise Duty (FED) which is tax applied at 
a rate of ?0c/1 to petrol and 10.4c/l to liquid 
petroleum gas. 

• Road User Charges (RUC) which is a distance
based charge applied to diesel vehicles and 
heavy vehicles over 3.5 tonnes. Different RUC 
rates are applied to vehicle classes depending 
on weight and axle configuration and range 
from $76 to over $1 ,000 per 1,000 km travelled. 

• Motor vehicle registration and annual licensing 
fees 
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Main sources of revenue for the 
NLTF (%) 

Revenue from the fund is invested in state highw~ s coastal si ippirig, local roads, road policing, 
walking and cycling, and public transport. Local 9ov~rnment ma1'afes the $1 billion contribution 
from the NLTF with another $1 billion per year of il ow. func:ling. 

National rail network maintenance a~ r~ e~ als inve~~ ent is also funded through the NL TF as 
part of the Rail Network activity etas .KivfJRail is..,,e 11eci to prepare a Rail Network Investment 
Programme (RNIP) every three years nd yo are:;responsible, as Minister for Transport, for 
approving KiwiRail's RNIP 

You can adjust the ate ~ harge s and duties for the NLTF to meet your 
priorities '/ 
RUC rates are sef ro!,fflh th\.RUC ates Regulations 2015 and changes must be confirmed by 
Parliament. FED • generall~ firough amendments to the Customs and Excise Act 201 8 and 
sometimes by an Order i Council. 

Crown funds can s plement transport revenue and be used to purchase 
specific pro·e or programmes 
Not all inv1 s~ ent in the land transport sector has been able to be met from the NL TF. 
lncreasin~ e Crown has made direct investments in specific transport activities through the 
annual budget process led by the Minister of Finance. 

Unlike investment from the NL TF where the Waka Kotahi Board has an independent role in 
overseeing and monitoring expenditure, ministers are accountable for Crown-funded activities. 
Ministers have decision making rights when changes are needed to the budget, scope or 
timeframes for these projects. While bodies like Waka Kotahi or KiwiRail may deliver Crown
funded activities and investment programmes, the Crown usually establishes additional oversight 
arrangements for any projects or programmes with Crown funding, such as the NZ Upgrade 
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programme. These arrangements give Ministers assurance the intended investment outcomes are 
being achieved. 

Economic and educational tools 

You can use travel demand management tools to drive behaviour change 
within the transport system 
Pricing and other economic tools can be used to encourage more efficient use of the netw;>...rQn_g 
can be used by local government to influence travel choices and decisions. Such tools R lu"a V 
differential charging of public transport (e.g., reduced off-peak fares), s4.['~~li~ed pub.!,_i~ sport 
fares, tolling, congestion charging, and parking fees. ~~ '" 

Tolling, for examples, can contribute to the cost of building and rg,~ ai~ing ne~ -q_ads. You are the 
key decision maker and responsible for recommend ing to the Govemor Ge ~ ab tha t a road is 
tolled under the L TMA. The Ministry will provide advice on t Ii ~ propos I tia~s'e with the Road 
Controlling Authorities, and advise on the legislative pro6s t~ esta~ sh to ling order. 

Information and education are used in road safet~ a ~ ~ -Gge ~ } e to make more informed 
travel decisions by communicating information abou @if' trav citg~es. Examples of ways we 
can influence travel choices and decisions incll.11 ex a el planA~ g4pps, social media marketing, 
information provision, and mass media campaigns 

The greatest benefits come from combi ng '~conom·· a eaucational instruments with 
complementary measures, such as v.s ~ij( ture P!_Q ·sron and legislative changes. In doing so, 
these measures help to achieve t~ ~ me~ ant to see in the transport system. 

Regulation ✓✓ ~ 0 
You have a range oM t sport regulatory system to deliver durable 
transport outco e 
Regulation is in~ asable to~ e~proper functioning of economies and societies. Regulation 
underpins market~ rea es a itel1abling environment for firms and individuals, protects the rights 
and safety of citizensc nd -sures the delivery of public goods and services. 

The system is co_gipr~ Jof primary and secondary legislation (which includes regulations, rules, 
and other ins~mentsf and local government by-laws 1. You are responsible for the passage of 
primary transoc rt ltiislation through Parliament. The Ministry supports you to do this. 

Some traO t regulation involves the direct prohibition or authorisation of some commercial 
activity. F~ ample, foreign ships are prohibited from carrying coastal cargo, except in specific 
circumstances and with approval. Airlines operating scheduled international services require an 
international air services licence, issued within parameters set out in Air Services Agreements. 
Some parts of the transport sector are subject to regulation by other agencies, e.g., the Commerce 
Commission regulates the disclosure of pricing by airports given their monopolistic nature. 

As Transport Minister you have powers to amend, replace or disallow some local government bylaws. 
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Regulations set out associated offences and penalties, fees, and charges 

Transport regulations mainly set out the associated rule-related offences and penalties, and fees 
and charges that fund the work of the transport agencies. The Ministry leads the development of 
these with involvement from transport agencies and SO Es, and the NZ Police depending on the 
subject. Regulations must be approved by Cabinet. 

Transport rules contain detailed standards, requirements and procedures that govern 
transport activities 

Transport rules are the most common form of delegated legislation for transport. Rules conta1~ 
detailed technical standards, requirements, and procedures governing transport activities@ .tb.i 
modes. You are empowered under primary legislation to make these ruleS>through del~fedJ 
responsibilities. You are expected to advise Cabinet you intend to make a ule if ther~ WQUld be 
wide-ranging impacts. There is an expedited rule making process w er;e urgeo/hanges can be 
made by Order in Council. 

The transport Crown entities develop most transport rules lvement, but the 
Ministry leads policy development on significant rules. 

Transport instruments support a more flexible regulato 

Transport instruments improve the flexibil ity oft~ aking ~ ss by having more customised 
consultation requirements, meaning changes that OQIY affe~l a:small number of transport users can 
be progressed quickly. Transport instruments ~ ore easily amended in response to 
technological innovation. <. 
Transport instruments are outlined i a r~ made ~ you as Minister of Transport, with the design 
and management delegated to a ~ ectfieo offi lal:.fsJ,Ich as the Director of the relevant transport 
agency). Several transport inst~ ~ ts exif in Maritime legislation, with more planned in other 
modes as part of work on seco 1dafy le~fslatig_ . The Civil Aviation Act 2023 (which comes into 
force in 2025) also empower~ e Mini~t r to create transport instruments. 

Crown monit ·ing, as~ ran e, and oversight 
You have a role in ppointr~,o~rd members to the transport agencies, setting their expectations 
and monitoring their P,edoun~nce. 

Crown entity 
priorities 
The Minis~ 1 d the transport Crown entities work collaboratively to progress your priorities and 
the delivefy ol transport outcomes, and other priority actions to maintain and renew the system. 
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KEY TRANSPORT RESPONSIBILITIES 

Your role as responsible Minister of these entities is to 
oversee and manage the Crown's interests in, and 
relationship with, a statutory entity. 2 While you are 
ultimately accountable for their performance, the 
boards you appoint to these are primarily responsible. 

The Crown carries out service delivery and regulation 
activities in the transport system through Crown 
transport entities and Crown companies: Waka Kotahi, 
MNZ, CAA, ALRL and CRL. 

The Ministry is your monitoring agent for the transport 
Crown entities. The roles and responsibilities of the 
Minister, Crown entity and monitoring department are 
outlined in the It Takes Three Framework3. 

Parliament 
(including select 

committees) 

You have a vital role in overseeing the deli e {and ~e,emance of key 
transport agencies 

Your oversight role, supported by the Ministry, ~ tal t'\ensur:e the transport Crown entities are 
effectively performing their functions, ~a~ of which ~eli er critical services to New Zealanders. 
Below are a range of accountability eehar:((sms tfiaUf e Ministry will advise you on to assist you in 
overseeing the transport Crown entitie~ and ~ e ag. your statutory responsibilities. 

The capability and perf.9 
your priorities and exp~ t t1ons 

nsport entity boards is critical in delivering 

Each Crown entity ancfcompany is go er:oed by a board. There are a maximum of 69 ministerial 
appointed positio s"'lc s the<tr_ansport sector. This is comprised of up to 23 positions on Crown 
entities, including ~os1tions:o.nJ ~ ALRL Board, TAIC Commissioners, CRLL Board, Aviation 
Medical Conveners, ar advisory committee positions. 

Crown entity boi r ~ ~ he primary responsibility for their entity's performance. They exercise 
the power, perf t~ functions of each entity and hold responsibility for the operational decisions 
of their entitid. Yo appoint and oversee those boards as responsible Minister and are assisted by 
the Ministpa1your monitoring agent, assisting you in discharging your statutory functions. 

Before ap~ in1ments fall due, we will provide you with advice to support the appointment and re
appointment of board members. As part of this process, we will provide you with an overall 
assessment of board capability and recommendations on the skills and capabilities needed to 
ensure your boards are well governed, effective, and high performing. 

As defined under section 27 of the Crown Entities Act 

https://www.publicservice.qovt.nz/guidance/it-takes-three--0perating-expectations-framework-for-statutory-crown-entities/ 
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KEY TRANSPORT RESPONSIBILITIES 

Table 1 Accountability mechanisms 

Accountability Mechanism Description 

Letter of Expectations 

Statement of Intent 

Statement of Performance 
Expectations 

Annual Report 

Primary mechanism used to set the priorities and performance 
expectations on an annual basis. You can expect to receive draft letters 
from the Ministry around October/November. These letters are sent out 
well in advance of the financial year, so Crown entities can respond 
effectively. 

Sets out the entity's strategic intentions against the Government's 
priorities and direction. The Statement of Intent is developed by an>eQti~ 
for at least a four-year period. 

Sets out the entity's annual delivery and per;forroance expec atlOJlS 
against your Letter of Expectations and th~ tatetnent of lntene"Entities 
are required to provide their final drafts,af..tReit, Stateriients of 
Performance Expectations for your eo me t befo e 1 May each year. 

Sets out entities' annual non-fi~anf.ial and financial performance against 
the expectations set out in th,e Statement of Peiformance Expectations. 
You can expect to receive annual eports from each entity around 
October. 

Quarterly reporting Performance re ity against the priorities and 
expectations s f Performance Expectations. 

You will have regular meetings with Crown e entity governance, performance 
and key risks. The Ministry will provi • sist in your engagement. 

The Ministry also conducts funding, contracting and 
reviewing activities 
In addition to overseeing aaa p, nitorir,g he e own entities and companies on your behalf, the 
Ministry also conducts other. activities for 9.overnment transport initiatives and programmes, Crown 
entities and Crown c0tny a jes. F@r e-~ mp le, providing advice on and monitoring programmes 
such as the NZ U . ratfe,Programme,, the Climate Emergency Response Fund (CERF), and 
managing the Met • er;v1ce con act to ensure New Zealand has a service that fulfils the World 
Meteorological Organisatt.on. Feehnical Regulations. 

The Ministry uses the ~apsport Sector Monitoring Framework which provides a structured 
approach to mo'10Aiintewentions. This assesses entity governance, capability and performance, 
how entities c~ manicate information to the board, their assurance mechanisms for key projects 
and program~ s, and whether the board is receiving the necessary information from an entity. The 
approacho o(Jlled by your priorities and our assessment of key risks for each entity. 

Influencing the international environment 
New Zealand's transport regulatory systems are significantly shaped by international obligations, 
standards and recommended practices. New Zealand benefits strongly from international transport 
regulatory frameworks, which underpin our international connections and facilitate our trade in 
goods and services. 

The Ministry and the Crown Entities work together to: 
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DELIVERING YOUR PRIORITIES 

• monitor and understand what is happening internationally, and how it affects, or may affect, 
New Zealand's transport system 

• influence relevant international standards to protect and promote New Zealand's interests 

• ensure New Zealand meets its international transport commitments. 

A wide range of international organisations influence New Zealand's transport settings. Some of 
the key organisations the Ministry and transport agencies work with, and their role, are: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The International Civil Aviation Organisation: sets standards and regulations for the 
aviation sector (international safety, security, and environmental protections). ( 

International Maritime Organisation: sets standards and regulatio s for the m~fi~~ 
sector (international safety, security, and environmental protection ) V 

International Labour Organisation: sets conditions of wor~;n:~Glemploy~ ent on ships 
(under the Maritime Labour Convention). ~ 

United Nations working parties: New Zealand has q_bli~ ons as.a pag:y to two United 
Nations Agreements relating to road vehicle and r~a~~Tcre stand'iards. Under these 
agreements, regulations and standards are set t!;hlm(?rove re.ad afe'ty and facilitate 
international trade. 

World Meteorological Organisation: FUWls ew z;1.ran~ bligations under the World 
Meteorological Organisation, the Unite~ ations specialise d agency for weather, climate, and 
water, by way of the Ministry's contract with MetSei:.vice. 

Your engagement at the internatitfn~ le~ i s important 
The Ministry will provide advice on,.w~ ~~oos1c:ter there will be good value in your engagement 
in Ministerial-level forums. / \....) 

Key opportunities over the ex year may fnclude: 

• The Transport+and'li:iffastruct~ Council. 

• Pacific Tr~ s ort dinist~ l-level meetings. 

• International 4°ransport orum (ITF) Annual Ministerial Summit. 

• Asia-Pacific Econo~J''C Cooperation (APEC) Ministerial meeting. 

As your Ministry, we can help to embed your priorities and connect them with whole of government 
priorities and advise you on how to use the available levers to achieve your short-, medium-, and 
longer-term goals. This includes working with the transport agencies to develop a coherent 
strategic view of the longer-term needs for the transport system. 

Medium term-strategies that use a package of interventions to address specific issues may be 
developed or amended. For example, the Road to Zero strategy was developed to respond to a 
sustained high level of deaths and serious injuries on New Zealand roads. The strategy supports a 
range of actions to reduce road trauma which can be monitored and adjusted over time. 
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TRANSPORT'S ROLE WITHIN THE WIDER SYSTEM 

Transport sector agencies also support a range of cross-government strategies. For example, the 
Ministry and the CAA also have important roles in supporting the implementation of the Aotearoa 
New Zealand Aerospace Strategy, led by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment. 

Additionally, there are short-term transport sector delivery plans, many of which are governed by 
Acts of Parliament and are key components of the transport planning and funding system. For 
example, the Oecarbonising Transport Action Plan (2022-25) sets out what the Government will 
do to implement the transport actions in the first Emissions Reduction Plan, and what we need to 
reduce our transport emissions by 41 percent by 2035 and reach net zero by 2050. 

Transport's role within the wider system 

Outside of existing collaboration between government agencies anctpoe( colla~ tion with other 
stakeholders in the transport system is critical to realising positivetil~ port outcomes. 

Effective and meaningful engagement with stakeholders fro~ ocal gover~ nt, he private sector, 
researchers and iwi will be critical to achieving governme ( riotities and s aping the transport 
system. We can provide you with further advice on engage.mi nt t~ 0u s ould prioritise, and 

when. ~--~ t r""\"'-
There are other important levers that transport d~~ not '°1/.n , ~ifiere are actions that can be 
taken to influence these. For example, land us~ n import nt lever that requires cross-system 
collaboration and agreement. 

Given its role as a key enabler of so~ nd,lecon~fnlC: oonnections, the transport system intersects 
with a wide range of other systems-at t~ focal\ national and global levels. This underlines the need 
t~ coordinate a~d recognise th~ ots d, c,s·on-s i~ tran~port may have on other sectors. . 

Figure 4 below illustrates so~ e et the key elatronsh1ps with the transport system, and Appendix 2 
includes further detail on so~ ey are.a where a coordinated response and decisions are 
required, including l]la'riti~ ~ secur"t~ order security and climate response. 
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TRANSPORT'$ ROLE WITHIN THE WIDER SYSTEM 

Figure 4 Tra~ ~ ~ e within the wider system 

Notes ~ 
1 "' Keygr,iupings 
2 • sel etaeY for Transport attends ODESC as required 
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TRANSPORT'$ ROLE WITHIN THE WIDER SYSTEM 

Appendix 1 Emergency Management and search and rescue 
functions 

Emergency Management and search and rescue functions 

Emergency Management 
The transport system is vulnerable to major natural events and shocks that disrupt services. The Ministry exercisi;its 
system stewardship role by being the transport sector lead on resi lience and security policy matters with other, ( 
government agencies such as the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC), the National Em~~~ 
Management Agency (NEMA), and the National Security System. The Ministry works clos1 y with the ot~ l'fsport 
Crown entities to plan for future needs and emergencies so the transport sector can res@PnQ;efficientM_~na-..effectively 
to system disruptions or damaged infrastructure. '-XV • ' 

System planning and preparedness is reviewed during DPMC-led Officials CGmmi~ fo~ o;mesti and External 
Security Coordination (ODESC) forums and exercised as part of the NE~ ed au\if-goveqimery National Exercise 
Programme. During significant responses the Ministry will activate and I !.'ad'.'.the Trans~ ~ ponse Team (TRT), 
which acts as the sector coordinating entity for transport under the c ·v}P,:~ence and Ertie'rgency Management Act. As 
a non-operational agency, the Ministry's role is to coordinate the ti:anvsector a en:are a single transport voice 
is provided to the lead agency for the response and to Minister 

New Zealand Search and Rescue 
New Zealand's 30 million km2 Search and Res~ St R) regio (t orld's third largest) extends from the South Pole 
to the southern border of the Honolulu regio~ a y to A~ li_a. d Chile, and includes American Samoa, Cook 
Islands, Niue, Norfolk Island, Samoa, Toke' il.'~ o'.1.P-8: ~ ively, the SAR sector comprises approximately 
11,095 people from a wide variety of P~ j on-gover~~nl!"and commercial organisations of whom around 89 
percent are volunteers. During the 2t~2:~ ear, tf .~~ or, saved 137 lives, rescued 744 people, and assisted a 
further 1130 people. These ac~\at ~ d $~~ in social costs to New Zealand. 

The New Zealand Search and Ri.fc ·e (NZS~ ~ ouncil, established by Cabinet in 2003 provides strategic 
governance, leadershipifhe. SAR sec~1'1Z'a ~ es the governments investment into the sector and provides SAR 
advice to Ministers. Th 6'Tconsists o"lhe chief executives of departments with SAR responsibilities and includes 
the Ministry (chair~ M riti e NZ (~ Z), the Civil Aviation Authority, the Department of Conservation, the NZ Police, 
the New Zealand D~ nce For~ ~t-fd Emergency NZ, and a non-government independent member. 

The Ministry receives funj!U9~i't{nd-hosts the NZSAR Secretariat. Either the NZ Police or the Rescue Coordination 
Centre NZ (which is an ~ erar)> group within MNZ) coordinates SAR operations. The responsible coordinating 
authority will reque~~~-of SAR assets depending on the requirements of the operation. A wide variety of 
organisations m~ icipate in SAR operations, including the Department of Conservation, NZ Land Search and 
Rescue, Coas~ cl~ . Surf Life Saving NZ, rescue helicopters, the NZ Police, commercial vessels, Defence and a 
variety of r~~ ganisations or assets including members of the public. 

The SAR ~ s revenue comes from a variety of sources, including Crown funding through Vote Transport, Vote 
Police, Vote Conservation, and Vote Defence, and hypothecated funding collected under the LMTA (which recognises 
FED paid by recreational boat users). Commercial sponsorship, local fundraising, community grants, class 4 gaming 
(including gaming machines from pubs and clubs) and the Lotteries Grants Board also provide funding to the wider 
search and rescue and recreational safety sectors. 

Ministers of Transport and Finance are empowered under the L TMA to allocate FED funding for SAR purposes. The 
NZSAR Council (on behalf of the Ministry) administers approximately $21.8 million per annum of FED investment into 
SAR sector agencies. The NZSAR Council (on behalf of the Ministry) also administers the government's investment of 
$15.1 million per annum into frontline water safety rescue and prevention services (Coastguard NZ and Surf Life 
Saving NZ). 
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TRANSPORT'$ ROLE WITHIN THE WIDER SYSTEM 

Appendix 2 Cross system collaboration 

Maritime Security 
You are the lead minister for Maritime Security and the Ministry is the lead agency for maritime 
security policy. The Ministry chairs the Maritime Security Oversight Committee (MSOC) which is 
responsible for oversight of New Zealand's maritime security and comprises the lead 11 maritime 
security agencies. MSOC developed a Maritime Security Strategy (endorsed by Cabinet in 2019) in 
response to multiple, increasing security pressures. 

There are 12 core national security issues within the National Security Strategy with each(_isfu't, 
assigned a Strategic Coordination Agency. The Ministry performs that role.for maritim~~~ so 
sits on the National Security Board where is it also able to represent other ap onal S'f f~ issues 
such as transport security and the supply chain. ,L 

Border Executive Board ~ -:<'-. 
The Border Executive Board (BEB) is an interdepartmental exeGutive bo ~ ith six member 
agencies - New Zealand Customs Service (chair), Minis,WoN?rima{l' In ~ostries, Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment, Ministry of Fo e:jgr ~ ffairs an~ rade, Manata Hauora 
Ministry of Health, and Te Manata Waka Ministry of\Tr:~msport. Jn'8EB provides joint 
accountability for New Zealand's border syste~ ~et~1' as ~iagle point of contact for issues and 
opportunities that can only be progressed by~ rkj!lg acr0s more than one agency. 

Cabinet has set five accountabilities for tbe SEB and a~ '\led the first BEB Border Sector 
Strategy in May 2023. The BEB has four rioritiesi,Qr ~23/24: implement the digital arrival card; 
progress trans-Tasman seamless tra er;;esponc:ttr&tt'le resumption of demand for air travel; and 
coordinate maritime activity. The '&)tk\prog* e ·s reviewed on a six-monthly basis and includes 
a mix of stewardship, coordinat e and im rov ment activity. 

/ / 
Climate Change ~ ~ ~ e trves Board 
New Zealand has ·9~ational commitments under the Paris Agreement, and a domestic 
legislative frame ofk.c(unde ~ ~ 1imate Change Response Act 2002) that commits the 
government to am6itiou~ mjs-sions reduction targets and to improving our resilience and ability to 
adapt to the effects o1fcli~ ate change. The Climate Change Chief Executives Board (the Board) 
was established2 ,.,.~l!ly~22 as an Interdepartmental Executive Board (IEB) under the Public 
Service Act 202;:'{a Ign and co-ordinate cross-department climate change action. 

The Board co rises of eight chief executives, is chaired by the Secretary for the Environment, 
and is reSJ?Onsiole to the Prime Minister for its operations. The Ministry of Transport's Chief 
Executive '\eJ es on the Board to drive collaboration with other key departments alongside 
delivering on your transport portfolio commitments. 

While the Board is responsible for overseeing the delivery of the first emissions reduction plan and 
national adaptation plan as a whole, Te Manata Waka remains accountable for the delivery of 
actions within your portfolio. 

For more information on the Board and its work, please refer to the Climate Change Chief 
Executives Board BIM. 
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Appendix 3 Summary of agencies, state owned enterprises, 
and their functions 

Agency/SOE Key Functions 

Te Manato Waka 
Ministry of Transport 

Waka Kotahi 

Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) 

Maritime New 
Zealand (MNZ) 

The Ministry advises you, and government more widely, on all policy and regulatory matters 
within the transport system, and also on funding and governance of the transport Crown 
entities. The Ministry has key functions under five key levers (previously detailed). 

Waka Kotahi is a Crown entity primarily governed by the Land Transport Managemen~ 
2003 (L TMA) and Crown Entities Act 2004. Waka Kotahi's functions include invesf g in, 
managing most aspects of the land transport network, includi,,,ail. ()\ 

Waka Kotahi has a set of statutorily independent functions, ~~determ!fl~ wflich 
activities should be included in the NL TP. Waka Kotahi ~ p~ roves ~ tivities as qualifying 
for payment from the NL TF, approving procurement ~ ect res for lan'd'...t(ansport activities, 
issuing or suspending any land transport document or atf\borisati'i" · anf lxercises 
enforcement powers. L')__ '-J 
Waka Kotahi has regulatory compliance al)Stf~~ ement respo sIbilities relating to aspects 
of rail safety, driver licensing, vehicle testirrg~ certifica n ana revenue collection. 

- ~ 

CAA is a Crown entity primarily gove ne u der thitciv~ ~ iation Act 1990 and Crown 
Entities Act 2004. The Authority has---Se en busines~ ups performing safety and security 
regulatory and service deliver,i ftr c ~ ns ac~~ ffi breadth of the aviation system, so that 
people feel safe and are safe he they fly. · ~ 

Transport Accident TAIC is'.'.8n 1 ~ de~ t c r~ ntity, and acts as a standing commission of inquiry. The 
Investigation CommissI~ s core<R~~se is to determine the circumstances and causes of certain 
Commission (TAIC) a·l ation, ail an cma'1ltime occurrences with a view to avoiding similar occurrences in the 

~j!.LJr~ ther tli'an o ascribe blame. 

~~~ wa~ tab~ ed to assist New Zealand to comply with its international aviation 
obligations o~ suring independently conducted, safety-focused accident and incident 
inv stig~ . a role that has since expanded to include investigations of maritime and rail 

Rccurr ~ ces. The Commission has a range of investigative (not enforcement) powers. 

City Rail Link Limitx ~ ityJRail Link Limited is listed as a company under Schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act. It 
~ s established in 2017 by the Crown and Auckland Council to deliver Auckland's City Rail 
Link (CRL) project. 

0 The Crown and Auckland Council jointly own City Rail Link Limited (with a 51/49 percent 
shareholding respectively). You are jointly responsible, with the Minister of Finance, for the 
Crown's interest in City Rail Link Limited (as shareholding Ministers). Board appointments 
require joint agreement from the Crown and Auckland Council. 

The Board operates independently to shareholding Ministers and Auckland Council, in 
accordance with the Project Delivery Agreement. The Project Delivery Agreement is a 
contractual agreement between the Crown, Council and City Rail Link Limited that sets out 
the terms for City Rail Link Limited to manage the delivery of the CRL project on behalf of the 
Crown and Council, as joint sponsors of the project. 




